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(ABSTRACT)j

ä This dissertation presents a new method of simultaneous parameter and state esti-

mation for linear, stochastic, discrete—time, multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO)

(B systems. This new method is called pseudo·Iinear idenrqication (PLID), and extends an

earlier method to the more general case where system input and output measurements

are corrupted by noise. PLID can be applied to completely observable, completely

controllable systems withknown structure (i.e., known observability indexes) and un-

known parameters. No assumptions on pole and zero locations are required; and no

assumptions on relative degree are required, except that the system transfer functions

must be strictly proper.

Under standard gaussian assumptions on the various noises, for time-invariant

systems in the class described above, it is proved that PLID is the optimal estimator (in

the mean-square·error sense) of the states and the parameters, conditioned on the out-

put measurements. It is also proved, under a reasonable assumption of persistent

excitation, that the PLID parameter estirnates converge a.e. to the true parameter values

of the unknown system

For deterministic systems, it is proved that PLID exactly identifies the states and

parameters in the minimum possible time, so—called deadbeat identification. The proof



brings out an interesting relation between the estimate error propagation and the

observability matrix of the time-varying extended system (the extended system incorpo-

rates the unknown parameters into the state vector). This relation gives rise to an in-

tuitively appealing notion ofpersistent excitation.

Some results of system identification simulations are presented. Several different

cases are simulated, including a two-input, two-output system with non—minimum-phase

zeros, and an unstable system. A comparison of PLID with the widely used extended

Kalman filter is presented for a single-input, single·output system with near cancellation

of a pole~zero pair.

Results are also presented from simulations of the adaptive control ofan unstable,

. two-input, two-output system In these simulations, PLID is used in a se1f—tuning reg-

ulator to identify the parameters needed to compute the feedback gain matrix, and (si-

multaneously) to estimate the system states, for the state feedback.
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1.0 Introduction

As the algorithm developed in this thesis is, essentially, another least-squares

method, it is fitting to recapitulate a bit of the history of this type of method. A least-

squares method is used to identify parameters of a mathematical model of a system,

based on measurements of the system outputs, and, if available, measurements of the

system inputs. Karl F. Gauss was probably the first to employ a least-squares calcu-

lation, and, because of his clear understanding of what he was doing, must surely be
given credit for initiating the entire area of investigation [1].

In 1795, Gauss developed the least-squares method which, based upon a large

number of observations, he used to estimate the six parameters needed to completely

describe planetary motion. Legendre independently developed the least-squares method,

publishing his results in 1806 in his book, Nouvelles méthodes pour la determination des

orbites des cométes.

Some ill-feelings arose between Gauss and Legendre, because Gauss, who did not
publish his results until 1809, claimed to be the first to develop the method, by virtue

of the earlicr date ofhis work, and gave only passing reference to Legendre's publication.

Historians have substantiated Gauss’ claim, and the furor surrounding the original de-

velopment of the least-squares method has largely been forgotten.

Gauss stated the motivation for the least-squares method quite clearly:

"If the astronomical observations and other quantities on which the computationof orbits is based were absolutely correct, the elements also, whether deduced
from three or four observations, would be strictly accurate (so far indeed as the
motion is supposed to take place exactly according to the laws of Kepler) and,therefore, if other observations were used, they might be confirmed but not cor-rected. But since all our measurements and observations are nothing more than
approximations to the truth, the same must be true of all calculations resting
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upon them, and the highest aim of all computations made concerning concrete
phenomena must be to approximate, as nearly as practicable, to the truth. But
this can be accomplished in no other way than by a suitable combination ofmore
observations than the number absolutely requisite for the determination of the
unknown quantities. This problem can only be properly undertaken when an
approximate knowledge of the orbit has been already attained, which is after-
wards to be corrected so as to satisfy all the observations in the most accurate
manner possible." [2]

This is a remarkable quote, not merely because of its clarity, but also because it touches

upon several features of least-squares estimation, and of modelling, that have kept re-

searchers busy for nearly 200 years since. For example, he refers to the minimum num-

ber of observations necessary to identify the unknown parameters, presaging the

questions of the model order and the observability of a system, and, less directly, the

question ofpersisterzcy ofexcitatiort of the input.

Gauss clearly saw that redundant measurements could neutralize the effects of er-

ror in individual measurements. He indicated the method should yield a model that

would agree as well as possible with all the measurements, a notion which today would

be called minimizing the residuals. _

Gauss chose not to pursue the computational aspects of the least-squares method

beyond what was needed for solving the planetary motion problem. The method of

least-squares typically involves an enormous computational burden, which Gauss surely

realized, making it very difficult to irnplement before the advent of computers. Even

with computers, it was not until 1960, with the landmark work of Kalman [3], in which

a recursive algorithm was described, that the least-squares problem became computa-

tionally efficient.

Kalman provided an algorithm that recursively computes the conditional mean es-

timate of the state of a Gauss—Markov system; it is easy to show that the conditional

mean estimate is also the least-square·error estirnate. Ka1man's work was, in a sense,

the culmination of 165 years of research into least·square methods.
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In the area of least-squares estimation, it could be argued that there is really
nothing to add to Kalman's work, only applications of it. This could explain the
ubiquitousness of the Kalman filter. However, one might just as well say that Kalrnan’s
work was simply an implementation of the ideas of Gauss. But that is not totally ac-
curate. Gauss described a method of estimating the parameters of a system model; on

the other hand, Kalman's algorithm assumes the system model is completely known a
priori, and estimates the states of the system.

Of course, the Kalman state estimator has been studied extensively. Some investi-
gators have studied what becomes of the state estimates when the model structure or the

. model parameters are not perfectly known, such as in [39] and [40]. But, more in line
with the problem Gauss studied, many attempts have been made to use the Kalman filter
to estimate the parameters of a system model, such as the straightforward least-squares

method described by Äström [33].

While state estimators have been used for years in feedback control systems, it is
only recently, and still seldom, that parameter estimators have been employed in con-
trollers, in what is generally called adaptive control. This state ofaffairs is partly due to
a natural inertia among control system designers, but mostly due to the fact that so few
theoretical results are available concerning the incorporation of parameter estimators
into the control loop. Typically, for systems whose structure or whose parameters are
changing, control designers are more likely to incorporate gain scheduling schemes,

which are simple, and have performed adequately a variety of complex systems since
the l940's. While gain scheduling is a type ofadaptive control, adaptive control purists
consider it to be "open-loop" adaptive control. ,

With the advent of "closed-loop" adaptive controllers, some of which require both
state and parameter estimates, the natural tendency is to extend the formulation of the

Kalman filter, so that it will estimate both the states of the system and the parameters

Chapter I: Introduction
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of the system model, simultaneously. This has led to various schemes intended to si-
multaneously estimate the system parameters and the system states. These schemes are

known under such names as adaptive state estimation, adaptive prediction,joint parameter

and state estimation, and simultaneous parameter and state estimation.

There are two main approaches to joint parameter and state estimation of linear

systems [4]. ln the first, a "b0otstrap" arrangement is employed, in which there are

separate state and parameter estimators. The most recent state estimates are used in the

parameter estimator, and vice versa. Proofs ofconvergence for this arrangement usually

invoke the separation principle, which says that state estimation and parameter esti-

mation can be carried out independently. Thus the choice of parameter estimator is in-

dependent of the state estimator being used; and there are many from which to choose.

Chapter 2 outlines several of the most commonly used methods ofparameter estimation.

Typically, the states are estimated by a Kalman filter.

In the second main approach, the system state vector is augmented by the vector

of unknown parameters. This results in an augmented system that is nonlinear, due to

the multiplication of states by parameters, which are now other states of the system, by

virtue of their inclusion in the state vector. The augmented state vector is estimated by

some nonlinear estimator, or by an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), which performs a

linearization of the system about the estimated state, at each iteration. This approach

is somewhat less computationally efficient than the first one, because the matrices in the

augmented state estimator are significantly larger than those in the independent param-

eter and state estimators of the first approach. A typical development of the EKF is

presented in Chapter 3.

This thesis presents the development of a joint parameter and state estimator called

pseudo-linear identification (PLID). The development is carried out for discrete·time,

linear, multiple-input, multiple output (MIMO) stochastic systems. The systems may
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be stochastic in the following sense: Precise measurements of the input and output are
not available; rather, the measurements are corrupted by gaussian white noise ofknown

autocovariance. Furthermore, gaussian white noise is input directly to the states of the
system, again with known autocovariance. All the cross-covariances are assurned

known, as well.

The PLID algorithm is an extension of earlier work by Salut et.aI [5]. The work in

[5] is actually an extension of Salut's PhD dissertation, which is summarized in [6], pre-

senting a unified treatment of continuous·time and discrete-time systems. In [5], a

method of sirnultaneous parameter and state estimation is presented for linear MIMO

systems having a white gaussian state-noise vector with known autocovariance, and for

which the input and output are known perfectly. There it is shown how the

observable·canonic form can lead to a linear minimum-mean-square·error estimator of

the parameters and states of the unknown system, provided that inputs and outputs are

measured exactly. No theoretical study of the convergence of the joint estimator was

presented in either of Salut's publications.

Chen .et.aI. [7] drew heavily on the work in [6] and [5], extending it to the case where

the state-noise vector has unknown autocovariance (similar to the assumptions made in

the development of the Generalized Least Squares method of parameter estimation).

This leads to a nonlinear representation, with the nonlinearities due to the fact that

states are multiplying states. The system is linearized in a typical extended Kalman filter

development, yielding a suboptimal filter. A convergence proof is presented, in which

it is shown that the parameter subvector (of the joint parameter and state estimate)
W

converges with probability l (w.p.l) to a stationary point ofa Lyapunov function. Such

a stationary point is not necessarily equivalent to the true parameter vector.A
The development of the PLID algorithm starts with the observable canonic form,

from which is derived a rather interesting extended system form, apparently first noted
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by Salut [6], and later, independently, by VanLandingham [8]. In deference to Salut’s
earlier work, this extended canonic form here will be called the Salut form. More gen-
erally, this Salut cauonic form can be called the extended state representation.

The work presented in this thesis extends the work of Salut et.aI. [5] to the case
where, in addition to the state-noise vector of known autocovariance, the input vector
and the output vector are also contaminated by gaussian white noise vectors with known
autocovariances. The input, output, and state-noise vectors may be cross-correlated,
but it is assumed that such cross-covariances are known. Under these assumptions, the

conditional mean estimator (PLID) is derived, with conditioning on all the input and
output measurements up to the current time. The conditional mean estimator is, of
course, optimal in the mean-square-error sense. It is also shown here that the algorithm

converges to the exact values of the states and parameters in the minimum possible time
whenever the system is completely deterrninistic. In the stochastic case, martingale
theory is used to show that the PLID parameter subvector converges w.p.1 to the exactI
value of the unknown parameter vector.

_ The development of the Salut form from the observable-canonic form is shown in
Chapter 4 both for single-input, single-output (SISO) systems and for multiple·input,

multiple-output (MIMO) systems.
I

Chapter 5 develops the (stochastic) PLID algorithm from the MIMO Salut form
of the previous chapter. By derivation, PLID is the conditional mean estimator (condi-

tioned on input and output data up to the current time), implying that, as an estimator
of the states and parameters, PLID is optimal in the mean-square-error sense.

In Chapter 6 the deterministic pseudo-linear identification is presented. The algo-

rithm is obtained by setting all the noise terms in the (stochastic) PLID algorithm to

zero; therefore, it is actually a subset of the work in [5]. However, Chapter 6 presents

a proof of tirne-optimal convergence that has not been found in the literature. An in-
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teresting relationship between the input signal and the convergence of the algorithm is
also highlighted there, embodied in Theorem 6.2.5, and Corollaries 6.2.7 and 6.2.8. This

relationship can be considered as a requiremcnr ofpersalstent excirarion, which is a recur-

ring topic in the literature on systemidentification.

Chapter 7 completes the theoretical convergence study, presenting proof that, un-

der a mild persistency of excitation assumption, the stochastic PLID algorithm con-

verges to the correct parameter values, drawing upon theorems from the study of

martingales. (Martingales and the associated defmitions in probability theory, are re-

viewed in the Appendices.)

The convergence proofs of the previous chapters no longer hold when the system

parameters vary with time in an unknown way. The theoretical difficulties introduced

by time-varying systems are discussed in Chapter 8. However, Section 8.1 presents an

analysis of the initial convergence rate of the stochastic PLID algorithm for the small

noise case. This analysis makes no assumption about time-invariance of the system, so

applies generally. Thus it gives a useful expected bound, at least for SISO systems of

reasonably low order, on the parameter and state estimate errors for the small noise case,

when the input is persistently exciting.

Chapter 9 presents a variety of PLID simulation results. In Section 9.1, typical

results are shown at various noise levels, for a fourth·order, two~input, two-output sys-

tem. The particular system chosen for these simulations has non·rninimum-phase zeros

in three out of four subsystems. Because there are no assumptions about the system

poles and zeros in the derivation, non-minimum-phase zeros should present no special

problem to the PLID algorithm. Clearly, from the simulations, they do not.

Section 9.2 presents results when the assumptions under which the PLID algorithm

was derived are violated. ln this case, the system is not strictly proper. The estimator

was rederived to account for an extra system parameter, which also introduces explicit
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nonlinearities into the estimator. Thus, the estimator of this section is a slightly altered
(and suboptirnal) version of the PLID algorithm This suboptimal variation on the
PLID algorithm is compared to a more standard method of joint parameter and state
estimation, the Extended Kalman Filter. The two methods were applied to a near·prime
system, which has near cancellation of a pole-zero pair. The results indicate that the
nice convergence properties of the PLID algorithm carry over to cases that slightly vio-
late the basic assumptions of the PLID derivation.

Section 9.3 presents results for an unstable system, highlighting some of the difli·
culties introduced if the output becomes unbounded.

Chapter 10 discusses using the PLID algorithm in an adaptive control scheme.
Simulation results of such a scheme are presented in Section 10.1, where PLID is used
together with a minimum variance set point controller to control a fourth-order, two-
input, two-output system having two unstable poles and several non-minimum-phase

zeros. Some interesting aspects of the problems of ill·c0nditioning and persistency of
excitation, as they affect the PLID algorithm, are highlighted in these results. .

A
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2.0 Previous Methods ofParameter Estimatiou

Over the years, many methods have been devised for parameter estimation, and a
great deal ofwork has been done developing proofs of their convergence properties. In
this chapter several common methods of parameter estimation are briefly described, for
on-line estimation of parameters for single-input, single-output (SISO), linear, lumped-
parameter, time-invariant, discrete-time systems ofknown order. The chapter is organ-
ized as followsz

2.1. Method ofWeighted Least Squares (WLS)

2.2. Method of Stochastic Approximation (SA)

and the Stochastic Newton Method

2.3. Bayesian approach

2.4. Method of Instrumental Variables (IV) -
2.5. Method of Extended Least Squares (BLS) -

(or Pseudo-Linear Regression (PLR))

2.6. Method ofGeneralized Least Squares (GLS)

2.7. Model Reference Technique (MR)

2.8. Recursive Maximum Likelihood (RML) Method

For more complete treatments of these methods, see (9] and [10].
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2.1 Method of Weighted Least Squares (WLS)

Suppose a system with input sequence {u,} and output sequence {y,} can be re-
presented by the model

yk + al 10,.1 + + ¤„yk.„ = bi 16.-1 + + b„ 10..,. + vr (2-1-1)

where v, is an unknown noise sequence (measurement noise).

Let the vectors

oé [al ,...,a„,b, ,...,b„ ]T
A T (2.1.2).„ , ‘°yk_" , uk_l , ••• , uk_"]

be defined, with 0 being the parameter vector, and ¢, being the observation data vector.

Then y, = 0T¢,
+ v, - (2.1.3)

Now denote the vector parameter estimate Ö, , the estimate based on all data to time k.
The criterion for judging the estimate is the weighted output error, or "equation error,"

V(6';„
-
k) = T Zar (V; — GZ ¢>¤ )2 (2-1-4)

z=1

where oz, are the "weights."

The estimate Ö, is to be selected so as to minimize V(Ö, , k). Denoting the mini-

mizing estimate by Ö, , then

V(5k,k)]- „ =0. (2.1.5)
0* 8 0*
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k
H-¤¤-=. 0 = 7} Z-, [zw. - öl 0. x —¢l>]. (2-1-6)

bl

Q
k A k

Z°¢1¢1¢1T01; = Zazyz *1*1
-

(2-1-7)
l=1 I=l

and, if the inverse exists,

A k __] k
Öl = Za: *1*1 ¢i' Z°‘1.V1¢1 (2-1-8)

1:1 tel

To recast Equation 2.1.8 as a recursive algorithm, define

· k
M1; (2-1-9)' hl

Hence, Ml_, = Mk — ak ¢k dal-.
(2.1.10)

With that definition, Equation 2.1.7 becomes

A I:
M1; 01; = Zazyz ¢1 (2-1-11)

1:1

and from Equation 2.1.8, l
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11 11-1A

011 * M1? Z°¢1.V1¢1 = M1? (§:°¢1.V1¢1 + ¤11.V11 ¢11)hl 1-1
A

= M1? (M11-1 ok-I + °¢11.V11 ¢11)
^ 2.1.12ak ¢’11 °‘11.V11 *1*11 ] ( )

1 ^ r ^= M11 [M11 011-1 + **11 ¢>11 (P11 —¢>11Now,

to avoid having to find the inverse of M, on each iteration, it is useful to
apply the matrix inversion lemma. Defxne P,,, é M;1,, for all k 2 0. So,

M11+1 = M11 + uI¢+I 0*11+1 ¢’1i‘+1 ( 3)_ _ I _ 2.].1

=’Applyingthe matrix inversion lemma to Equation 2.1.13 yields

P T P. P,+, - P, - (2.1.14)
7,+1 + ¢11+1 P11 ¢11+1

So, from Equation 2.1.12, the recursion on the estimate is

A A
T A

011+1 = 011 + *11+1 P11+1 *7011+1 (Y11+1 " *1*11+1 011) (2115)

Equations 2.1.14 and 2.1.15 define the recursive weighted least squares algorithm.
Note that if a, = l, for all i= 1,2, , then the equations reduce to the least

squares algorithm.

Strictly speaking, the recursion should begin at the time when M, first becomes

invertible, since the derivation of the recursion required it. However, the recursion is
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usually begun at time zero, by assuming P, = c I , where c>I , and some arbitrary Ö,.

To see the effect of this, denote the new values in the recursion by P; , M; , and

Then
A

1.
M; =1>;* +Z.1,6,.6f=1>,;* +M,, (2.1.16)

I=l

Equation 2.1.16 can be proven by induction:

LetAssume ML, = PQI + M,,_, .
Th=¤ M; = M.;.. + 6. 6. 6I = 6;* + M... + **11*1*11 6.T

=
PQI

+ Mk .

A A
k

$imü¤flY. 01. *70 +Z¤1¢1y1) (2·l·l7)
l=l

can be shown by induction:

AQ A Q TA

01=00 +**1P1 ¢*1(V1 —¢1 60)
=P; [(6;**-6. 6. 6;°1 6. +6. 6.1.]
=M;** [1M; -6. 6. 6;1 6. +6. 6.1.]

M1 M1 "**1 *6*1 *PT) 60 +**1

=

¢{,6;=<6;* +M. 1** 16;* 6. +°*1¢1.V1)·
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^· _! _' _' ^
k-!

Assume 0,_, = (Po + M;_,) (Po 0,, + Z¤1,¢,y,)
ln!

Tb¤¤ 0; =0;-„ + 0¤1;PÄ¢>1;(v1; — 0;0;-11

-
P1;[(·"1Ä"—0¤;<i>1;<i>1Z”) 0;-; +0; ¢;y;]

= Mk -1 li(M1; " **1; ¢1; *1}*16-) *61;-1 + **1; ¢1;.V1;:|
= (0;* + M;>"[<0;‘ + M; — 0; 0; 0;) 0;.; + 0; «1·;y;]

1:-1_ P-1 M -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 ^_(
O + k) Mk-!) {PO 00 + ul ¢l.yl}

l¤l

+ **1; ¢*1;.V1; ]

A k—1= (0;* + M; >"[0;‘ 0; + 20=1d>1y1 + 0; my;]
i=l

A k
00 +ZGl¢lyl

l=!

·
Now ifP„ = cl, c>1, then because M, = Z01,¢>,¢>{ ifa, #0, V i= 1, 2, , and ifthe

hl

input sequence {u,} is persistently exciting (so that d>,, ¢>,{ does not go to zero), then the

effect of
P;‘

decreases over time. So

Iiim
M; =M;, and Äim P; = P,. (2.1.18)

A A
k

ums, 0; - P; 0;* 0,, + P; 2;;,41,);, (2.1.19)
hl

11m6'—1>1>"6 +6 (2120)1; — 1; o o Ic · ·
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But P, —• 0 and
P;‘

<l. So, = Ö,. Therefore the effects of the initial values
P,,_, and Ö, diminish over time.

To investigate the convergence properties of the least squares method, it is neces-
sary to assume that the system generating the data really can be modeled by

ry, = 8, da, + v,. (2.1.21)

Thus, Equation 2.1.8 becomes

A k _l k
6. = Z¤1¢«¢T Z«.¢».w§¢. + ».>

. 1-1 tg:
k _, z

1=1 1=1
k -1 k (2.1.22)

=0o + 2**1 ¢1 ¢{ Z“1¢xV1
1.-1 1...1

1 k
" 1 k

=6o + 'Z';°¢1¢1¢T T;°¢1¢1V1 ·

As k gets large, it is hoped that the trailing term of Equation 2.1.22 will vanish. In that

term, both factors are weighted sample means. Thus, the second factor can 0I1ly vanish

if da, and v, are uncorrelated. That will not be true if {v,} is not a white sequence.

So the weighted least squares method will give biased estimates in the case where

{v,) is correlated. There are several approaches to overcoming tl1is problem, some of

which are discussed in later sections (ELS, GLS, IV).
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2.2 The Stochastic Approximation Method

This method was originally proposed by Robbins and Monro in [I 1]. Their method

can be presented as follows:

Suppose there is a sequence of measurements {_y,,} on a process of .x„ ,

Y1; = R1; (*0 ) + Ö1; (2-2-1)

where 6,, 6,, , 6,, are independent, zero-mean random variables. Then taking an arbi-

trary point $,, , and an arbitrary sequence ofpositive numbers (read 'gains') (a,}

00

sarasrymg 2;;, ’
< es ami Za, = oo, (2.2.2)

l=l l=l

and letting $k+, = gk + ak [y), — R), ($k )] (2.2.3)

results in the convergence, klim $, =
xol

(2.2.4)**00

The tendency to converge is easier to see by writing Equation 2.2.3 as

21;+1 "‘ 21; = **1; [Y1; ' R1; (21; )] = ¢1; [R1; (*0 ) + Ö1; * R1; (2:; )] (2~2·5)

and taking expectation ofboth sides, given $,, :

21; ) 121; jl = az; [R1; (*0 ) ‘ R1; (21; )]

That is, the expected correction of the estimate is in the direction ofx, . It tums out

that the properties of Equation 2.2.2 guarantee convergence, as discussed below.
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The requirements of a system identification algorithm make the restrictions on
{Q} seem a bit stringent. Much work has been done to loosen those restrictions, but
the basic form of the algorithm has rcmained the same. Consider its application to the
SISO system of Equation 2.1.3:

yk =
0T¢R

+

VRwherey,, and 0,, are measured and v,, is zero·mean measurement error (uncorrelated with
45,, ). It is natural to seek the estimate 0 that minimizes the variance of the

"equation error" V(0 , k) ä-
% E [U), — ZT (bk )2]

(2.2.7)

If' 0,, is the minimizing value of0 , then V(0 , k);|5
3

= 0 (2.2.8)
60 = k

which is E [ck (Y,. — ¢,{ö,„ )] = 0 (2.2.9)

The solution to Equation 2.2.9 cannot be obtained exactly, since the distribution

of [y,, I¢>,I] is not known. (Although it is interesting to note that if the sample mean is
substituted into Equation 2.2.9, then

1
k

^”
T Z¢>i(vi — N6; ) = 0 (2-240)

z=1

which is the weighted least squares formulation of' Equation 2.1.6 with all the weights
ex, set to unity.)

I
So, the stochastic approximation method of Equation 2.2.3 is applied to Equation

2.2.9, yielding
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A A TA01 " 0;-1 + an ¢z (J': ‘ ¢1¢ 01;-1 ) (2-2-11)

For a time·invariant system, the positive gains a, are fairly arbitrary, provided they

satisfy Equation 2.2.2. The first part of Equation 2.2.2 implies that a, -» 0, which im-

plies that the effects of measurement noise are eventually eliminated. The second part

implies that the initial estimate can be an arbitrary distance from the actual value 0,, ,

and the estirnate will still converge.

The stochastic Newton method is a variation on the preceding. Note that Equation

2.2.8 can be rewritten as a stochastic gradient problem,

Ü ~—·T V(Ü ,k) .., ,, =O. (2.2.12)
ÖÜ 0 = 01:

The solution is, of course, the same. However, analogous to the deterministic case, the

. efficiency of the gradient algorithm might be improved by introducing the (approxi-

. mated) Hessian,

62 “ _ r
ä V(0 , k) — E(¢; da; ). (2.2.13) .60

Def'1ning the approximation W, of E (da, qbf ), then the Robbins-Monro method can

again be applied to yield

Wr (2-2-14)

This is now implemented to yield the stochastic Newton algoritlun,

A A 1 TA
0,, = 0;_, + ak W; ep; (V; - ¢>k 0;_, ). (2.2.15)
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Note the similarity to Equation 2.1.12, which can, in fact, be derived from Equation

2.2.15 by the proper defmitions of the gain terms b, in Equation 2.2.14, and a, in

Equation 2.2.15.

Convergence of the stochastic approximation methods was shown initially for in-

dependent, identically distributed random variables E, , but later work showed conver-

gence for identically distributed, possibly correlated §, [12].

2.3 Bqyesian Method

In this method, the data are assumed (as in Equation 2.1.3) to be generated by a

system which can be modeled as

yk =
0T¢k

"I'

VkHowever,statistics of the measurement noise are known; viz., v, is gaussian with

E(v, ) = 0 , and E( vg ) = R . (2.3.2)

Ljung and Söderström provide a detailed proof [13] based on Baye’s rule that the

gaussian posterior density, p ( 0,, Iy, , , y,, u, , , u, ) é p ( 0,, IZ,) has the following

statistics:

P - ¢· NP -E(00 OÄIIZ,) é P, = P,_, —L , po; (2.3.3)¢2 P1;-1 ¢Iz + R

A A A I T A Aand E( 00 IZ;.) = 0;. = 0;;.; +; P;. ¢>;; (V; — ¢>;. 0;..; )• 00- (2·3·4)
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Note that Equations 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 can be obtained from the weighted least
squares recursion, Equations 2.1.14 and 2.1.15, by setting the weights ct, = l/R for all
i= 1,2, . i

Equations 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 also bear a close resemblance to Kalman filter equations

for the system

0k+l = H1; + Wk
T (2.3.5)fk = ¢z oz + Vx

where w,, and v,, are mutually independent gaussian white noise sequences with zero
means and covariances Q and R, respectively. Ifw, E 0, the Kalman filter can be derived
by Bayesian methods similar to that cited above, obtaining equations identical to

Equations 2.3.3 and 2.3.4. The same result can also be derived by minimization tech-

niques when first- and second-order noise statistics are known.

The Kalman filter method is thus shown to be applicable to parameter estimation,

so Kalman filter stability and convergence results may be expected to apply. .
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2.4 Method ofInstrumental Variables (IV)

As mentioned at the end of the section on WLS, the method of least squares

produces biased estimates Ö, if 0, and v, are correlated. The method of instrumental

variables is a variation of the least squares method, designed to overcome that problem.

To begin with, assume the system model of Equation 2.1.3,

yk = +

Vxwiththe noise v, correlated with previous measurements ¢>, , so that the WLS method

yields biased estirnates. Further assume that there is available a sequence {f,} such that

E (cx Vx) = 0·

Then if the vectors §, are- substituted into the recursion for the estimate (Equation

2.1.8),
l

A 1: _, 1:
01: Ö1 (2-4-2)

1-1 1-1

the convergence result (following from Equation 2.1.22) is

A I x _, 1 1¢
61: =0o V1 (2-4-3)

1=1 1=1

Since the last factor on the right side of Equation 2.4.3 approaches the sample

mean of §, v, , then Ö, —> 0,, , provided that one can invert ia, é, ¢>f . That pro-
hl
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vision is important because it requires that {, and v, be "sufliciently correlated,' while
maintaining the uncorrelated relationship between lf, and ¢, .

While there is an infmite number of sequences {f,} satisfying those correlation re-
quirements, leading to any number of variations on this algorithm, only one method is
presented here, since it is fairly well—known.

In this method, a reference model of the system is created using the current esti—
mate Ö, and the input u, , which is presumed to be uncorrelated with the output noise

v,. The model generates an estimate .£·, of the "true" output of the system, i.e., of the
system output if there were no measurement noise v, .

From Figure 1 on page 23, the complete system diagram, it is fairly clear that lf,
and ¢>, can be expected to be correlated, while §, and v, should be uncorrelated. In this
implementation

r
AT (2.4.4)

-*1; = 01; Ö1; -

and the main recursions, with a development analogous to that of the SA method, are

P g 4F P1; 1;+1 12+1 1; .P1;+1 = P1; ‘#l°
——„„,+, + ¢1;+1 P1; 6;+; (2.4.5)

A A
T A '

01;+1 = 01; + **1;+1 P1;+1 Ö1;-+1 0*1;+1 * ¢1;+1 01;)
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Figure I. A typical implementation ofthe Method of Instrumental Veriables.
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2.5 Extended Least Squares (ELS), or Pseudo—Linear Regression

Another approach to the problem ofcorrelation between 45, and v,, (which essen-

tially results from having v, a non-white noise sequence) is to model the sequence v,, as
the output of a moving average (MA) filter whose parameters and input are unknown.

That is, the system model is extended so that the system input is (unknown) white noise;
thus, the least squares method will give unbiased estimates.

The extension of the model is implemented simply by increasing the dimension of
the vector of unknown parameters, so

Y1; = [_alyk-1 bi **1:-1 bm “k—m
(2 5 1)+ Ck + C] Ck_l + °°' + Cr Ck__r] •

·

Defining

00 é [al, , a„, b,, , b,„, cl, , c,]T (2.5.2)

da), é [—yl_, , , ·—yk_„ , u,,_l , , uk_,„ , ek_,, , ek_,]T (2.5.3)

then the 'equation error" is ek =y,, — Hänqßk. (2.5.4)

So the problem is Cast in the same form as Equation 2.1.3. However, it is not enough

to estimate the additional elements c,, i = 1, , r ; the equation error e, must also be

estimated in order to fill in the unmeasurable elements of the observation vector dam .
Thus, although the problem appears to be a linear regression, it is not; however,

the same methods can be applied, with the additional steps of estimating e„,_, . Thus,
the method is also called PLR.

From Equation 2.5.4, it is reasonable to estimate
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A2k+l *14+1 ‘ @{+1 On (2-5-5)

Now the WLS recursion can be extended:
I

(*4 Ju • gk) ‘* (#1:+1 (2-5-6¤)

2k+l =„Vk+1 — @;+1 Bk (2-5-6b)

P eb N P
Pk

,_ak

+*1 + ¢k+l P1- ¢k+l

A A
0:+1 = 61: + aI¢+l Pz+1 ¢k+l 21:+1 (2-5-6d)
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2.6 The Geueralized Least Squares (GLS) Method

The development of GLS is similar to that of the ELS method. However, where

the ELS method assumes that the noise {vl} in the system model

Vkcanbe modeled by white noise filtered through a moving average filter, the GLS method

assumes that {v,,} can be modeled by white noise filtered through an autoregressive (AR)

filter. Thus, for the GLS method, it is assumed that

vl cl , (2.6.2)

where {e,,} is a white noise sequence.

So, defme the extended vectors .

[6,f |„§ ] é [6,, ,6,,, 6,, ,b,,,Ic,, , 6,] (2.6.3)

ul_, Ivl_, vl_, (2.6.4)

As in the ELS method, v,, is unmeasurable, and must therefore be estimated. So the

vector é will be used to estimate the vector of Equation 2.6.4, obtaining the elements

bv

$1; =.Vx ‘
¢Z‘

61;- (2-65)

Now the problem has been cast in the same form as the original LS problem,
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¢11y, -1 [6,f „{ +1,, (2.6.6)C11

lt results in a familiar recursiou, proceeding as in the SA method:

¢11+1
P1 „ [¢>Z+1 :121 ] P1

P P @1+111+1 11 1 T AT
@1+1] Pk A

A A A011+1 011 ¢k+‘
A 011

A = A +%+1 P11+1 A .**11+1 A#11+1 #11
€k+l

#11

^ —
" 6 (2 6"k+1 '•V1¢+1 '¢k+1 11+1 * *7)

^
¢l+2 ·

U'11+1-“11+1-**11+1} =’
A
@1+2
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2.7 Model Reference Techniques

The IV, GLS, and GLS methods postulate changes to or extensions of the basic

system model. The IV method in particular, might be considered a type ofmodel refer-

ence method.

Model reference techniques form one of the two main approaches to adaptive

control (the other being based on self-tuning regulators); its "dual," in a sense, can be

used in parameter identification. In adaptive control, a reference model is set up to

provide the desired (or reference) response to the known input; the controller uses the

difference between the actual system output and the reference level to determine any

necessary change in the control configuration. That is, the closed-loop system is altered

until it conforms to the reference model.

ln system identification, it is the reference model that is changed, until it conforms

to the actual system. The model reference identification scheme can be visualized as in

Figure 2 on page 29. A scheme attributed to Landau for the parameter adjustment of

the reference model is described in [I4]. °
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Figure 2. A typical model reference system identification scheme.
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2.8 Recursive. Maximum Likelihood (RML) Method

The RML method is one of the most successful approaches to obtaining unbiased
estimates of the parameters 0 of the system of Equation 2.1.3,

yk =
8T¢k

+

Vkwhenvl, is correlated noise.

As in section 6, the parameter vector is redef'med to include the unknown coeffi-

cients of a moving average filter, C(z),

' 0 é [al, , a„, bl, , bm, cl, , c,]T (2.8.2)

The input to C(z) is assumed to be an unknown gaussian white noise sequence {el }, and

the output taken to be {vl }.

The vector ofmeasurements is likewise redefmed to include the unmeasurable noise

· input ew.

I: *yk__l , „• , *yk_n , uk_1 , „„ , uk_m , €k_l , „• , €k_r

JTThus,

1* 1yk = 0 ¢z + Q —* Q =.V1t ‘ 0 ¢1« (2·8·4)

Now, ell,,_l is white and gaussian; denote its density by

p (et) = N (0- ni) (2-8-5)

Define the vector
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g,(k) A JT (2.8.6)

and note that
6

. E(g,(k)gZ'(k) ) = 6Z I, (2.8.7)

Thus, if 0 were known perfectly, e,,,_, could be computed exactly by Equation 2.8.4, and

f

1 2 -1/2 l eg-:
p ( g,(k) I6 ) = (21:6,) exp — (2.8.8)

6
:-1 °

However, 0 is not known; denote its estimate by Ö,. So, e,,,_, must be estimated in some

way, in order to fill in the elements of da, . Denote by 6, the estimate of e,,,_, , and by

:2:, the estimate of dz, . Thus, from Equation 2.8.4,

A

¢1: (2-8-9)

, Now define the "likelihood function" as the negative log ofthe estimate ofEquation

2.8.8,

f

1. (2,(k) I6,) =-L 211 +Llog 3} + 22,;, (2.8.10)2 2 26,
:-1

The estimate 6} that maximizes the likelihood function, denoted by 6}, can be found

by solving
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f

0: 1.(£,(k)|ö,,) _, „„ = L $,§_, (2.8.11)
ads °•

° de 2 ae c :-:1

A I A02 =7 2el3_, (2.8.12)
1:1

Note that the maximizing value is the sample variance of the estimates ä,, .

Now, given 0,, , it is desired to f1nd0„, such that

L(€-(k) l01+1)>L(€A(/<) 101-)-

that is, so that the likelihood function montonically increases as the algorithm proceeds.

Defme 60 é 6,+, - 6,, (2.8.13) ,

and expand the likelihood function in a Taylor series about 0,:

A A 8 AL(€-(k) |01„+1)=L(€-(/<) 101-)+-52- Ü, _; (01-+1 -01-)= ‘
(2 814)I A A ö2L A A l' '+; (01+1

01-)+wherethe ellipsis indicates negligible higher-order terms. Substituting Equation 2.8.13,

A ^ _„ A ^ 1· 82L 1L(1,(k) ION.,) — L(z,(k) I6,) + ao Ikök 60 + 2 60
aa,

Io-6* 60 (2.8.15)

i
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Now, assuming that
Ü

L(£,(k) Iök) z 0

the minimization of Equation 2.8.15 proceeds,

-L A ^ - L L ä.0- +2( 2) (60) (2.8.16)

1-Ience 60 = — Q2- -1
il I A (2.8 17)

’
ag! 00 6- 6,, '

Thus, from Equation 2.8.13,

Ö -Ö— iäqil
. (2818)]¢+l E 602 0- gk • •

The quantities in Equation 2.8.18 must be estimated récursively. Note that 6} is
already determined by Equation 2.8.12. So, the frrst partial is °

f

Ö A ^ Ü A 1 AL(g,(k) I0„)=-Ö? ä Z1!-I-é·l0g0§°

1-1'
T

-L L ^ 2.8.19' 26; 66 °:·* ( I
1-1

V

-L ^ L êk-l )

From Equation 2.8.19, then the second partial is
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I

6* ^ 1 6 A 6 A 6*

where the last term on the right is assumed negligible, so

6* ^ 1
r

6 A T 6 AWT) = 5 ( 5 ¢T-4 ) ( 5 8;.1 ) (2-820)a' 1¤1

Now, using Equations 2.8.6 and 2.8.9, the first partial is clearly

l
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F

A Ö A

Y1;-1-1
— ¢1 "fl er-1-1

/-1

»« — E L @k—l—n j öan k—l—j
f=l

T

A 6 A‘“1¢-1-1 ‘ 29 E ek-1-J
J=l

ä £,_, = Z (2.8.21)
T

A Ö A

!=1

A A 8 A“ ek-1-1 ‘ 29 E en-1-J
/=l

. f

•

~ — 8,.,.. — 28 L 2,.,.öc,. J
.

!*‘

For each element of Equation 2.8.21, the graphs of Figure 3 on page 36 will per-

form the appropriate iterations. However, note that some concatenation can be per-
formed, so that only three graphs are required, in total, each of the form shown in

Figure 4 on page 37.

This algorithm could be initialized by running the extended least squares algorithm

first, to get relatively good initial estimates of Ö, and the vector é, . One difiiculty

with it is the required inversion of' L , which is a square (n + m + r)-dimensional

matrix, on each iteration.
1
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3.0 Previous Methods ofJoint Estimation

The joint estimation of states and parameters is a problem that has been investi-

gated by many different researchers. As a result, there is a wide variety of algorithms

available in the literature. Typically, a joint estimation algorithm is derived for a very

limited class of systems, due to the necessity of enforcing some set of assumptions in
order to obtain reasonable theoretical results. After the derivation and associated

proofs, a great deal of effort is usually expended to show, at least heuristically, that the

class of systems to which the algorithm can be successfully applied is actually larger than

the one assumed at the beginning.

One standard approach to joint estimation of parameters and states, which, it is

worth noting, is an explicitly nonlinear problem, uses the extended Kalman filter (EKF)

to estimate an extended state vector eomposed of both the states and the parameters.

The basic premise of its use is that, in this application, the nonlinear system can be

well-approximated by a linearization about the current state. The main difficulty arises

from the fact that the EKF is not globally convergent. Thus, when the current state is

completely unknown, the linearization most likely proceeds about some state that is

quite far from the actual state, perhaps outside the region of convergence of the filter.
Thus, the EKF may require someuinitial estimate that is reasonably accurate in order to
converge. Convergence problems of the EKF are illustrated by the simulations in Sec-
tion 9.2.

t Another standard approach is the "bootstrap" algorithm. In this type ofalgorithm,

two tasks are altemated: the state vector is estirnated; the state estimate is then used to

estimate the parameter vector, which is then used to improve the state estimate, and so
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on. One problem with this approach lies in trying to incorporate error covariance data
from the parameter estimator into the the state estimator, and vice versa. That problem
is circumvented by methods that use an extended state vector, because they are required

to update only one (much larger) error covariance matrix.

In 1980, Salut ez.aI. [5] presented a novel approach that takes advantage of the
structure of the observable·can0nic form to derive an extended system (i.e., a system

whose state vector includes the original unknown states together with all of the unknown

parameters) that is explicitly linear. Using a clever replacement of states appearing in
the system matrix, by measurements of the system output, the nonlinearities become

implicit. This enables the development of an estimator that is linear ir1 the estimates.

The work in [5] treats systems that have white gaussian state noise with known

autocovariance, and system inputs and outputs that are perfectly known. The resulting

estimator was shown to be optimal in the mean-square-error sense. No convergence
study was presented.

In 1985, Chen et.aI. [7] extended the work of Salut to the case where the state noise
had unknown autocovariance. (As in [5], the system inputs and outputs were assumed
known exactly.) The unavoidable result is the loss of explicit linearity in the extended
system model. The development in [7] therefore requires the use of an extended Kahnan
filter, a linearization of the nonlinear extended system, resulting in a necessarily subop—

timal estimator. The parameter estimates were shown to converge w.p.l to a stationary

point of a Lyapunov function, not necessarily the true parameter values.

An example of the bootstrap method of joint parameter and state estimation is
1 given by the work of Nelson and Stear [15]. Their method involves an altemate state

representation that they clairned was canonic; however, Padilla et.aI. [16] showed that
such a state representation cannot, in general, be obtained; it is therefore not canonic.
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In this method, the parameters are estimated first, then these estimates are used to up-
date the state estimator, in the typical ”bootstrap" arrangement.

The method of [15] reportedly had a tendency toward divergence of the state esti-
mates. Nelson and Stear speculated that there could be a way to modify the state esti-
mate covariance matrix to account for errors in the parameter estimates in order to
prevent divergence, thus presaging the PLID algorithm, which does precisely that.

The method of [15] is not detailed here. However, the extended Kalman filter,
which is widely used for joint parameter and state estimation, is derived in Section 3.1.

3.1 The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)

Consider a SISO system, assumed to be completely controllable and observable.
To begin, assume the system is in observable-canonic form, which is possible to attain
because of the assumption of complete observability. Let v, be unknown gaussian whiteI
noise (variance q) corrupting the input to the system, and let w,, be unknown gaussianl
white noise (variance r) corrupting the measurement of the system output.

Also assume zero mean white gaussian noise E,(k) adding directly to the system
states, where Cov [E·'.,,(k)] é 2,*;* is known for all time k.

So the system can be written

xk+l =A.xk +B(uk +vk)zk
= C xk + wk

k 0 0 0 0 ao bo

where A = 10 0 0 al ’ B = hl ’ (BJ-!)
0 0 0

1andc = [00...00 1 ].
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The parameters appearing in the various matrices are unknown, and must be identified
just as x,, must be estimated. Therefore, define the extended state vector,

S, = [x,(k) x„(k) 4 do a„_, lbo b„_,
]’ s

(3.1.2)

Let E.,(k), be unknown gaussian white noise adding directly to the parameters in the
extended vector s,,. Since the parameters are assumed to be time-invariant, E,(k) must
be zero. However, the Kalman filter is, in general, more robust if a non-zero noise is

assumed to be added to each state to be estimated [17]. So denote the small non-zero
autocovariance ofE,(k) as Zi' .

Now that the parameters are included in the state vector, the nonlinearities of the
extended system are obvious. Denoting E, é u, + v,, , the system equation is

3),+4 = f(¤k
-
uk „ vk

-
Et) (3-1-3)

Si(/< + 1) S„+1(k)S„(I<) + =2„+4(I<) 171; + §4(/<)
S2(/< + 1) -=4(/<) + S„+2(/<)—<„(/<) + S2„+2(/<) Ft + CM)
‘»(k + I)

= S„-4(I<) + Sz„(I<)S„(/<) + Ss„(k) ür + §„(/<)
sn+1(k + I) —‘¤+1(k)

‘I'S3„+i(I<+ I) -¤;„(/<) + €;„(/<)

and the output equation is

Zt; = hßkvukvvkvwk) =·*„(k) +Wt; (3·I·‘I)

Now, following the derivation in Goodwin and Sin [18], the various state noise compo-

nents in Equation 3.1.3 are placed together in one vector,
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v(I<) = [vi I ~§I(/<) I I €;„(/<) ]T„ (3-I-5)

and the input/output cross·covariance matrix is written,

rl! 7* 7 Q S .EIT jl rp w iI=[ jIö(k—1)Wi [
"

"] s' R (3.1.6)
=bIockNow,

using a Taylor series expansion and assuming that higher-order terms can be

neglected, the system at time k is linearized about some estimate sk of the state sk, The

resulting linearization is

(317)

I 7
-where FIZQI f(Sk uk tm]

Aask -*7: = *7: • 'I: *0

G é I:
öf(·Yk»“k«'l1;)jI

Sk $ gk , Pfk $0

HéIäöh(Skéuk¤wk)]
A

I
‘

Sk sk = sk , wk =0

Jk _
öw ^

Performing the partial derivatives yields the following matrices:
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00 0 s„+,(k)| I
1 0 0 s„+,(k)| I

- = I I
· : I Sn(k) In I uk In

. : I I

Ft = 00 1s2„(k)I I (3.1.8)
I
I

0 I I2n

I
I

s2n+1(k) I

~‘2n+2(k)I

= I
= I

Gr = S3„(/<) I !3„
· (3·1·9)........... I _

II
0 I

I

H=[0...01|0...0|0...0] (3.1.10)

Jk = 1 (3.1.11)

Now, letting P,,„,_, denote the prediction error covariance matrix, and K„,, denote

the Kalman gains, it is straightforward to write the Kalman equations for a one—step

ahead prediction 3,,,,,, for the linearized system:
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0) + Kklk [zk — h 0 (3.1.12)

T TP1«+u1«=F1¢Pku«-1F1« +GkQGk
(M14)

where some §,,,_, and P„,_, are assumed in order to start the algorithm.
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4.0 Salut Form: The Extended State Representation

This chapter develops the extended state representation (ESR) both f’or the single-
input, single-output (SISO) case, and the multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) case.
The ESR is a canonic form derived From the observable-canonic form through a rather
clever algebraic manipulation. The great advantage of the ESR is that the intrinsic
nonlinearities become implicit, rather than explicit, so that the estimator based on the
ESR will be linear in the estimates. The ESR was apparently first derived by Salut [6],
and later independently derived by VanLandingham [8]. As shown in the derivations of’
this chapter, it is a canonic form because it retains the states

of“
the observable canonic

form. Thus, if“ a system is completely observable, then it can be represented in the ESR
form.

The extended state representation is the starting point for the derivation of the
PLID algorithm. -In addition to being completely observable, a system must also be
completely controllable in order for the PLID algorithm to work; otherwise, the input
will fail to be persistentiy exciting. The persistent excitation of a system is generally re-
cognized to be a prerequisite for system identification. Essentially, it amounts to excit-
ing all the modes of the system for a length of time suflicient to uniquely identify the
parameters (and, possibly, also the states, depending on the identification algorithm).
Specific requirements for complete controllability are discussed in connection with the
observable-canonic state equations, which are Equation 4.1.4 for the SISO case, and
Equation 4.2.4 for the MIMO case.

Specific requirements for complete observability of° the extended system are dis-
cussed in connection with the tirne-varying observability matrices, given by Equation
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4.1.14 for the SISO case, and by Equation 4.2.12 for the MIMO case. One of the main
differences between the observability matrix of a time-varying system and that of a

time-invariant system is that the Cayley-Hamilton theorem only applies in the time-

invariant case. Thus, in the time-varying case, it is not necessarily sufficient to consider

only the first n rows (where rz is the number of states in the system) when determining

the observability of the system.
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4.1 Extended State Representation ofSISO Systems

This section develops the extended state model, or Salut form [6], for a single-input

single output (SISO) system, allowing the joint estimation problem to be cast as an ex-

plicitly linear problem.

Suppose there is an unknown SISO system S for which scalar input data {ui} and

scalar output data {yi} are available. If S is assumed to be a linear, n"' ·order, com-

pletely controllable and observable, strictly proper system, where n > 0, then there is a

transfer function

Y b_ ”"+··-+b +b
Z z —a„_iz —-··—aiz—ao

where the ai and bi are system parameters. Cross-multiplying Equation 4.1.1, then pre-

multiplying both sides by z·'•,

(1 — a„_i z'l — — Go
z”")

Y(z) = (b„_i z']
+ + bo

z”")
U(z) (4.1.2)

l
Note that the inverse Z-transform of Equation 4.1.2 is

Y1: = an-1Y1:-1 + + a0yk—n + bu-1 “1:-1 + + bo uk—n (4-1-3)

In this form, it is clear that there is no loss of generality in assuming a strictly proper
system, because every real system has non-zero delay from the input to the output.

The observable-canonic state diagram follows from Equation 4.1.2, and is shown

in Figure 5 on page 52. The observable canonic state model follows from the state di-

agram:
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Xk+lyk

= Cxk

0 0 0 0 ao bo

1 0 0 0 a b
where A =

‘
, B =

1
, (4'I'4)

0 0 0 1 a„_l b„_,

c = [00...00 1].

From Equation 4.1.4 it is obvious that the simplest configuration for complete

controllability requires that the parameter b,, must not be zero. This can also be deduced

from the observable-canonic state diagram, given in Figure 5 on page 52.

Defming x„(k)s0 , the general form of the rows in Equation 4.1.4 is

x,(k + 1) =x,_l(k) + a,_, x„(k) + b,_l uk , V i= 1,, n, (4.1.5)

y1. = ->¤„(/<) (4-1-6) _

Now Equation 4.1.5 can be rearranged as1

xgk +1) = x,_,(k) + x„(k) a,_, + uk bl_, , V i= 1,, n, (4.1.7)

and the identity of Equation 4.1.6 can be applied, yielding
1

x[(k +1) =x,_,(k) +yk a,_l + uk b,_, , V i= 1, , rz. (4.1.8)

From the generalized row form of Equation 4.1.8, the following altemate system

description can be deduced:
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0 0 0 0 do bo

1 0 0 0 al bl
xk+l =

l
xk + l

yk + l
uk . (4.1.9)

0 0 1 0 a,,_l b„__l

Defme the extended state vector,

X1:
sk 0.4 6 R3"

4.1.10)
ao bo

where 0,l= Z , and 0B= 1 .
all-] b"_l

Note that 0, is the n"‘
column of system matrix A, and 8, is the input column matrix

B, from Equation 4.1.4.

Now with that definition of the extended state vector, the extended system, denoted

by S, can be written:

$1:+1 = F(.Y1:• 1*1:) Sk é F1: $1:
V

yk = H $1:
J I I 4.1.11Where Fk=[ n yk n uk n ( )

and H=[0...01|0...00|0...00]

Note that J,, denotes the n x n lower Jordan block of zero eigenvalues. _

The extended state model S of Equation 4.1.11 is time-varying and autonomous.

Also, while the original system model S is of order n, the extended state model S is of

order 3n. Now, in order to completely identify the original system S, one can identily
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the vector s, of system S, since s, contains all of the (observable canonic) states and
parameters of S. That is, determining s,, is equivalent to identifying S.

Thus, the input sequence {ll',} of S affects the ability to identify S, since it shows
up in matrix P}, of extended system S. This is a manifestation ofa problem common to
all system identification procedures, namely that the input must excite all the modes of
the unknown system sufficiently to allow identification. This is discussed further in
Chapter 6. For now, assume {u,} is a suitable (i.e., sufficiently exciting) input sequence.

The unique form of S- allows us to recast the question of the identifiability ofS into
a question of observability of S-. Note that

.Vo
H

rk é y' H_F° ]e„ é a>,,s,, (4.1.12)

yk

Matrix <1>,, is caHed the k*'· observabiliy mamlx of S. Although it exhibits obvious dif-
ferences from the observability matrix of a time-irzvariant system, it serves the same

purpose insofar as determining the observability of the system. If rank( <1>,,) = 3n, then
Equation 4.1.12 can be solved (that is, s„ can be identified) by obtaining the generalized
inverse of <D,,. The questions surrounding the rank of <I>,, are addressed in Chapter 6.

One major distinction between the observability matrix of a time~varying system
and that of a time-invariant system is as follows. In a time-invariant system, it is only
necessary to consider the the first n rows in order to determine the observability of the
system, a fact that follows from the Cayley-Hamilton theorem. However, in a time-
varying system, even if the observability matrix has not reached full column rank with

, n rows, it may yet reach full column rank with more than n rows, because the Cayley-

Hamilton theorem no longer applies.
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Since there are 3n columns in 45,, , it is clear that the minimum number of obser-
vations (rows of <D,,) required to identify the initial extended state (i.e., to obtain the
generalized inverse) is 3n. Define the extended observabiligi matrix <D° as the smallest
observability matrix <D,, having rank 3n. Thus ®' exists at the first time k that it is pos-
sible to determine sk uniquely, since

r -1 1* ksk Fo so <Dk) <I>k Y (4.1.13)

is not computable before the indicated inverse exists.

Explicitly, the extended observability matrix, where I2 0, is:

00...00l|0 0...0 0 |0 0...0 0
00...0l0|0 0...0 yo |0 0...0 uo

10...0 00| 0 yo ...y„_3 _y„_2 | 0 uo u„_3 u„_2
0 00 0 0 | yo ...y„_2 y„_I | ao u„_2 u„_,

<1>° -
00-000 I.v„-1 --·.v2„-3 16..-2 l¤„-1 1-2,.-;. ¤-2..-2 (4.1.14)

0 0 0 0 0 |. y„ ...y2„_2 y2„_l |un0

0 0 0 0 usn-6 u3n—2
0 00 0 0 | y2„|u2„0

0---000 l.V2n+1 y3n—2+I l“2n+1 u3n—2+I
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Figure 5. Observablc-canonic state diagram for the general SISO system.
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4.2 Extended State Representation ofMIMO Systems

This section extends the SISO result of Section 4.1 to multiple-input, multiple-
output (MIMO) systems. This section parallels the SISO development quite closely,
resulting in the extended state model for the general observable MIMO system.

Suppose an unknown discrete-time system S is MIMO, linear, time-invariant,
deterrninistic, completely controllable, and completely observable. Let p denote the
number of system outputs, y,(k), ,y„(k), and let n,, , np be the known observability

indices associated with those outputs, n, being associated with y,(k). The total number‘
n of states in the system is, of course, the sum of the observability indices. Also, let m

denote the number of system inputs, u,(k), , u,„(k).

By the assumption of complete observability and controllability, there is a transfer
function for the system:

z"1_
(1;*5*1 z"I*l ,_

I I
._ ,_ (12,1

-----------------------—-—-----------— I----- I-—------------—----—-—-----—--------- YI<z>
'''‘'''''''‘'''‘'°°°'''''°''°''‘''''''I ''''' I ''''''°''''°''''''''''''''''''°'''''' Yp(z)

I1
I·.............................................................. IMMI

Um

Premultiply both sides of Equation 4.2.1 by

z_”‘
0

° . (4.2.2)
0

z_"'
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to obtain the form

1-

agffl—---—--—--——-—-----—--—-—-—---—----—----—1—---— 1——-—--—--—-----——--——---—---——-------——- YA:)
---·----—---·--—~---—--——-----—-—-------- 1-—---1 IY,;(:);I

_

ll-(4.2.3)b;'_¤;‘
z" + + b§’_,

z"‘¤
1 1b,';,·;‘ z" + + 1;,2,,, z"¤

'''''''''°*''‘''''''‘''''''''''''' I‘''‘‘ I

Ü·—----------——-----— 1---—-1---·—-~-----—--—---~--——----~--- I v,,;1z)I

The observable-canonic state diagram of the general MIMO system follows from
Equation 4.2.3, and is given in Figure 6 on page 62. The parameter notation used in
Equation 4.2.3 is based on the following ideas, which can be verified in the state dia-
gram. Parameters associated with output feedback are a-parameters; those associated _

with input feedforward are b~parameters. Each subsystem is numbered according to the _

1 output with which it is associated.

Each parameter subscrip: has two numbers. The first number indicates which out-
put (input) is being fed back (forward). The second number indicates the subsystem to
which it feeds. The superscript indicates which state within the subsystem is the target
of the feedback or feedforward.

E

To parallel the development of Section 4.1, it is now necessary to write the multi-
variable observable-canonic state equation, that is, the multivariable generalization of
Equation 4.1.4. From the state diagram, the system equations are deduced, as shown in
the following equations, which are in agreement with the outline of the canonic form,

given in Chen [19]:
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xl,l(k)

0...01 0...00
’y‘$k) __________ :______ I'__________ ¤«„,„,(/0

: = : : : (4.2.5):
°'''°'''''I '''''°I

0 0 01 10

0l(or,in more compact notation, yk = Cxj, ).

From Equation 4.2.4, it can be seen that the simplest requirements for complete
controllability of the system are: m 2 p , and for all i = l, ,p , the coeflicients bg, , are
not zero. This can also be deduced from the state diagram, given in Figure 6 on page
62, where it is equivalent to requiring that the first state in each of the p subsystems is
fed directly by a unique input.

Define x,_„(k) E 0, V i= 1, , p. ln keeping with the development of Section 4.1,
then the general form of the rows of Bquations 4.2.4 and 4.2.5 is:

1 x,_ jut +1) = [at, j_,(k) + tt{;‘ x]_„l(k) + + tt,-!;‘ xj,_„'(k)
+

b{;‘
u,(k) + + b,{,;‘ u,„(k)], (4-2-6)

Vi= l,...,p, Vj= l,... ,111,

yj(k) = xj’„j(k), V i= l, ,p
.”

(4.2.7)

Substituting the identity of Equation 4.2.7 into Equation 4.2.6,

x,_ jut +1)+
b{;‘

ul(k) + + 6,{,;‘ tt,„ut) ], (4-2-8)
Vi= l,...,p, Vj= l,... ,111.
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The extended state vector is now defined by appending the colurxms of unknown
parameters in Equation 4.2.4 to the original state vector,

-*1
91

rk é GS , (4.2.9)61
GS?

ag: bfi

eg';" bg"
where 6; é , and 6; é . (4.2.10)

0 0
al} blp

ag-} bg-]

Note that 0; is the (:1,+ + n,)'*—co1umn of system matrix A; and 0; is the i‘*-column of
input matrix B, in Equation 4.2.4. That is, the columns of parameters are appended to
the state vector in the order they occur, from left to tight, in Equation 4.2.4. Equations
4.2.9 and 4.2.10 are easily seen to be the multivariable generalization of Equation 4.1.10.

With Equation 4.2.9 defming the extended state vector, and with the general form
of the rows identiiied in Equation 4.2.8, the extended system E can be written as

$1:+1 = F1: sie
4.2.11.V1r = H$tr ( )

where
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6 II _
.,·—. er

1 'YI II I ‘ ÄIIII: Z 6
*‘

I Ja, II 0 IV NI II "I I I
lvI(/<) I„ I Iv„(/<) !„ I¤I(/<) l„I I¤„„(/<) |„

20I--·IJ„'I II I II
E •-----•------•------•----•- I----•-------------•-----•........................

Fk = I

I
0(m+p)nxn I I(m+p)n

I
I

and

0...0 II I0...00|

H = : I I : I 0px(m+p)n

0...O0|...|0...01I _

Note that in matrix F, , J„i is an n, x rz, lower Jordan block of zero eigenvalues.
I

Clearly, Equation 4.2.11 is the multivariable generalization of Equation 4.1.11.I
Note that there are (m+p+ 1)n states in the extended system S.

In Section 4.1, the discussion of the observability of the SISO extended system was

brought down to a question of solving Equation 4.1.12, using the generalized inverse as

in Equation 4.1.13. Both Equations 4.1.12 and 4.1.13 still hold for the MIMO case, after

substitution of p x 1 output vectors for the scalar outputs y,., and substitution of the

p x(m+p+ 1)n output matrix for the 1 x3n output row vector H.

However, Equation 4.1.14 no longer describes the extended observability matrix.

instead, it is described by a much more complex matrix, which is actuaHy a generaliza-

tion of Equation 4.1.14. This generalization is given in the following equation, for some

time k when the matrix has full column rank.
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$1 = [ <1>¤(/<) I 4>z(/<) I <1>3(k) ] (4-2-12)

where

0...0 1] ]0...00

0...00] ]0...0l

0... 1 0] ]0...00

0...00] |0... 10

10...0] ]0...00
= { v

00...0]0...00] ]0...00

0...00] ]0...00

(continued on the next page)
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®2(k)=

0...001...10...001 10...001...10...00
1...1

0...001...10...001 10...001...10...00

0 ...0y?|...|0 ...0 01 10 ...0y§ 1...10 ...0 0
1...1

0 ...0 01...10 ...0y?| 10 ...0 01...10 ...0y§

0 yfyf 1...1 0 0 Ol 10 yg y,} 1...1 0 0 0
1...1

0 ...0 01...10 y?y:| 10 0 01...10 yß y,}

yf 0 0 0 1 lyg 0 0 0
1...1
1...1 .

yf"‘·
0 0 0 1 y§" 1...1 0 0 0

1...1
0 ...0 0 yfkll 10 ...0 0 y§"

(continued on the next page)
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and

‘Ds(k)=

0...00|...|0...00| |0...00|...|0...00
|...|

0...00|...|0...00| |0...00l...|0...00

0 0 ug |...| 0 0 0| |0 0 ug 0 0
|...|

0...0 0|...|0 ...0 ll?] I0 ...0 0|...|0 ...0:42

0 1...1 0 0 01 10 ug ul} 1...1 0 0 0
|...|

0 ...0 01...10 uf u}1 10 0 01...10 ug ul}

uf 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 „j" 1...10 0 0
|...|

0 0 0 ufhll 10 0
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yFigure6. Ohservable-canonic form for the general MIMO system.
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5.0 Stochastic PLID: The Optimal Joint Estimator

ln this chapter, the pseudo-linear identification (PLID) algorithm is developed,

starting with the BSR (extended state representation, also known as the Salut form),
A

which was derived in Chapter 4.

In Section 5.1, the BSR is extended to the stochastic case. In the work of Salut

et.al. [5], the BSR was also extended to the stochastic case. However, in that work the

system was stochastic only in the following sense. lt was assumed that a gaussian white

noise vector with known autocovariance was added directly to the states of the system.

This will be referred to as the state noise vector. No other noise was considered; in par-

ticular, it was assumed that the inputs and the outputs of the system were known ex-

actly. ‘

In Section 5.1, the extension of the BSR to the stochastic case includes the state

noise vector of [5]. However, it also includes noise vectors corrupting the inputs and the

outputs. Thus, the inputs and outputs are no longer known exactly. The input and «

output noise vectors are likewise assumed to be gaussian and white, with known

autocovariances. The various noise vectors are allowed to be cross·correlated, provided

that the cross-correlations are known. The complete stochastic BSR is given by

Bquation 5.1.6.

In Section 5.2, the basic form of the PLID algorithm is derived. First, it is proved

that the state vector of the stochastic BSR is a Gauss·Markov process. That ensures the

conditional mean estimator is equivalent to the linear minimum-mean-square·error

(MMSE) estimator. What follows is a standard error covariance minimization proce-
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dure, but the resulting algorithm, given by Equations 5.2.21 through 5.2.23, contains
terms not ordinarily seen in the equations for a recursive linear MMSE algorithm.

The unusual terms in Equations 5.2.21 and 5.2.23 are conditional mean estimates
of matrices that would ordinarily be known. These matrices are not known because
some elements within them are functions of the unknown parameters. In Section 5.3, a
method of computing these conditional means is developed, resulting in the complete
PLID algorithm, given by Equations 5.3.16 through 5.3.22.

Aside from the development of the algorithm, itself] the most important point of
this chapter is that the PLID algorithm is a conditional mean estimator, and is therefore
optimal in the mean-square-error sense. '
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5.1 The Stochastic Extended State Representation

The stochastic PLID algorithm derives from the extended state representation de-

veloped in Chapter 4. However, it is necessary to introduce several noise terms into that

model, resulting in the stochastic extended state representation.

Assume the extended state propagation relation, given by Equation 4.2.4, has un-

measurable noise corrupting the input. Thus, the true input to the system is u,, + v, ,

where the vector v,, is assumed to be a zero-mean, uncorrelated (white noise), gaussian

random vector with auto-covariances Q, , known for all k.

Also assume that a zero~mean, white, gaussian random vector E, adds direczßw to

the state vector s,, in Equation 4.2.4. The autocovariance 2,, of this noise is assumed

known for each time k, and is assumed to be in block diagonal form,

2,, = block diag (2,;* , 2i") . The block diagonal form indicates that the noise E,(k) in-

troduced into the parameters 0,, of the original system is independent of the noise E.,„(k)

introduced into the states x,, of the original system. Further assume that the parameter

noise E'.,(k) is independent ofany other noise in the extended system.

Note that if the parameter noise auto·covariance matrix 2Z° is not zero, then the

original system is time-varying. However, this model encompasses only the case where

the parameter variation can be modeled by an independent, zero-mean, white, gaussian

random vector E,(k) adding directly to the parameter vector 0,, in the propagation of the

parameter vector from time k to time k+ l. Extension to the case where a deterministic

input is also added to the parameters is straightforward, but is not pursued here.

Explicitly, the extended state noise vector is
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Cn+l(k)

é2n(k)

EA/<) E
E = °''' = ° (5.1.1)k

E„(k) én(p)+l(k)

én(p+1)(k)

éi|@+M)+1(k)

Ör1(p+m+1)(k)

Finally, assume that the output measurement, given by Equation 4.2.5, is corrupted

by noise. Thus, the output is z, =y, + w, , where w, is assumed to be a zero-mean, _

white, gaussian random vector with autocovariance R, , known for all k. 11
The independence of the parameter noise insures that all cross-covariances with

E,(k) are zero. However, there are other cross-covariances that may be non zero. These

are assumed known, and are denoted as follows:

E [V1; W1? J Q $„„.(/<). E [EA/<) W1?] Q $;_„(/<) . ¤¤d E [E,;(/<) V1;] Q $;_„(k)- (5- lu-2) .

Thus, the extended system of Equation 4.2.11 becomes

S = F , + S + E1;+1 (V1; **1; V1:) 1; 11
(5.1.3)Zk =yk +Wk =Hs, +Wk
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Let u§(k) = u,(k) + v„(k) , for each i= 1,, m, the noise-corrupted inputs. Thus,

Equation 5.1.3 becomes

sk+1

Skykwhere

J„,I--—| 0 I II I II
lvI(/<) l„ I lv„(/<) l„ |¤I(/<) I„I |¤Ä„(/<) i„

0I---I J„„I II I II
I -----------·---•·-----~----I-•_··-----•---·•--------------•-·---------·_-----

Fk =
I

I
0(m+p)nxn I

Q [(m+p)n

I
I

0...0 l| |0...00I

H = : I I : I 0px(m+p)n

_
•

ll

By making the substitution y,(k) = z,(k) — w,(k), for all i= 1, ,p, and using the param-

eter vector definitions of Equation 4.2.10, Equation 5.1.4 can be reorganized as followsz

—@LI ¤—6".3IvlI I6?
_ F I I I I I Wk ,:

I I I I I
yk = H Sk + Wk

Z. =
where
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J„,I-··I 0 I II I II
Izi(/<) !„ I |„ I¤I(/<) l„I l„

0 I--·I J„’I II I II
I ..................;........I................................................

Fk = I

I
0(m+p)n I I(m+p)n

I
I

Hence, the stochastic extended state representation can be written,

S = F S + G 711;+1 Iz 1; 1; 1; (5.1.6)zk = H sk + wk

where

I L. I 0
......................................................... I....................

Gk = I ,
0 I I(m+p)n

I

W, R1 ${..110
$€.»<'<>I

,,k
0 A T

$„„(/<) Q,. 5;_„(1;) I 0
H1; = _'5x(/;) • Q1;

I
E'.„(k) ~ -·---··---····---··----··-·-·-··----·--—----··

0 | 27}

and F, is the same as in Equation 5.1.5.
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It is an important fact that the noise input matrix G,, is a linear function of the
unknown parameters, easily verified by inspection of Equation 5.1.6.

From Equation 5.1.6, it is also clear that the input noise n,, and the output noise

w, in the stochastic extended state representation are not independent, even if the input
noise v, and the output noise w, in the original unknown system are independent. The
cross-covariance is

R1:

A
Sv$1:= Elm: W1?} = » (5-1-7)

SE, w(k)

0<m+p)¤><p

which is equivalent to the first p colurrms of Q„(k).
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5.2 Essential Form of the PLID Algorithm

To develop the PLID algorithm, it is necessary to assume that the unknown system

parameters are time-invariant. lt is necessary because that assumption results in a
Gauss~Markov extended system.

Lemma 5.2.1: Consider the extended state representation S of Equation 4.2.11. If
(1) the uunderlying linear system S of Equation 4.2.4 is time-invariant (i.e., ZZ'E0),

(2) input noise vector vk , output noise vector wk , and state noise vector E„(k)

are zero mean white gaussian random vectors, and _
(3) initial state xk, of S is gaussian distributed,

then the state vector sk of the stochastic extended state representation

is a jointly gaussian first·order Markov process.

Proof} The proof consists of two parts: first it is shown that the process is f1rst~order

Markov; then it is shown that sk is jointly gaussian.

u To show the Markov property, write the expected value of the extended state

vector at time k+ 1 conditioned on all the state and input data up to time k:

¤k vo}

E {Fk(zk , uk ) sk + G (sk ) nk |sk , uk So ,ao}=

E{Sk+1 ls}: • uk}

with the second to last equality due to the prernise that nk and wk are independent

of the input sequence {uk} and the state trajectory {sk}. Therefore, by definition,

sk is a first-order Markov process.
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To show that sk is 'ointly aussian, note first that the state vector xk is jointly1 S

gaussian because S is a linear time-invariant system with deterministic and aussian8
random se uences as in ut, and a gaussian initial state 20 .Q P

Now, sk = [xi 0T]T, where 8 is the vector of constant arameters. SoP

C 00]. (5.2.2)

The characteristic function is

. xr

= _

T T Txk is known to be jointly gaussian, so E |:ej"" X"] = ej"" E [X"] e(‘m°°‘ C°”[‘*]
°°' .

Hmm, E [e1«·T«„ ] = exwfßtxki ,,<¤12>«»{c¤»tx„1«·. e1«»§v

= 6jmi E[xk]+;w{0 €(1/2)wicov[xk]«>, (5.2.3)

= e!wTE[-ti] 80/2) Wi-COVIXA] W1 _

But, by Equation 5.2.2, wi Cov [xk] co, = coT Cov [sk] co . So

E [e]WT~*'k] = €]WTE[·*'k] €(l/2) WTC°"[·*'1«] W , (5,2,4)

Then, by definition, sk is a jointly distributed gaussian random vector [21]. ¤

Knowing that sk is jointly gaussian distributed, it is obvious that zk = Hsk + wk is
'ointl aussian distributed. It follows that the com ositevector si, | zi T is alsoJ Y 8 P
a jointly distributed gaussian random vector.

In the development of the PLID algorithm, the jointly gaussian nature of sk and
zk is crucial, because it implies that the conditional linear minimum-mean-square-error
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(MMSE) estimator is equivalent to the conditional mean estimator. It is well known

that if S and Z are jointly gaussian, then the linear MMSE estimate of S given Z is

equivalent to the MMSE (or minimum variance) estimate ofS given Z [22]. But it is also

true, for any joint distribution of S and Z, that the MMSE estimate of S given Z is

equivalent to the conditional mean estimate of S given Z, as shown next.

Lemma 5.2.2: Suppose S and Z are jointly distributed random vectors.

The conditional minimum variance estimate of S given Z

is equivalent to the conditional mean estimate, E [S|Z].

Proof} (from Anderson and Moore [23]) Let ((2) be some estimate of S that depends

on Z and not on S. Hence,

E {IIS - C II? IZ = Z} =f (S — C )T(S — C )Ps[z($IZ)

dx00
dx

1* 1* °°
oo

1* ‘
=C C—2C I Sp;,z(SlZ) dS +f S Sp$,z(SlZ) dS (515)

-°° -00

_°°
-00

dS — III Sps[z(SIZ) dS Ilz
-00

-X
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Equation 5.2.5 gives an expression for the norm of the conditional estimate error

covariance. Considering the right side to be a Function of C, the norm of the covariance

is minimized if and only if

60
C="‘

spS,Z(s|z) ds = E[ S IZ = 2] (5.2.6)
*90

i.e., if and only if the MMSE estimate is the conditional mean. Furthermore, the mini-

mized covariance is the conditional covariance. l

Now, we want to compute the linear conditional minimum~mean-square-error re-

cursive prediction §,,,,, of the state s,,, of the stochastic extended state representation,

given by Equation 5.1.6, using the form .€,,,,, = M, §,,,_, + K2,. Note K is a gain

matrix chosen to minimize the conditional mean square error of the prediction.

The prediction is to be conditioned on the increasing sequence of sub·a-fields •/1,

generated by the increasing sequence of sets of measurement data {2,, , ,2, }. As

shown above, this prediction is also the conditional mean; that is, .9,,,,, = E (s,+, | ¢:,)

(also denoted E,k(s,,, ) ).

The predictor is required to be unbiased; Le., the expectations

Fksk = Mksk + I?kHsk

Therefore, F, = Mk + K,H => Mk = Fk - R-kll. (5.2.8)

Equation 5.2.8 implies the unbiased predictor should take the form
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§k+l]k = ( F11 ‘ ik H)§k)k—l + H11 $11
A .. (5.2.9)= Fk $11111-1 + K11(Z11 " H §k|I(*l )

Now define the prediction error, recalling that the extended state representation has

the input noise vector 11,, = [wi | vi | Ei]' ,

A
gl¢+llk = §k+l|k ‘ $11+1

=(F11 — H11 H)?11111-1 + k-kzk ‘ $11+1
=(F11 ·· Eh H) $11111-1 + Ek (HS11 + W11) · (F11S11 + 61111) (5-2-10)

6*111

Define the error covariance, again conditioning on the increasing sequence of

sub·o-fields 111,,, by

egjhllkl

Eh H)T

($-2-1*)

(F11Takingthe expectations
of“

the various terms, using E,A( ) to indicate conditional expec—

tation relative to 1/1,,,
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PI¢+1|k =

[(5, - 1?,, 11) 1>,,,,,_, (5, 12,, FZ

F1? (5.2.12)
—(F12 — ik H) H12 H)T

+ (F12 — H12 H) E1, (@12112-1 W1T)H1T + ik E.), (W12 131512..1 )( Pk — Ek H)T]

The expectations in the last four terms need to be evaluatedz

5,1 G12
G) E11, [*112 (813-1112-2 ( F12-1 ‘ H12-1 H)T

+ will EL “ *7:.-1 G }]
T _ T (5.2.13)

= E1p,,( G) [ E11, (*712 612-1112-2 )( F12-1
“

K12-1 H)

+ E11,. WL. 1F,L + E11.
G) X O = 0

12,, (W2 GÄ12-1 ) = [li), ( @12112-1 WK) JT

= gi), [wk H)T

+w1T.1l?1l1 -11Z., G1] (5214)= [ E., 1112 eL.,2-.11F1... — F2-1
H1’

T '"T T, + E(Wk Wk_l

0

So, applying Equations 5.2.13 and 5.2.14 to Equation 5.2.12,

F12+1(12 = [(F12 — ik H) F12112-1 (F12 — H12H)T + fk R12 FZ
0 T

_
T T _1, (5.2.15)

+Ä;,,(GQ12 G )‘K12$12 Ä1,,(G )*Ä1,,(G)S12H12]
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The gain IZ, is to be computed so as to rninimize the mean·square-error of the prediction

§,„„, , so choose the functional

Lk+11k EE el;-1|k ek+1|kI Wk] = tr (Pk+11k) (5-2-16)

The minimizing gain, denoted K,,,,, , is found by solving

]_ = O (5.2.17)
k Kk = Kkek

Substituting Equations 5.2.15 and 5.2.16 into 5.2.17,

8 .. _

0 0 {F1. 2,.,,... FZ + ¤.„< 0 Q2 0T> + K1.(H 2,.,,... HT + R1. 1102

— [F12 Pkik-1HT + F„1,( G)$k ·— H12 EH GT)]
[II? Kk= ku;

(5.2.18)6 ...= {0 LK,. (H P,.„.-, HT + R. HZ? 1
k

° — 2 0 tm. 2,.,,.-, HT + 12.,: 61 s.>E.T1 1]_
_Ka= Kknk

= 2Kkgk(HPk1k-1 HT + Rk )‘ 2[Fk Pk|k-1 HT + Ew,,( G)$k]

Thus,

Kkik = [Fk Pk|k—1 HT + E„1,,,( G) $12 ] (H Pnk.1 HT + R1 V] (52-19)

Now back-substitution of Equation 5.2.19 into 5.2.15 yields:

1*1;+1.12 = F1: Pkgk-1 F1? + Ew,(G Q2 GT) ‘ Kklk (H Pkgk-1 HT + Rk )KIäk (5-220)

Choosing P„,_, symmetric positive definite and for an arbitrary choice of initial es-

timate §,„_, , the predictor algoxithm for k 2 0 is:
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Kklk = [Pk Pk|k_l
HT

+ E(G|¤]1k)Sk](H Pk,k_l HT
+ Rk

)_‘
(5.2.21)

Pk+1|1¢=Fkpkut-1}:13-+E(GQ1(:GTl¤P1t) (5223)‘ K1«|k( Hpzqk-1 HT + Rn )KlZ[k

Equations 5.2.21 through 5.2.23 are the defining equations of the PLID algorithm.
However, more work is required to specify the two expectation terms, E ( G | n/1,,) and

E ( G Q2 GT | vb,) in Equations 5.2.21 and 5.2.23, as discussed in Section 5.3.
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5.3 The PLID Algorithm for Time·Invariant Systems

In this section, the final, implementable PLID algorithm is developed for the case

where the original unknown system is time-invariant. The development begins from the

outline of the PLID algorithm given by Equations 5.2.21 through 5.2.23. Recall that

requiring time—invariance in the original system is equivalent to requiring that the pa-

rameter noise E,,(k)E0 for all k. Therefore, XZ°s0 for all k.

Recall {nit,} is the increasing sequence of sub·o-fields generated by the increasing

sequence of sets {2,,, ,z,} . This is the same sequence of sub-6-fields to which the es-

timates

A

Q
_ xk-I-l|k — E(x,+, I •/1,)

(5 3 I)

are adapted. Thus, '

E[G|·//1„]=E[G(9)|~ln„]=G(E[9l·ß;.])=G(($„+I,„) (5-3-2)

with the second equality due to the fact that G ( 0) is a linear function of 0.

At first glance, this computation does not appear possible because, by Equation

5.2.22, 3,,,,, depends upon E (G Init, ), and so depends upon itself However, due to the

unique structure of the matrix G , only those elements of G related to the state estimates

1%,,,,, actually depend upon 0, while those elements related to the parameter estimates

0,,,,, are all known constants (see Equation 5.1.6). This allows 0,,,,, to be computed

before computing the unknown part ofE( GI #1,).
I

I
Defme the intermediate gain matrix
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R, = F, P,,,_, HT (H P,|,_, HT
+ R, )" (5.3.3)

Decompose Equation 5.3.3 according to those elements related to the state estimates

and those related to the parameter estimates:

1}, =
If': . (5.3.4)K2

But, by Equations 5.1.6 and 5.1.7, G9 S, = 0. So, from the gain computation, Equation

5.2.21, because GS, = G [ R, | 0 ]',

K1€„: = IZ? 15.3.61

Now the conditional expectation of the parameters can be computed. Define the

inzermediate extended state estimate,

,,,
';l¢+l

~

V

-%+1 = ~ = F1: 91:11:-1 + K1:(Z1: — H?1:11:-1) (5-3-6)
0k+l

Then, because K{,, = R2, we have

91:+111: = 91:+1 (53-7)

Now E (G* | 1/lk) = G* (Ö,,,,,) is ”computed” simply by substituting the various parameter

estimates into the appropriate element of the matrix E (G | nh, ), premultiplying by -1 in

some cases (see Equations 5.1.6 and 4.2.10).

So the rest of the gain matrix can be computed by
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Kkjk = 1?k‘ + 1:,* (6* ) sk (H Pk,k_, HT + Rk )" . (5.3.8)

Similarly, the rest of the state estimate is computed by

sn (H Pk!l¢-1 HT + Rn
)_l

(Zn ‘ Hgk|k—l )· (5-39)

At this point, the gain matrix of Equation 5.2.21 and the extended state estimate

of Equation 5.2.22 have been computed completely. lt remains only to compute the

conditional error covariance matrix of Equation 5.2.23.

But every term in Equation 5.2.23 is now specified except E (G QQG | aß, ). Before

proceeding with the method of computing this term, let us define some useful notation.

Decompose the state and parameter noise covariance matrix 2,, (which is assumed

known), and the conditional error covariance matrix Pk,,,,, , into

PX! P10gf 0 n+1(n n+1|nZk= [o‘u(k)]=[ 99_ jlatldPk0Tk r
°

+ Film Piäuk

Further, decompose the lower right submatrix PZi„k into n x rz submatrices,

PZ-?·l|k =

Pä€(k + un) P?f,(k + un) 1>§’_‘;‘,+,„(n + un)

llk) P§g,(k + llk) llk) (5.3.10)
llk) llk) llk)

llk) llk) llk)
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Appendix F gives the rather messy algebraic expansion of E,*[G Q2 G'], resulting
in the following equation:

*(nxn) 0nx(m+p)n6 6 T = 5.3.11Ew" nk II
If 0(m+p)nxn 0(m+p)n><(m+p)n

( )

whereP

P m m»~,„„.., = Z Z
P£$’</«

+11/«><Q.?>„,.+ ZZ P,?5;,..,<k + um (22),,..,,.+,
I=1j=l l=1 ]=l

P m m P
(5.3.12)um <Q2>,,,., — EZ

P,‘:‘;‘l,,,</<
+ uk) <Q2>„.,,,l=1j==1 i=1j=1

+ Hs, <G‘> Q2 H),
r<G‘>T1

Just as in the computation of the gain matrix, at first glance it appears that P,,+„,,

depends upon itself] and is therefore not computable. However, what really occurs is_
P;;,,,, depends upon P22„,,, just as in the computation of K,,„, , it happens that K;,,, depends _

upon Ö,,+„,, . So it is necessary to compute P22„,,jirst.

Defme the intermediaze covariance matrix

”
1· o rP1¢+1|1«=F1«P1«11«-1Fk +E[G|¢1r]QkE[G W;.]

(5313)- H..„. < H P..„... HT + R,. >K„Z„. —

Because of the form of the matrix composing Equation 5.3.11, it is clear from Equation

5.2.23 that

P:-illk = Pzirgk
T gz „0x (5.3.14)=Pk+uz =P1¢+1|z ·
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The rest of the conditional error covariance matrix can be computed

P P m m
Pifimc = Iäämz + ZZ

PZ§’</<
+ uk) (Q2>«,, + ZZ P§$„,+,<k + 1¤k><Q2>,+,,+j_ 1=1 }=1 1=1 j=1

P M M P (5.3.15)
— PZ:+,(/< + ll/<) (Q2):,„+; —

2 P,ü;,;(k + ll/<) (Q2)p+1,;i=] ]=l i=] j=l
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5.3.1 Summary of the PLID Algorithm

A summary of the complete stochastic PLID algorithm is given by Equations
5.3.16 through 5.3.22. The summary simply restates the following equations, with a
slight change of notation to indicate the computer implementation: Equation 5.3.3;
Equation 5.3.6; the computation of E ( G | wk) discussed just after Equation 5.3.7;
Equation 5.3.8; Equation 5.3.9; Equation 5.3.13; and Equation 5.3.15.

With no a priori knowledge of the parameters and states or their probability density

functions, the best initial estimate of the extended state vector is §„,_k = 0. Similarly,
lacking any foreknowledge, a reasonable choice of the initial error covariance matrix is
P,„_, = ak, I, where oz, > 1.

KH" 1* 1* -1Kklk =
KZ}:

= Fk PkIk_k H (HPk|k_k H +Rk) (5.3.16)

Axk+1|l¢ ·
0k+1|I¢

E(G|wk)= (5.3.18)

-öj,(k + l|k)I I —ö§(k—I-1|k)I (/)Ik(k+1|k) I I ö'k;'(k+ uk) I
I I I I I I I(,„_k_p+,)„

0 I I 0 I 0 I I 0 I

Käk = Kjäk + Äh (Gx) Sk (H Pkkk_k
HT

+ Rk
)”l

(5.3.19)

(Gx) Sk (H Pk|It—1 HT + Ri
)”‘

(Z1; — H @111..1) (5-3-20)
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PIM-llk = ISPIEEUR
Pk+1ut

(5.3.21)=F„P„„..„ FÄ + Emu ¢„1Q2Et6’¤ ·1«.1
— Kar ( H Fm-r HT + Re )KÄk

p p m m
FHM = Frärlr Uk) Uk) (Qr[Z),„„_„+)

P T T PT PT (5.3.22)
Uk) Uk) (QiÄ)„+r,)

:=1 ;=1 1:1 ;=1

where the partition of P;£,,,, is given by Equation 5.3.10.

Salut, er. al., presented a result that is related to this chapter’s result in [5]. The
primary difference is that [5] treats only the case where there is no noise on the input

[ or output (corresponding to w,, E0 and v,, E0), only noise introduced directly into the
states (corresponding to E,(k)) by a known matrix (corresponds to knowing 2;*). Al-
lowing no inputor output noise seems to be a major omission, since quite often output
measurements and input signals are corrupted by significant levels

of“
additive noise.

In case there is noise at the input and/or output, the method of [5] yields biased
prcdictions. The bias is most noticeable in the parameter estimates, increasing as the
noise power increases, and resulting in significant steady-state parameter estimate error
even with moderate amounts of noise, and degradation of the estimates of the system
states, as well. Thus the formulation ofEquation 5.3.6 is a significant improvement over
previous similar work.
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6.0 The Deterministic PLID Algorithm

The deterministic (noise-free) PLID algorithm developed in this chapter is essen-
tially a subset of work presented by Salut, et.aI. in [5], which is, itself] a subset of the
stochastic PLID algorithm. However, it is important to present the development here
because [5] does not explicitly present the determiriistic MIMO discrete-time case, and,
in any event, uses quite different notation. More importantly, Section 6.2 gives a proof
of the tirne-optimal convergence of the deterministic PLID algorithm that has not been
found elsewhere in the literature.

6.1 The Deterministic Algorithm

The complete stochastic PLID algorithm is given by Equations 5.3.16 through
5.3.22. To obtain the deterministic algorithm, it is only necessary to consider what
happens to the Equations 5.3.16 through 5.3.22. as all the noise covariance terms go to
zero. Substituting the extended system input autocovariance Q„(k) E 0, the extended
system output autocovariance R,,E0, and the extended system input/output cross-
covariance S,, E 0 , the stochastic PLID algorithm reduces to

16,,,,, = F, 1>,,„,_, 11’(111=·,,,,,_, 115** (6.1.1)

§k+1|k = (F1. — K1.11«H )§1.|1.-1 + K1.11..V1« (6-12)

1*..,,. = F. P.,.., K.? — K1.,1.(HP.,.-,HT)KÄ1 (6-1-3)
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where "#" in Equation 6.1.1 denotes the pseudo-inverse.

The next section shows that if P„,_, is chosen to be symrnetric positive definite, then

convergence of" the estimator is time~optirnal, regardless of the choice of the initial esti-

mate §„,_, . This is not altogether an unexpected result, because it is reasonable that the

optimality of the PLID algorithm should hold even as the noise covariances tend to zero.

Also, because the extended system input noise aka 0, and the extended system

output noise wk E 0, the error propagation, given by Equation 5.2.10, reduces to

€1¢+1;k = (F1: —Kk|kH)€k|k·l (6·l·4)

The deterministic algorithm is clearly a linear minimum-mean·square-error
1

recursion. However, the convergence properties of' the algorithm need to be investi-

gated, because the input and output measurements appear in the system matrix Fk.

Although it is not necessarily obvious, system identification is only possible if the input

sequence persistently excites the system. For example, the sequence uk E 0 cannot be

expected to work in a system identification scheme.

These ideas are made more concrete in the next section, where the convergence of

the deterministic PLID algorithm is shown to depend upon attaining an observability

matrix (see Equation 4.2.12) with full column rank. The type of input required to

achieve full column rank is explored in Chapter 7, where the stochastic PLID parameter

estimates are proved to converge w.p.l, given a "persistently exciting” input.

lt is interesting to note that Equation 6.1.2 is a generalization of the Luenberger

"identity" observer to time·varying systems [24]. The corresponding observability matrix

is given by Equation 4.2.12.
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6.2 Proofof Time—0ptimaI Convergence

As in Chapter 4, m denotes the number of inputs; p denotes the number ofoutputs;

n,, , rz, are the observability indices associated with the outputs, and their sum is n, the

total number of states. Thus, matrix F, is square, with dimension (m+p+ l)n.

Let us start by defming some notation for the output matrix H.

ho
Denote the rows of the output matrix by H

=Lemma6.2.1: Suppose P„,_, is symmetric positive definite.
l

Forallk20,andVj6{0,...,p—l}, '

1>,„,,,_, hf .6 0 «~ h,1·,,„,_, hf :6 0. '

Proof}
’

==·
’

Suppose P,,,,,_, hfaé 0.
A

Obviously, P,,„,_, aé 0. Let p é rar1k(P,,,,,_, ) > 0. Since P„„,_, is symmetric non-

negative definite, it can be written as a sum of p vector outer products.

p
That is, 0 aé Pk'k_, hf = Zcgk) c,T(k) jlhß (6.2.1)

I=l

Therefore, for some ie {1, , p}, 0 aé cf(k) hf. It follows that i
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10 p
0 ¢ Zub, ¢1(/<)][¢1T(/<)h1T] = H, Z¢1(/<)¤1T(/<) hf

1=1 1=1 (6.2.2)
hjT•

’
·==

’
( by contradiction) Suppose hi P,,,_, hf ;(= 0.

Assume that P,,,_, hf = 0.

Then hi [P,„,_, hf] = 0, which is a contradiction. ¤

Lemma 6.2.2: Suppose P„,_, is symmetric positive definite.

Forallk20, and je {0,... ,p— l},

P,,,_, hf is in the null space of ( F, —- K,,, H) .

Prooß The proof is carried out for the complete output matrix H.

Case 1: HP,,,_, HT = 0.

By Lemma 6.2.1, P,,,_, HT = 0, hence (F, — K,,, H) F,,,_, HT = 0.

Case 2: HP,,,_, HT aß 0. _

(F1. — K1.|1. H1 P.„.-„ HT = [F. - P. 10..... HTIH P„.... HTJT H] P,.„.-„ HT
= F1. PIc|l¢—1 HT · F1. P1.|1.-1 HTEH P1.|1.-1 HTl# [H F1.|1..1 HT]
= H. (#.,1... HT[¤ — (H (*.,1.-. HT>** (H 1:...-, HT>]

(6.2.3)r a rl‘·(ho P1.|1.-1 ho )' (ho Pklk-1 ho)
x '

· _

l * (hp-1 P11]:.-1 hpäi )"(/(,.1 F1.11.-1 hpäi )
=Fk X 0

with the last line due to Lemma 6.2.1, because
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Pl.ll.-l hlr ¢ 0 =· [ 1 — (hl Pklk-1 hlT)# hl Pkw-] HT] = 0.

and the fact that (H P,,l,,_, HT )* (H P,,l,,_, HT ) is a diagonal matrix. Since the lemma holds
for H, then it holds for each row, hl. I

The next lemma develops a useful equivalent expression for P,,+,l,,.

Lemma 6.2.3: The error matrix

Pl,_l_lll, =(Fl, - Kl,ll,H)(Fl,_l — K,,_lll,_l H) (Fo —Kolo H) Pol_,

FgProof}(by induction) If k= 0, then from Equation 6.1.3,

P1|0 = Folipol-1
— P0]—1 HT( H Pol-l HT)# H P0|-1 ]FÄ

= [Fo — Fo Pol_l HT( HPol_l HT)# H (6.2.4)

= (Fo — Kolo H) P0|—1 Hi

For the induction, assume that for some k 2 0

Pl,ll,_l = (Fl,_l —
Kl,_ll,,_l H) (Fo — Kolo H) Pol_l (6.2.5)

Then for k+ 1,

Pk+1l1l = F1: [Pklk—1 " Pk|k—1HT(HPk(k—1 HT)#HP1«lk-1 rlp;

= [15, - 15, 15,l,,_, HT( H 1>,,l,,_,
HT)*‘

H ]1>,,l,,_, Fg (6.2.6)
= (F1; ‘Kkl1«H)P1zlk-1 F1?

Substitute Equation 6.2.5 into 6.2.6 to obtain the lermna. I

Now, defme the observation vcctors 41, , j = 0, ,(kp + p — 1) , to be the rows ofthe

obsexvability matrix <D, (see Equation 4.2.12). Thus the rows (bl of <1>,, are
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¢»„ é ht.
(bp-} é hp-!

(bp é ho Fo

94

¢p+<p—!) ‘= hp-! Fo
(617)

Fo

4>,,,,j é h, Fo

Lemma 6.2.4: Suppose P,,,_, is symmetric positive defmite.

The observation vectors {eb} , , ¢>,Q„_,} are in the null space of

(F1. - Km H) ( F;.-1 - Kk—l|k—l H) ( Fo — Kogo H) Po)-.-

Prooj} By Lemma 6.2.2, 0 = (F, — K,,,, H) P,„,_, H'.

Therefore, for eachj = 0, , p — l,

0 = ( F, — KM, H) P,[,_, hf (6.2.8)

Expanding P,,,_, by Lemma 6.2.3 and the delinitions of Equation 6.2.7,

O = (F, —K,„, H) ...(F,, —K,„,,H) P„|_, FOTFT

(F;. — Km. H) -—-(Fo
— Kolo H) (6-2-9)

( Vj=0,...,p—l.
Generalizing Equation 6.2.9, for any i= 0, ,k,
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0 = (IZ — Klll H) Fo - Kolo H) Pol_l ¢>,p+j. (6.2.10)

Hence (premultiplying appropriately), for all i= 0, ,k, and all j = 0, ,p — 1,

0 = (Fl, - Kklk H) 1Ql, H) Fo - Kolo H) Pol_l d>lp+j]. (6.2.11)

n

Lemma 6.2.4 implies that

Kklk „• (Fo]2The

next theorem proves that the opposite inequality also holds in Equation 6.2.12.
Lemma 6.2.5: Suppose P,,,_, is symmetric positive definite.

Let N é (m + p + 1)n, the number of states in the extended state vector s,,.
Let A be the ordered ser of indices oz, , i 6 {0, , N — 1}, created by including each
index kp+j for which k 2 0 andj 6 {0, ,p - 1} satisfy hf P,,,,_, hf aß O.
(1) The set {¢>,° , , ¢>,N_l } is Iinearly independent.

(2) If rank(<1>,,) = m < N , then the observationvectorsare

in the range space of( E, - K,,,,, H) ( E, - K,,,,, H) P,,l_, .

Prooß In this proof} let k, be such that pk, S cx, < p(k, + 1) .

Note that, by the construction of the set A, h,l_,,,l P,,ll,,l_, h;_,,,l aé 0 .

Part (1) will be shown by contradiction:

Suppose the set {43,0, , ¢>,,N_l} is not linearly independent. That is,

1-1
suppose that, for some ie {1, , N- 1}, daal = Zß, daaj . (6.2.13)

1=0
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Then, by Theorem 6.2.4,

0 H) ...(Fo — Kolo H) Pol_l (6.2.14)

So, premultiplying appropriately, and expanding eb: using Equation 6.2.7,

o = (1¤,,l_, - 1<,,l_,l,,l_l 11) (Fo -KoloT ‘
(6.2.15)= Pk,;1«,-1 ha, -).11,

Therefore, 0 (6.2.16)

Therefore, the assumption of Equation 6.2.13 contradicts a premise of the theorem.

Now part (2) of the theorem will be proved, again by contradiction:

Suppose part (2) of the theorem is not true. That is, suppose that, for some
de {1, , N-l-i} it is true that

0 = (FlTl_l —
Klll_lll,l_l H) (Fo —KoloH)Pol_l (6.2.17)

Then, premultiplying appropriately, and expanding qögld using Equation 6.2.7,

0 (Fo —KoloH)Pol_l

FL.-1 hl. (6-118)
T= P1¢1+.1l1<1+.1 -1 hm. -P1<.+. '

H°“°‘=·
°

= @,..-11... P1«...¤1«...—1 **;..-.1... =· “·+«¢ A· (62-191

Thus, the assumption of Equation 6.2.17 contradicts a premise of the theorem.

I
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Theorem 6.2.6: If Pol_l is symmetric positive definite, then for all k = 0, 1, ,

nullity [( Fl, — Koll, H) ( Fo —- Kolo H) Pol__l ] = rank [<I>l, (6.20)

Proof} By Lemma 6.4, nuIIi(y[( F, — K,l, H) (Fo — Kolo H) Pol_l ] 2 rank[<D,,].

The theorem follows. ¤

Corollary 6.2.7: Suppose Pol_, is symmetric positive definite.

At time k, if the observability matrix (D, has rank (m+p+ 1)n,

then the error outer product matrix P,,„,ll, is zero.

Prooj} The matrix P,,,l, is a square matrix with dimension [(m+p+ 1)n].
Now, by lemma 6.2.2,

Plmll, = ( Fl, — Koll, H) (Fo — Kolo H) Pol_l Fg FZ. (6.2.21)

But, by Theorem 6.2.6,

nuIli(y[( Fl, - Koll, H) ( Fo — Kolo H) Pol_l ] = (m + p + l)n. (6.2.22)

Therefore,

(Fl. — Koll. H) (Fo — Kolo H ) fol-l = 0 =‘·· Pi+lli = 0- (6223)

Corollary 6.2.7 makes it clear that the input sequence {u,} must be persistently exciting
oforder (m+p+ l)n in order that the error outer product matrix converges to zero.

Finally, consider the implication ofTheorem 6.2.4 for the prediction error e,+,l, .
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Corollary 6.2.8: Suppose P„,_, is symmetric positive delinite.

lf at time k the observability matrix has rank (m+p+ 1):1,

then the prediction error 6:,,,,,,, is zero.

Prooß From Equation 6.1.4,

@:+1.1: =(F1r ‘ K1:lkH) ···(Fo
‘ Kolo H)€ol-1

= ( F1: ' Kalk H) Fo ‘ KOIO H) P0|-1 ( P0|-1
)-1

€0|—l
4 (6*2*24)

= 0
U

with the last equality due to Theorem 6.2.6. ¤

As shown by Equation 4.1.13, the extended state cannot be uniquely identilied be-

fore the generalized inverse of the observability matrix <D,, exists, i.e., not before

rank (<I>,,)= (m+ p+ l)n. Therefore, the PLID algorithm is time-optirnal (deadbeat),

because it is precisely when the observability matrix attains rank equal to (m+p+ 1):1

that the error outer product matrix P,,„,_, and the error vector e,,,,,_, become zero. An-

other irnplication ofTheorem 6.2.6 is that the PLID algorithm will converge even if there

is some delay before the input becomes sufliciently exciting; this is bome out by simu-

lations.

A simple way to determine when the prediction error reaches zero is to count the

number of times that diagonal elements of H P,,,,,_, HT are non-zero. (The diagonal ele-

ments are h, P,„,,_, h,T .) When the count reaches (m+p+ 1):1, the prediction error will be

zero, because, by Lernrna 6.2.5, there must be (m+p+ 1):1 independent observation

vectors 43, in <D,. ·
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6.3 Linear Dependence Within the Error Covariance Matrix

As shown in Section 6.2, the rank of the error covariance matrix P,,„, decreases

every time a linearly independent observation of the system is made. But what is the

precise mechanism that causes the matrix to lose rank? That is the question this section

answers.

The answer can be given by presenting the eigenvectors of the zero eigenvalues of
P,+„,. The elements of these eigenvectors can be considered as coeflicients specifying

the linear dependence among the columns (or the rows) of P,,„,.

To find the eigenvectors associated with the zero eigenvalues of the matrix P,,„, ,

consider the equivalent representation given in Lemma 6.2.3:

4 P1r+1;1« =(F1« _KI¢|k H)(Fk-1 — Kt-1|1t—1 H)
(1;, —1<„„,11)1>„,_, F} F}. (M'!)

From Equation 6.3.1, it is clear that ifwe fmd the eigenvectors associated with the zero

eigenvalues ofF,T , then these will also be eigenvectors for zero eigenvalues of P,+„,.

Indeed, eigenvectors associated with the zero eigenvalues of FL, F,', V

i6{l, ,k} are also eigenvectors of zero eigenvalues of P,,,,,. It tums out these

eigenvectors are not hard to find. There are still others, of course, but let us enumerate

first the ones just mentioned.

It tums out that the matrix P,,„, loses rank for the first few iterations, regardless

of the persistency of excitation of the input. It is, quite simply, a function of the rank

deficiency of F, . The nullity of F, is always equal to p, independent of the inputs and

the outputs. That is true because there are p columns that are completely void in the
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matrix, while all remaining colurnns have independent unity elements appearing within

them (see Equation 4.2.l 1).

As might be expected, there is a maximum number of states and parameters that

are observable through any particular output. Recall that there are p subsystems, one

associated with each output z,(k) , ,z„(k) . The observability index of the
i”'

subsystem

is denoted by rt,. The maximum number ß, of states of the extended system (i.e., states

and parameters of the original system) that can be observed by way of z,(k) is given by

ßim = (m +p + l) rz, (6.3.2)

where m is the number of system inputs, and p is the number of system outputs.

Equation 6.3.2 implies that all the subsystems must be persistently excited in order

to identify the entire extended system vector s, , which has (m + p + l)(n, + + rt,) el-

ements. That is perfectly reasonable.

However, of the (m + p + 1) n, zero eigenvalues associated with the output z, , the

first rt, arise from the nullity of F, , regardless of the system excitation. This follows

because the associated submatrix of the product F, F,_, I1, is Jßf , where J„, is

nilpotent of order rt, -1 because it is an rz, x rt, lower Jordan block of zero eigenvalues.

The eigenvectors associated with the increasing nullity of the product 11,7 117, for

k=O, ,n, -1, are rather difiicult to notate. However, the following development

yields one of the most concise forms.

Letr7,, Ä 0;for1SiSp,1etE Ä äh,.

For all times k 2 0, let ß,(k) Ä- min (k + 1,:1,) denote number of eigenvectors of

zero eigenvalues that are due to the nullity of 11,7... F,7 and that are associated with the

output z,. Thej'* such eigenvector ot,(j, k), where l S j S ß,(lc) , is given by
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°‘1,1+p+1U·k)

<*z.1+p».m(i-(<) (633)

where a,_l(j,k) = —e]+E4;
1

¤«,i+„(iJ<) = Zr(/< -1+ 1) ¢,„+„+ ,;_,„ 1 S r Sp;til
u,(k —j+ r)e„(p+,)+,+ E4 , l s r sm;

in which e, denotes the i"* unit vector in IR" .

_ Equation 6.3.3 gives the general form for the first n eigenvectors ofzero eigenvalues
’

of P,,,,„,,. Increasing nullity of I? I? is guaranteed to occur in the i'* subsystem for the
' first n, iterations. Therefore, this is true for the nullity of P,,+„„ , as discussed before.

However, after that point, increasing nullity ofP,„„„ requires persistent excitation of the

system.

The eigenvectors associated with the persistent excitation of the system are much

easier to specify than those in Equation 6.3.3, because they are just the most recent set

of independent rows (transposed, of course) of the extended observability matrix <D,,.

This fact is actually a corollary of the following theorem.

Theorem 6.3.9: Denote the rows of the output matrix H by h, , for i = I, ...,p. Denote

the rows of the observability matrix <l>,, by 45, , for i = 0, ..., p(k + l) — l. Then
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6...-. 6* = 6...-. -).5.... vk 2 ~.-

Prooj} First, note that for anyj 2 0, and for all k 2 n, -1,

15T [FJ ...F[h,’] 2 FJ ...1=[h,’. (6.3.4)

Equation 6.3.4 is due to the fact that k 2 n,-1 implies that .I,‘$;" = 0, because J,6 is

nilpotent of order rz,. From Equation 6.3.4 and the definition of the rows ¢>, of the

observability matrix <D,, given in Equation 6.2.7, for anyj 2 0, it follows that

15T¢,{6+, = IQTFJ ...1:,;, hf
T T T T (6.3.5)7; •••Fk_l =

„l•

Now, using the equivalent expression for P,,,_, developed in Lemma 6.2.3, and repeated

application of the Equation 6.3.5,

6....-. 4-.2... = [( 6-. — 6.-.,.-. H) ---( 6 - 6... H) 6..-. F.? ---6L. hf]
= (F).-1 — 6.-...-. H) ---( 6 — 6.... H) 6..-. Fg ---6L. HF 66,6)
= Pklk-1

hir
.

Ü! • I

Now, by Lemma 6.2.2, for all k 2 0, it is true that P,,,_, hf is in the null space of

(F, — K,,, H) . Therefore,

r r rPz+1u- ¢*1«p+i = ( F). — Km H)P1r—1uz—2 F1. ¢kp+l
= ( F1: — Km H) pm-1 ¢1fp+: (6-3-7)

VICZHV
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That is, ¢>,§+, is in the null space of P,,,„,, for all k 2 rz,. ln a similar manner, it is easy

to show that $1;,, is in the null space of P,+,,,, , for rz, S r S k, and l S i S p.

From the explicit form of the observability matrix <D,,, given in Equation 4.2.12,

and from the value ofß,w , it is clear that, at most, only (m + p) n, of the rows 43,,,,, can

be linearly independent, for all k 2 n,. Taking these (or, rather, their transposes) to-

gether with the rt, independent eigenvectors a,(1,k) through a,(n,,k) , described by

Equation 6.3.3, gives at most (m + p + l)rt, eigenvectors of zero eigenvalues associated

with the i'^ output.
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7.0 Convergence of the Stochastic PLID Parameter Estimates

In this chapter it is proved that, under standard gaussian assumptions, and for
time-invariant parameters, the PLID parameter estimates converge almost everywhere to
the true parameter values.

e There is a wide variety of convergence proofs available for (time-invariant system)
identification algorithms which take the form ofa stochastic approximation,

X1«+1 =X1r "“1«Q(X1«C1«)

where Q( ) is some function of the previous estimate X, and a measurement §,, and a, is
a positive scalar. Examples of such proofs can be seen in [25], [26], [27], and [28].

However, none of these convergence proofs is quite applicable to the PLID algo—
rithm because, with the inclusion of the state estimates, it does not fit the stochastic
approximation form. Therefore, a different approach is required to prove convergence
of the PLID algorithm. It tums out that martingale theory can be useful here.

The convergence proof is given in Section 7.1. The theorems of that section call
upon other theorems from martingale theory, reproduced in the Appendixes, with proofs
supplied for those that are not well known. A flowchart of the dependencies among the
various theorems in Section 7.1 and the Appendixes is given in Figure 7 on page 102.

It must be remembered that the convergence result is a theoretical result. In short,

Section 7.1 proves that the parameter estimates will converge almost everywhere given
enough time. One can construct examples where the algorithm will not converge due to
practical considerations, such as numerical ill-conditioning. For example, into this cat-
egory fall systems whose output becomes unbounded for bounded input.
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Also, if the signal·to·noise ratio is low enough, convergence may not occur. Nu-

merical problems, such as accumulated error, may prevent convergence; or convergence

may be so slow that, for practical purposes, the algorithm does not converge.

The problem of convergence rate is considered in Chapter 8, which discusses the
more general problem of systems with time-varying paramßtéts, and presents a conver-
gence rate estimate for the small noise case.
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7.1 Proofof Couvergence

Under the assumption that the true parameter vector 0 is an integrable, constant

random vector, and the standard gaussian assumptions on the noise, this section proves

that the parameter estimates Ö,,,,,,, converge to 6, where 6),,+,,,, is a subvector of

.9,,+,,, = [.Sc[+„,„ | Ö[,„,,]', the stochastic PLID estimate of the extended state vector s,„, .

Recall from the development of Chapter 5 that, under the standard gaussian as-

sumptions on the noise, each element of the PLID estimate is a conditional mean. Thus,

for integrable, constant random variables 0, it is fairly simple to show that the condi-

tional mean estimate Ö,,,,,_, of the parameters is a Doob’s martingale. (Martingales and

associated terms are defined in Appendix A.)

By assumption, the unknown parameter vector 0(co) is a sample of an integrable,

constant random vector. Recall nh, denotes the increasing sequence of sub-o-fields gen-

erated by the increasing sets of measurements, {1,, , ,1,, }. Then the extended state

vector estimates

A xk
sIz|k—l = E[$kl'1’1«-1] = E 0 Wk-1 » /<=1„2„~-„ (7-1-1)

and, in particular, the subvector of parameter estimates

A

I

1,2,aresequences of random variables adapted to the increasing sequence of sub~a-fields

n/1, . Note that, by Theorem D.2,
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E[ö„..,.¤·I„-. ]= E[E{9I·ß1.}|~ßk-r J
= 6[6 |•p,„_, ] (7.1.3)
= gnu:-1

Thus, by definition, Ö,„,„,, is a martingale relative to the sequence •ß,,, or more succinctly,
{ 6),,,,,,, , nh,} is a martingale. This type of martingale is known as a Doob’s martingale.

Theorem 7.1.1: If Ö,, = E (0 | •/»„ ), where 6 is an integrable random variable, then

{Ö, , •/1,,} is a martingale, and

(1) ,]L¤gE(9I¢„)=E(9 I ~/¤..)„ and

(2) ]Ln_}E(I9I| •/¤..)= E(I9I| ~l«..)-

Proof} (as in Chung [29]) Using the definition of martingale, it is easy to verify that the

sequence is, indeed, a martingale (as done above). So, adopting the premise of

this theorem is equivalent to assuming condition (4) of Theorem D.7 (Appendix
· D). Therefore, conditions (2) and (3) of Theorem D.7 follow, because (2), (3),

and (4) are shown there to be equivalent conditions. Condition (2) states that
Ö„ converges in 2*, which proves condition (2) of this theorem.

Condition (3) of Theorem D.7 is that 6),, converges a.e. to an integrable Ö„

such that {Ö„ , ~ß„ is a martingale.

Now, to identify the a.e. limit referred to in condition (3) of Theorem D.7,

note that for each A 6 •,b,,,

I
0dP=_[

(/)„dP=I
Ö„dP (7.1.4)

A A A
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The same statement can be made for every A 6 0,,,,, which proves condition (1).
I

Theorem 7.1.1 shows that E [ 0 |¤/1,, ], i.e., the expected value of an integrable random

variable conditioned on an increasing sequence of sub-6-fields, is a martingale that
converges almost everywhere to E [ 0 ]¤ß_,_

], where 0,,,, is the closure of Ün/1,,. Stemby
Ir=0

[30] examined this limit for the case of conditional mean estimates of a time·invariant

parameter vector 0, and proved that E [ 0 | ¤/1,,, ] = 0 almost everywhere, provided that

the error covariance matrix tends to zero. Sternby's theorem and proof are reproduced
here, for the sake of completeness.

Theorem 7.1.2: Suppose 0 is a square-integrable random vector, and 0,, = E ( 0 | (11,, ),

where [ 0,,] is an increasing sequence of sub-6-fields. Let P,, = E [(0,, — 0) (0,, — 0 )'],

the error covariance of the estimate 0,,.

1fA is the set {60 : P„ = 0 }, then [ 1,,(60)] [0_,(60)] = [ 1,,(60)] [ 0 (60)] a.e.,

where 1,, is the indicator function ofA.

Furthermore, if P (A) = 1, then 0,, —» 0 in .7*.

Prooß P,, is non-negative delinite. Therefore, it will suffice to consider the scalar case

0 6 R, because P,, —> 0 implies that all the diagonal elements go to zero. ' I

Now, because A 6 •/1,,,, , Lévy’s zero-or-one law (Corollary D.8) allows us to

say E{ 1,,] tp,} —> 1,, a.e. Therefore,

[E{ 1,,l ¢1,,}2 ] [P„ ] —> 0 a.e. (7.1.5)

But
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0 s [Et ¤.•0.)*][P.J
-[6t¤.¤0.)*][E<0*¤·0.)]-[Et¤.10.)*][öi] mb)

Now, E( 0* | tlg,) is the conditional mean of 0*, which is an integrable random

variable. lt is easily shown to be a martingale, so condition (4) of Theorem D.7

is satisfied. By that theorem, the following equivalent conditions also hold:

(1) E ( 0* | ¤ß„) is uniformly integrable,

(2) E ( 0* | tb,) converges in 2*, and ‘

(3) E ( 0* | aß,) converges a.e. to an integrable E ( 0* l th,) such that

( E ( 0*| tlg,) }„; is a martingale.

Therefore, because both terms on the right side of Equation 7.1.6 are less than

E ( 0* | ¢,, )a.e., both of those terms are also uniformly integrable. Furtherrnore,

the las! term on the right side of Equation 7.1.6 converges a.e., because the term

to the left of the equality converges a.e. by premise, and _the _/irst term on the

right side converges a.e. by condition (3) of Theorem D.7 just cited.

Now, because each term on the right side of Equation 7.1.6 converges a.e.

and is uniformly integrable in 2* , condition (iii) of Theorem B.6 is satisfied for

each term. Therefore the equivalent condition (ii) holds, which is that each term

also converges in 2*. It follows that the term to the left of the equality in

Equation 7.1.6 also converges in 2* ; furthermore the limits to which both sides

of the equation converge must be equal, namely zero. Therefore,

E[tE< ¤.¤¢.))*Et<ö. -0)* u 0.)]
-E[EttE<¤.¤·1«.)1*<ö. -0)*)¢.)] (7-1-7)

=E[{E( IAI ·ß„)(ö„ —9)}2]—>0
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The last line of Equation 7.1.7 implies that

E(1A|1ß„)(f,i„—0)—>0in.<!2. (7.1.8)

Therefore, if P (A ) = 1, then the first factor on the left side of Equation 7.1.8 is

unity, proving the last statement of the theorem.

Now, By Lévy's zero-or-one law (Corollary P(A| 1ß„)= 1,, a.e.

But also, by Theorem 7.1.1,

A AEUAI1//„)(9„—6)—·1A(<9„—9)M- (7-L9)

But this limit must be zero, because that is the limit in $*. Therefore, we also

have

1A(Ö„ —0)—»0 a.e., (7.1.10)

which proves the theorem. . I

Stemby's result can be applied to the parameter estimates of the PLID algorithm,

as follows. The error covariance matrix P,,„,_, of Equation 5.1.23 can be partitioned as

in Equation 5.3.1,

MTL-, 1 P.;7.-.—
PkIk_l = °°°'''''''°i'

1BecauseP,,„„_, is positive semidefinite, the diagonal elements of P,‘{,1,_, are non-negative

and, by inspection of the recursion 5.3.21, clearly non-increasing. However, that is not

enough.
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ln order to use Stemby's result, it is necessary to guarantee that PZß,_,
—» 0 , in some

sense. Let us obtain the recursion for a single diagonal element of PZß,_, , as follows.

·«?'<k>
Let the gain matrix be denoted by rows, Km, Ä ¢ .

r
"(m+p+1)„(k)

Then the (I,1)-element of P,2i,,, (or, equivalently, the (n+i,n+i)-element of P,,„, )is

p„+„„+)(/< +1) = p„+«,„+1(/<) — ·<,l+)(1<)[HP1-(1,-¤HT + Rt]•<„+1(/<) S p„+„„+r(/<) (7-12)

where the inequality is due to the fact that HP,,,_, HT+ R, is positive definite symmet-

ric, making the difference term a ”weighted norm" of x„,,(k).

The following lemma gives a condition guaranteeing that if p„+,_„,(k) (i.e., the i"·

diagonal element of PZ,$,_, ) is not zero, then p„,,,,+,(k + 1) < p,,,,_„+,(k) , almost surely.

Lemma 7.1.3: Ifthe input u, is a pseudo-random vector with a probability density

function (p.d.£) that is continuous everywhere in IR"' , except possibly at a fmite number

of jump discontinuities, and ifp„,,,,,,(k) > 0, then 1c,{,,(k) [HP,,,_, H'+ R,] 1c„+(k)> 0, al-

most surely.

Prooj} By algebraic expansion,

p p

E H Pilt-1 H (7-1-13)
r=l .r=l
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where m,_,(k) is the (r,s)-element of [ H P,,,_, H + R, ]·‘, and ri = n, + + n,. (Note, due
to the positive semidefinite nature of P,,,_, , from Equation 7.1.13, if p„,,„,,,(k) = 0 then

p„,,P,,(k+ 1) = 0.) Defming

__
p,-;_,_;,(k), ifn, >l,

· Ip; _, ,;(k) = _ the factors in Equation 7.1.13 can be expanded:' *
· 0 , 1fn, = 1 ,

P P
P„+r,r„(l<) = F„+r,,;-1(l< — 1) — P„+r,,1,(l<) m„(l<) Pa,-1, ,;(/<)

r=l .$'=1
P m (7.1.14)

+ Z„(l< — 1) P„+r,„+ ,;(l<) + 2 ¤„(l< — 1) P„+;,„(p+r)+ ,;(/<)
r=1 r=l

The expression resulting from substituting Equation 7.1.14 into Equation 7.13 is ex-
tremely messy. But the point is, it shows that 1<,T.,,(k) [H P,,,_, HT + R,] 1c„,,(k) is a ran-

dom variable with a continuous p.d.£

'
P Hencc, Pr [xZ‘+,(k) [H P,,,_, HT+ R,] »c„+,(k) = 0 il = 0,

Therefore, Pr I:x:~_,_,(k) [H P,,,_, HT+ R,] x„+,(k) > 0 ] = l . n

lt follows from Lemma 7.1.3 that P,‘iß,_, —» 0 almost surely, provided that the inputs
u, are pseudo-random sequences with p.d.fI’s. as specified. This can be viewed as a re-

quirement ofpersistenr excitarion. It indicates that something like a dizher signal is re-
quired in order to improve the estimate at any point, where the dither signal is not
allowed to dwell on any particular value. The degree of improvement is related to the

dither signal-to-noise ratio, which is in tum related to the convergence rate.

Thus we have already proved the following theorem:
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Theorem 7.1.4: For a time·invariant linear system, under standard gaussian assump-

tions, if the input is persistently exciting then the parameter estimates 0,,,,,,, of the PLID

algorithm converge a.e. to the true parameter vector 0.

Of course, this result does not address the problem of convergence rare, or the

equally significant problem of numerical ill-conditioning. For example, if the system S

has unstable poles, and if the dither signal·to-noise ratio at the input and/or the output

is low enough, it may happen that some of the matrices in the PLID algorithm become

ill-conditioned before convergence to the correct parameter values can occur. In such
a case, the algorithm may appear to converge, but will in fact converge to incorrect

values of the numerator parameters. An example ofPLID applied to an unstable system

is given in Section 9.3. The topic ofconvergence rate is discussed further in Section 8.1,

in which a rough measure of initial convergence rate is presented.
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v 8.0 The Convergence Question for Time- Varying Parameters

The concept of convergence on which the proof of Chapter 7 is based, must be

modified somewhat for the case when the parameters of the unknown system are time-

varying. One can no longer reasonably expect the parameter estimates to converge to

some final value, because the parameters themselves do not converge to any final value.

Instead, the PLID algorithm must be judged by whether it converges to within some

small region of error around the actual parameter and state values. The
”size”

of this

region depends upon the signal-to-noise ratio. This is the same concept of convergence

one would apply to a Kalman filter estimating the states of a stochastic system.

The Gaussian nature of the extended state vector is lost once the parameters begin

to vary in a non-deterministic way. That happens because the gaussian input noise is

multiplied by the parameters on the way in to the states. Even if the parameters are ·

gaussian, the resulting state values have a probability density function that is not ·

gaussian. Therefore, the PLID algorithm becomes suboptimal for this case.

Section 8.l develops an expected upper bound (in the oo·norm sense) on the pre-

diction error, as a function of the noise power, at the time the observability matrix at-

tains full rank. This is, in a sense, a measure of the initial convergence rate of the PLID

algorithm, at least for the small noise case.
I
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8.1 A Result on Initial Convergence Rate (Small Noise Case)

This section develops an approximation of a bound on the PLID estimate error at

the time the observability matrix attains full rank. The interesting point about the de-

velopment here is that the assumption of gaussian white noise is dropped; in fact, no

assumptions are made about the noise except that it is zero mean, and the norm of its

autocovariance is bounded by a known constant.

Furthermore, the assumption of time-invariant parameters is dropped. The vari-

ation of the parameters is modeled as another noise input to the system. The only re-

quirement on this parameter noise is that it is zero mean and the norm of its

autocovariance is bounded by a known constant.

Thus, this section determines a rough measure on the convergence rate ofthe PLID

algorithm when some of the assumptions in its derivation are violated. It tums out that

the PLID algorithm is nearly deadbeat (i.e., time-optimal) for the small noise case, where

"noise” now includes some other density functions besides gaussian, and includes pa-

rameter variations. Indeed, this is not surprising because the small noise case is essen-

tially a perturbation of the deterministic case, which was shown to be deadbeat in

Section 6.2.
‘

The results of this section are based on the assumption that, although the PLID

algorithm is suboptimal when the parameters are time-varying, or when the noises are

not gaussian, it will still usually provide a better estimate than a linear fit (deterministic

PLID) of the first N é (m +p + l)n data points. The last statement is certainly true

if the parameters are constant and the noises are gaussian, because then the PLID al-

gorithm is optimal.
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The method, then, is to apply the deterministic PLID algorithm to

{ 11,, , , up_, , z„ , , zp_, } , where p = (N/p)* (with the superscript " + " indicating that the

division is rounded upward). Under the assumption that the input is persistently excit-

ing, there will be a total of N independent observations in the first p measurements.

Therefore, it should be possible to compute an approximate bound on the error Ep of the

estimate §p,p_, of the extended state vector sp . The notation
of“

the estimate now shows
an overbar, to indicate that it is definitely suboptimal.

The deterministic PLID algorithm is given by Equations 6.1.1 through 6.1.3. Se-

lecting the initial error covariance Ä,,_, to be symmetric positive definite, the error re-

p sulting from the use of" this algorithm is

Elc+l = §k+1|k “ $1:+1
=(F1: ' R-1:H)$1:41:-1 +k_1:Z1:—(F1:$1: + 6*11:)
=(F1: "·?1:H)$1:|1:—1 +I?1:(H$1: +“’1:)*(F1:$1: + 6*11:) (8.1.1)
=(F1: “I?1:H)($°1:|1:-1‘$1:)+I?1:**’1: ‘ 6*11:
=(1~‘,, -1?„11)6,, +1?,,w,, - 61,,,.

Therefore,
U

Ep = [(Fp—l —k-p—1|p-1 (FO — Eo

+ (Fp-1 ' Ep-11,,-1 H) (F1 ‘ I?1|1H)Eo (Emo Wo ‘ 6*10)
+ (8.1.2)
+ (Pp-!

_
l?p—1|p-1 H) ( Ep-2lp—2 wp-2

_
G

”p—2)

+ ( Ep-1|p—1 wp-!
—

GButthe assumption ofpersistent excitation means that <1>p , the p*^ observability matrix,

is full rank. Therefore, by Theorem 6.2.6, the first term of Equation 8.1.2 is zero. So,

the error Ep is independent of' the initial estimate error, indicating that the choice of ini-

tial estimate is arbitrary.
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Thus, it only remains to compute approximations of the trailing terms of Equation

8.1.2. Let us start by making several assumptions conceming the various system noises.

Suppose the autocovariances of the input, output, state, and parameter noises in the

original unknown MIMO system satisfy

unnSä
||Q6(/<) II.-„ S 82

lläfxllw S 82 (8-l-3)

1122**11.. S 6*
with 0 < 6 1,

where |[ ||„ indicates the infinity norm, which, in matrices, is the maximum row sum.

Next, assume that the gain matrix I?,, satisfies MIZ,
[[__

S p V k = 0, , p -1. This

is a fairly reasonable assumption, based on extensive simulations of the PLID algorithm.

Occasionally, individual elements will exceed unity slightly, especially when the

observability matrix is nearly full rank, but for the most part the elements of IZ, do

satisfy the assumption.

Assume that the inputs u,, are kept small enough that the following is true

|[u16ll,_, S 6 and ||z,.II.,, S 6, (8.1.4)

where 6 > 0 is the square root of the limit in Equation 8.1.3. Later, an argument will

be put forward to relax this restriction without losing the results.

ln the rest of the development, the symbols S and E will be used to denote ap-

proximated inequalities.

Finally, assume that the various noise terms w, and 1;, do not generally exceed

three standard deviations of the limiting covariance 6*. That is, |[w,
|[_,

S 3 6, and

[[1;, [[„ S 3 6. Obviously, this is a very rough approximation, but useful.
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Denote the maximum element of the parameter vector ll 0
||__

= M, .

An approximation can now be computed for the common factors in Equation 8.1.2.
From the structures of the matrices IZ, and G, and recalling that there are m inputs and
p outputs,

|1E„w1—Gm|l„5p(3¢)+|I(p+m)M0+l](3¤)
(815)=3[(p+m)M,, +p—l-1]:: I.

The other factors are approximated by considering the matrix structure,

|lE—K„H||.,., 5 l+p+(p+m)¤ (8·1—6)

Applying the approximations of Equations 8.1.5 and 8.1.6 to the nonzero terms ir1
Equation 8.1.2,

p—l

lI?,,||.„ 5 2 [1+p+(p+m)=] 3[(p+m)M6 +p+1]¤‘
!=0

_ ]—[l+p+(p+m)£]p
(8_l_7)

1
””’

-1zä3|j(p+m)M, +p+ I]:

For example, for a second-order SISO system, p = N = 6; hence,

|| E6
||°° E [(1+ 1)° — 1] (3) [2 M, + 2] c = 378 (1 + M,)s (8.1.8)

It tums out that Equation 8.1.8 is a fairly loose approximation for a wide range of S/N
ratios.

P
The argument for loosening the restriction on the inputs and outputs, given in

Equation 8.1.4, is the following. If the estirnate error is bounded by a particular level
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with a certain S/N ratio, the estimate error should be even smaller if the S/N ratio is
increased, because the system becomes more nearly deterministic. As the norm of the
input increases, the S/N ratio increases; therefore, the limit computed for the "small"

input should hold for any larger input.
”

The latter observation does not hold in case the output magnitude becomes very
large while the input magnitude remains small (such as in an unstable system). The
reason is that such an occurrence causes several of the PLID algorithm's matrices to
become ill-conditioned. More intuitively, in that case even very small amounts of input
noise cause large variations at the output, which cannot rightly be attributed to noise
by the algorithm. The usual result is that PLID determines the denomiriator

T (autoregressive) parameters very accurately, but is unable to determine the numerator
(moving average) parameters.

Equation 8.1.7 might be called the expected upper bound on the estimate error.
Clearly, it is most useful as a bound when the system has a single output, because the
factor (l + p)^’/P becomes large very fast as p increases above unity.
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9.0 PLID Simulation Results

This chapter presents simulation results that verify and clarify the theoretical con-

vergence tindings of Chapters 6 and 7.

Section 9.l presents results from simulation of a fourth-order, two-input, two-

output system, at various levels of noise at the inputs and outputs. The system chosen

for the examples of this section is well~conditioned in the sense that all the poles and

zeros are well separated from each other, and the system is stable. Of the four subsys-

tCmS, three have non-rninimum-phase zeros; these present no special problem to the

PLID algorithm, because it is derived with no assumptions about the locations ofpoles

and zeros. These examples illustrate the degradation of performance that results from

increasing noise levels.

Theoretically, the PLID parameter estimates should converge regardless of the '

noise level. However, in practice, that is not true. Probably the best explanation is that ‘

the theoretical convergence results only hold for computations that have infmite preci-

sion. Thus, in a real computer, the very slow convergence rate one expects with very

high noise levels, is swamped by the computation error. It is easy to simulate this

problem, of course. The noise levels at which the PLID algorithm fails to converge de- U
pend upon a number of things. Among them are the number of inputs and outputs, and

the separation between poles and zeros.

Section 9.2 presents the situation where the PLID algorithm is to be used, even

though one or more of the basic assumptions in the derivation of PLID are violated. A
In this case, the system is not strictly proper, giving rise to some explicit nonlinearities

in the estimator. Clearly, this Variation of the PLID algorithm is not optimal; the
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question is, how does it compare to other common methods? lt is compared to the
Extended Kalman Filter.

A second·order SISO system with a near cancellation of a pole/zero pair was cho-
sen for the comparison, because it is a fairly difficult identification problem. So, because

the system is also non-proper, a total of five unknown parameters and two states must

be estimated. Comparisons are carried out for various levels of initial estimate error, and
consistently show the superior convergence properties of the PLID algorithm, even in
this suboptimal form.

Finally, Section 9.3 presents results from simulation of a third-order SISO systemi
with three unstable poles and two non-minimum-phase zeros. The only problem for the

PLID algorithm in such a case is that the output of the system can become so large that

the error covariance matrix becomes numerically ill-conditioned before convergence of

the parameters has occurred. lndeed, that happens in the simulation of Section 9.3. (In

Section l0. l, an adaptive feedback controller is used to prevent divergence of the output

of an unstable system, thereby simulating the case where the matrices in the PLID al-

gorithm remain well-conditioned; problems arising from the lack of persistent excitation
are demonstrated there.)

lll-conditioning can occur as follows. All the elements of P{i„,, , which are related

to the parameter estimates, are non-increasing. However, the elements of P;;,„ , which

are related to the states, are essentially linear combinations of the elements of PZ£„,,,

where the input and output measurements appear as coefficients. Thus, if the output

blows up, so do the elements of P,·;;„,, .

So, some eigenvalues of P,,,,„, are decreasing towards zero while others are in-

creasing towards infmity (or, rather, to the point of computer overflow). Hence the

numerical ill-conditioning. lf the parameter estimates have converged before the ill-

conditioning occurs, then the state estimates will be good up to the point of overflow.
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The convergence rate is, as usual, affected by the noise level; thus, if the noise level is low
enough, PLID will achieve an accurate estimate of the parameters before ill-conditioning
occurs.

9.1 Simulation ofa Two·Input, Two-Output System

The purpose of this section is to provide a look at typical PLID algorithm per-

formance. The main problem in assessing its performance is the overwhelming quantity

of the data associated with the estimator. There are three main quantities of interest,

(1) the estimate error vectors, (2) the gain matrices, and (3) the error covariance matri-i ces.
The particular system being simulated has two inputs, two outputs, and a total of

four states. Therefore, the estimate error vector has 20 elements, the gain matrix has

40 elements, and the error covariance matrix has 400 elements. That is altogether too

much data to present in detail. Some essential feature of the various matrices must be

culled from the data.

One essential feature of each matrix mentioned above is its norm. The norm is
much more revealing if the various matrices are first partitioned into those elements re-

lated to the states x,, , those related to the autoregression parameters 0, , and those re-

lated to the moving average parameters 0,; that is what has been done. The graphs are

presented in logarithrnic form, because the norms typically span several orders of mag-

nitude as the algorithm proceeds.

In most cases, the quantitative aspects of the graph are not nearly as important as

the qualitative aspects. For example, does the parameter estimate error tend to de-

crease? Does the error covariance tend to decrease?
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The following system was simulated:

( —l)(z —(2.66997)(z + 0.31 186)(z + 0.05139)

(z — I.55005)(z + 0.78359)(z — 0.04026)

M, {IIQZZIl$Ä9¥$${ZIII153I}«$§{é${§I”6Ö]l$§l]6Ä§{{>$i „,(„,

For the simulation, a pseudo-random gaussian white input sequence {14,,} , was

corrupted by a (pseudo) random gaussian white noise sequence {v,} before being applied
(

to the system inputs. A (pseudo) random gaussian white noise sequence {w,, } was added

to the system output sequence {_y,,} to obtain the measurement sequence {2,, }. The only

data available to the PLID algorithrn were {11,,} and {z, }. Furthermore, an (ostensibly)

unknown gaussian white state noise sequence {E,} is added directly to the system states

during the simulation.
I

Signal-to-noise ratios at the input were fairly simple to determine, because both the _

signal and the noise are gaussian white sequences. However, the system output is a

highly correlated sequence, which is to be expected. The output signal power was esti—

mated by averaging over several hundred samples. Presenting a single figure for the

output signal-to-noise ratio is somewhat misleading because, due to the highly correlated

nature of the output sequence, the signal may be small for fairly long periods oftime,while

during other periods it may be much larger. At the same time, the output noise

power remains fairly constant, because for the simulations, the autocovariance was

taken to be constant, and the sequence is white.

While some state noise was generated and added in to the states, it was kept at(
essentially negligible levels in these simulations. .
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For the simulations, the input signal sequence, input noise sequence, state noise

sequence, and output noise sequence were all generated by the International Math-

ematics and Statistics Library (IMSL) double precision routine ”GGNML,” which gen-

erates a pseudo·random sequence with standard gaussian statistics (i.e., unity variance,

zero mean) based upon some seed value supplied by the user. The following seeds were

specified in the simulations:

For {u,(k)}: 123457.0

For {u,(k)}: 7I x 123457.0

For {v,(k)}: 372845.0

For {v,(k)}: 1: x 372845.0

For {w,(k)}: 564213.0

For {w,(k)}: TE x 564213.0

For {§,(k)}: 564213.0

For {§1k)}: (1:)‘·‘ x 564213.0 for i= 1,,:1.

There was no noise input to the parameters, because they are constant.

The input sequence was left at unity variance. The various noise levels were es-

tablished by appropriately scaling the sequences from the IMSL routine. The output

noise scaling was determined by first rurming the system simulation without any output

noise to obtain the average output power over several hundred iterations. Using the

same seed, the IMSL routine will always generate precisely the same sequence (hence the

name pseudo-random sequence). Thus, the same input was applied on a second simu-

lation, this time adding in the appropriate level of output noise, and rurming the PLID

algorithrn.

Five complete simulations were run, with 500 iterations each, with noise levels ad-

justed to simulate the cases where all the signal-to-noise levels were either 20 dB, 40 dB,

60 dB, 80 dB, or 100 dB. The input sequence was the same for each iteration. In each
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figure in this section, results from all five simulations are presented simultaneously,

thereby showing the effects of increasing noise on the performance of the PLID algo-

rithm.

Figure 8 compares the state estimate error at the various noise levels. For each

20 dB increase in the noise level, the state estimate error increases, roughly, by slightly

less than 10 dB. In the worst case (20 dB signal·to-noise ratio) the noises at the output

have greater than unity variance.

There is surprisingly little variation in the state gains, as seen in Figure 9, which

tend to achieve steady-state value fairly soon. However, the state estimate error

covariances, given in Figure 10, correspond quite well with the estimate error nomis.

At each noise level, the trace of the state estimate error covariance is roughly equal to

the square of the error norm (or double, on the Iogarithmic scale shown).

The autoregression parameter estimate error is affected in the same way as the state

estimate error by increasing noise levels, as shown in Figure ll. The characteristic

sharp decrease in error when the observability matrix .<I>,, achieves full rank is evident

just after iteration ten in aH but the worst noise case. (This occurs after iteration ten

because there are twenty unknowns, but there are two observations at each time.) Very

similar comments can be made about the moving average parameter estimate error,

which is shown in Figure 12.

The gains associated with the parameter estirnates are shown in Figure 13 and

Figure 14. These figures are nearly identical, showing the progressively smaller weight

given to successive observations. In each of these figures, the similarity of the five

curves is remarkable. In part, it is due to the fact that the (known) input sequence

{u,} is the same, and the output sequences {z,,} are quite similar, modulo some effects

of the increasing noise levels. It is somewhat surprising that the increasing values of the

elements in matrices Q, and R have so little effect on the gain computation, although
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it should be uoted that there are some siguificaut differences in the gaius during the first
100 iterations, or so.

The error covariances associated with the parameter estimates are shown in
Figure 15 and Figure 16. By definition, these must be non-iucreasiug. The fact that
they are strictly decreasiug indicates that the input is, indeed, persisteutly exciting, as
discussed in Section 7.1. It is this continual decrease that fuels the decrease in the pa-
rameter gaius.
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9.2 Comparison of Convergence ofPLID and the EKF

This section presents a case where the assumptions of the PLID derivation are

slightly violated. While the PLID algorithm is optimal for systems conforming to the

assumptions under which it is derived, it is not completely clear what becomes of the

algorithm when the assumptions are violated.

The particular system chosen for this section is not strictly proper, so the PLID is

not, strictly speaking, applicable. However, only slight modifications of the algorithm

are required to accomodate this case. ln particular, in estimating the noise input matrix

G, there are explicit nonlinearities in the estimator. Hence, it is suboptimal. But just

how bad is the resulting estimator?

In order to get an idea of its performance, a comparison is made between the sub-

optimal version of PLID and the Extended Kalman Filter. To make the comparison

more interesting, a system having a near cancellation of a pole/zero pair was chosen.

This makes the system hard to identify because it is difficult to persistently excite the

mode associated with the nearly cancelled pole.

The following time-invariant SISO system, ostensibly unknown, was used to gen-
C

erate an output sequence from a known input sequence. Note the near pole/zero can-

cellation, and the presence of one non-minimum-phase zero. The input was corrupted

by unknown gaussian white noise before being applied to the system. Similarly, the

output measurements were corrupted by another (independent) sequence of gaussian

white noise.

The true system transfer function is
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Hlzl = §* +0.13; - 1.067 = (2-0-970)(z+1-100) (Hl); — 1.471; +0.4855 (=—0-971)(z—0-500)

According to the notation of Equation 4.1.1, the true parameter values are

dg = — 0.4855
al = 1.4710
bl, = —— 1.0670
bl = 0.1300
b2 = 1.0000

The main point of' the simulations was to compare the convergence properties of

the two algorithms, particularly with respect to convergence of the parameter estimates.

Both the rare of convergence and the region of convergence are of interest.

There are seven states in the extended system: five parameters and two states from

the original unknown system. Both algorithms were started up with a least-squares fit

of the first 3n+ 1 = 7 data points. Due to.the near-cancellation in the system, the fit

of the first seven data points had considerable error. By adjusting the initial error

covariance, the error in the least-squares fit of the first seven points could be adjusted.

This provided a means oftesting the convergence properties of the respective algorithms

for various levels of' initial estimate error.

The slovvness of convergence to the correct values is due to the near-cancellation

of the pole/zero pair, which makes persistent excitation quite difficult. Since the algo-

rithms start with an estimate that is a reasonable linear fit of the initial data, it is difficult

for them to detect error in the initial estimate. Both algorithms were run with exactly

the same sequences of input and output data, which had noise levels of -37 dB and -40

dB, respectively. As in the other simulations, the state noise was negligible in these

simulations.
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The results indicate that some of' the proven convergence properties of the PLID

algorithm are retained even when the assumptions used to derive it are violated slightly.

As with any Kalman-type filter, there are some parameters that must be selected

to start the PLID algorithm. The elements of the matrix Q were chosen as followsz The

variances q of the input noise vk and r of the output noise wk were known. The vari-

ances 6} of the additive noise §, on the unknown system parameters were assumed very

small, anticipating that the unknown system is time-invariant.

The system was driven by a known input sequence {uk}, consisting of unity vari-

ance white noise corrupted by an (ostensibly unknown) white noise sequence {vk }, with

a variance of0.01. Thus the input signal~to-noise ratio was 40 dB.

The output measurement sequence {zk} was generated by corrupting the sequence

{yk =.x,,(k) + b„ (uk + vk )} with the (ostensibly unknown) white noise sequence {wk},

with known variance. As with the previous simulation, the system was run first with no

output noise added, to allow the average output power to be calculated. Based upon

that average, the average output signal-to-noise ratio was established at 37 dB.

Both the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and the PLID algorithm were imple-

mented using a square·root type of algorithm (UD-decomposition) to propagate the er-

ror covariance matrix. This minimized problems due to computer inaccuracy, and

avoided such embarassments as having the error covariance matrix attain negative

eigenvalues. '

In the UD-decomposition method of propagating the error covariance matrix, one

starts by assuming the initial error covariance in the form P,,_, = U, D, U} , where U,

is an upper triangular unitary matrix, and D, is a positive definite diagonal matrix. The

easiest choices are, of course, U, = I , and D, = oz, I, where typically oz, > 1.

The error covariance is then propagated in two steps,
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Ü„+„ ö„+„ El'., = P,. 0....-. Fi? + Gr Q GZ (9 9 9):5, U,,1>,, U,[5, + 6,,Q6,T

and

P — U 0 UT
k+l|I¢

—
ll+l k+l k+l

.. - -T T T (9.2.3)= U1«+1 D1«+r Uk+r — Kk;kI:HP1«|1«-1 H + Rlc]Kk|k

Equation 9.2.2 is implemented by the modified weighted Gram-Schmidt

orthogonalization and matrix factorization given in [31], which starts by adopting the

form

- - 0,, 0 U,T5TU1¢+1 Dk+r ij-IZ!-l = [F1: Uk [G1:] T (9-2-4)O Q Gk

· in which Q is assumed to be a diagonal matrix.

- Equation 9.2.3 is implemented by the Agee-Tumer positive definite factorization

update given in [32], which takes advantage of the equation’s form,

P„.+.„. = ür:. 5,.+1 Y/iii + er cr. cl (9-2-6)

· where c,, is a scalar, and §,, is a vector.

Figure 17 shows the EKF parameter estimates converging to the exact parameter

values, which appear as straight lines, from an initial estimate that is reasonably accu-

rate. Convergence occurs after about 1100 iterations. The remainder of the figures in

this section present comparisons ofthe parameter estimates ofthe two algorithms, where

each algorithm starts with similar initial estimate error. The comparisons show that as

(
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the initial estimate error becomes worse, the EKF has a more diflicult time converging,
while convergence of the PLID algorithm is only delayed somewhat.
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9.3 Simulation ofan Unstable System

ln this section, results are presented from the simulation of PLID identifying the

states and parameters of a single·input, single-output, unstable, non-rninimum-phase,

second-order system. The theoretical basis of the PLID algorithm indicates it should

be able to identify such systems. However, a new set of problems arises in the imple-

mentation of PLID in the case of unstable systems.

The problems that arise are all related to numerical ill-conditioning. In an unstable

system, bounded inputs can give rise to unbounded outputs, the source of the numerical

difliculties. The simplest problem occurs if the system output value exceeds the upper

limit of the computer’s numerical range, causing an overflow condition. Usually, other

problems are evident long before overflow occurs.

Typically, when the output is "blowing up," the first problem to occur is numerical

ill·conditioning in the error covariance matrix. This can be explained as follows. TheI
error covariance submatrix PZi„,, related to the parameters is non-increasing (strictly

decreasing when there is persistent excitation). However, the error covariance submatrix
P;;„, related to the states is very nearly linearly dependent upon P,Z$„,, (modulo some

noise covariance terms), where all the coefficients of the linear relation are previous in-

puts and outputs. Thus, as the outputs become very large, so do the elements of P,·;;„,,.
° This divergence of the submatrices within P,,,,,,, is reflected by divergence of the

eigenvalues; some of them are becorning very large, while others are tending to zero (or,

at best, remaining constant). Hence, the numerical ill-conditioning.

There is also a noticeable effect on the estimate error. As the output becomes very
T

large, it also becomes the dominant force in the determination of the states. Therefore,

unless the input also becomes very large, the input has less and less effect on the states
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as the output blows up. The typical result is that the parameters associated with

autoregression, or output feedback, are estimated with very little error. On the other

hand, the estimates of the parameters associated with the moving average, or input

feedforward, do not converge to the correct values.

However, as the output blows up, the feedforward parameter estimates usually ap-

pear to converge; that is, they stop changing. The reason is that the bulk of the system

excitation is provided by the output feedback, a condition which, although sufficient for

the identification of the autoregression parameters, is not sufficient for the identification

of the moving average parameters. Thus, the elements of the gain matrix associated with

the moving average parameters tend to zero.

lt seems that this problem would be avoided in an unstable system with a feedback

loop, because then the inputs would become large whenever the outputs do. But that

is not necessarily the case, because ill-conditioning can still occur in the error covariance

matrix as the output, and now the input, become very large. (ln Section 10.1, a two-

input, two·output unstable system with an adaptive controller using PLID is simulated.

Ill-conditioning is, indeed, avoided, because the controller prevents the output from

blowing up.)

The following system transfer function was simulated:

e

Hm =
2 (2 — 0.75 —j0.75)(z — 0.5/5 +j0.75)

(2 — 0.90 —_;0.45)(z — 0.90 +J0.45)(z — 1.01)

= 2 22 — 3.002 + 2.25 (93.1)

2* - 2.812* + 2.86062 - 1.022625

This strictly proper third-order system has three unstable poles, and two non-

minimum-phase zeros. The associated parameters are
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all = 1.022625 bo = 2.25
al = — 2.8305 bl = -— 3.00 (9.3.2)
G2 = bz = 2.00

A series of five simulations was carried out, for input signal—to-noise ratios varying

from 20 dB to 100 dB. The output noise power was the same as that at the input. State

noise was essentially negligible. In each of the graphs of this section, results from all five

simulations are displayed simultaneously.

Figure 21 shows the log of the norm of the state estimate error. In each simu-

lation, exponential increase in the estimate error is unavoidable. Notwithstanding this

increase, the state estimate actually becomes quite accurate, because the states, them-

selves, are around five to seven orders of magnitude larger than the error, after 1000 it-

erations. This happens because after the output becomes large enough, the input has

negligible effect on the states compared to the effect of the output feedback. The cor-

responding effect on the parameter estimates is that the autoregression parameters are
l

always estimated with a high degree of accuracy (see Figure 24), while the moving av-
h

erage parameter estimates only improve until the output begins to blow up (see

Figure 27).
I

Figure 22 shows the log of the norm of the state gain submatrix. As the output

blows up, the various noise cases all converge, indicating that the noise becomes negli-
I

gible. The output noise becomes negligible because its autocovariance remains constant

even while the output itself is increasing exponentially. The input noise, and the input

itself] become negligible because the system excitation is increasingly dominated by the

output feedback. A steady-state, of sorts, occurs. The state estimates do not decouple

from the output measurements.
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On the other hand, decoupling can be observed in the graphs of the parameter

gains, Figure 25 and Figure 28. Decoupling of the autoregression parameter estimates

occurs because, as the output becomes increasingly deterministic, there is no new infor-

mation to be obtained from it. Decoupling of the moving average parameter estimates

occurs because excitation due to the input becomes negligible compared to excitation

due to the output feedback.

Oscillation of the gain matrices is due to oscillation of the output, caused by the

conjugate pair just outside the unit circle.

In Figure 23, the state estimate error covariance submatrix P;;;,,,, is seen to increase

exponentially, corresponding to the exponential increases at the outputs. This results

because as the outputs increase, P;;„,, becomes predominantly just a linear function of

the parameter error covariance submatrix PZi„,, , where the coefficients of the linear re-

lation are the outputs, themselves. Meanwhile, P,‘{i,,,, becomes virtually constant be-

cause the system is not being persistently excited. The linear dependence of P;;„,, on

P{$„,, is described by Equation 6.3.3. The tendency of PZ1„,, to become constant can be

seen in Figure 26 and Figure 29. ·

In Figure 24, the norm of the autoregression parameter estimate error is seen to

decrease to quite low levels; even the worst case is still less than 10** . This remarkable

accuracy can be explained as follows. In the simulation, the output noise power re-

mained constant even while the output signal increased to extremely high levels. ln ef-

fect, the output becomes deterministic. At the same time, the input power remained

constant, so the system is being driven almost entirely by feedback of a deterministic

signal. Thus, the parameters of the feedback paths (i.e., the autoregression parameters)

can be deterrnined quite accurately.

Eventually, however, lack of persistent excitation affects the autoregression pa-

rameter estimates, because the estimator decouples from the system. Decoupling of the
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autoregression parameter estimates can be seen in Figure 25, where the gains decrease

exponentially. The lack of persistent excitation also affects the associated error

covariance matrix, which stops decreasing, as shown in Figure 26. The increase seen in

the lowest noise cases must be attributed to numerical ill-conditioning, because it begins

to occur about the same time the state estimate error covariance starts to increase ex-

ponentially. The ill-conditioning is brought about by having very small elements in the

submatrix related to the autoregression parameter estimates, and at the same time very

large elements in the submatrix related to the state estimates.
i

In Figure 27, the norm of the moving average parameter estimate error quickly

achieves a good level, because the signal-to-noise ratio at the input is fairly high. This

is typical behavior in the PLID algorithm. However, after the initial strong improve-

ment, there is usually some incremental irnprovement as the input continues to stimulate

the system, except when the input signal-to-noise ratio is so bad that convergence is re-

ally in doubt. '

Such incremental irnprovement is not seen here, because the input becomes negli-

gible as the output "blows up." That is, the input eßfectivdy tends to become zero,

compared to the output feedback. The result is the decoupling of the parameter esti-

mates from the system, evidenced by the exponential decrease of the associated gains,

seen in Figure 28, and by the tendency of the associated error covariance submatrix to

become constant (that is, to stop decreasing), seen in Figure 29.
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10.0 PLID in Adaptive Control

10.1 An Overview ofAdaptive Control Schemes

In the literature on adaptive control, the only consensus on the definition of adap-

tive control is that there is no consensus. Various authors have defined adaptive control

in ways that suit their own purposes. Most agree, however, that constant gain feedback

is not adaptive control.

One of the most general characterizations of adaptive control is given by Äström,

in which adaptive control is viewed simply as a special type of nonlinear feedback con-

trol, and in which "the states of the process can be separated into two categories, which

change at different rates. The slowly changing states are viewed as parameters.” [33] The
‘

concept of an extended state vector, incorporating both states and parameters, fits in
L

very well with Aström’s characterization.

A general definition of adaptation is give by Tsypkin:
”By

adaptation we will mean the process of changing the parameters structure
and possibly the controls of a system on the basis of information obtained during
the control period so as to optimize (from one point of view or another) the state '
of a system when the operating conditions are either incompletely defined ini-
tially or changed." [34]

Not all authors agree that control which self-adjusts to an unknown time-invariant

system is adaptive (some call it initial selfltuning). However, many use precisely this

case to show convergence or stability properties of adaptive control schemes that are

designed to work on time-varying systems. The extension of the proofs to time-varying
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systems may rest on the assumption that the system parameters vary slowly compared

to the time required for parameter estimation.

Although the concept of adaptive control has been knovm since sometime in the

late l940’s, and notwithstanding the great amount of research in the 1950's aimed at

achieving it (mostly ad hoc autopilots for high-performance aircraft), meaningful results

were not really possible until the l960’s, when state space and stability theory were in-

troduced, and important results in stochastic control theory were obtained. The l960's

also were a period of major development in the area of system identification and pa-

rameter estimation. These developments marked the beginning of adaptive control the-

ory.

Adaptive control schemes can be broadly separated into three categories: gain

scheduling, model reference adaptive control, and self-tuning regulators. Gain scheduling

differs from the other categories in that it is, in an adaptive sense, a type of open-loop

control. If} for one reason or another, the scheduled gains become unsuitable, there is

no way to compensate for the deterioration in system performance. On that basis, some

authors exclude it from the class of adaptive control schemes. ·

While some authors still view gain scheduling as adaptive control, very little the-

oretical work on it appears in the adaptive control literature. It seems to be regarded

as a vestige of the early work (circa l950's) in the area, although it has been noted that

certain proofs that are difficult for the other categories of adaptive control might be

forthcoming for gain scheduled systems. lnterestingly, the applications of gain schedul-

ing far outnumber those of the other categories; furthermore, they have been quite suc-

cessful, from an engineering standpoint, in systems where more computation-intensive

approaches may fail due to delay (e.g., in flight control systems).

Model reference adaptive control (MRA C) was first presented by Whitaker,

Yamron, and Kezer of MIT in 1958. The distinctive feature of this method is the con-
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struction of a reference model that operates in parallel with the plant. The reference

model produces the ”desired output,” that is, the output which the controller should in-

duce from the plant.

A typical MRAC system is shown in block diagram form in Figure 30 on page 163

The parameters for the regulator will be determined from a function of the input, the

plant output, and the djference between the plant output and the reference output. The

original parameter adjustment function given by Whitaker, et.al., now known as the

MIT rule, has been shown to result in unstable closed-loop systems for certain plants.

Various modifications of the MIT rule that were proposed in the rnid-l960's and later,

overcame the stability problem. MRAC is currently the focus of attention of many

workers in adaptive control, and some theoretical results on global convergence and

convergence rate have been presented for certain restricted classes of systems.

The seßtzming regulator (STR) is more obviously a type of non-linear feedback

controller. The essential feature is an observer/estimator that deterrnines the system

model, from which parameters for the controller are computed. Figure 31 on page 164

shows this in block diagram form. Actually, this represents only one type ofSTR, known

as the explicit type, since the model of the system is first determined explicitly. In an

implicit STR, the entire algorithm is re·f“ormulated so that only the regulator parameters

are calculated; hence the system model is implicit.

The explicit STR is also called the ihdirect method because the controller parame-

ters are computed by way of the system model parameters. Sirnilarly, implicit STR is

also called the direct method because the controller paramctßts are computed directly.

The STR was originally proposed in 1958 by Kalman. In a landmark paper [35],

he presented a dedicated computer to implement the scheme in a deterministic system.

However, widespread interest in the approach was delayed until the advent of micro-

processors and the more complete development of recursive identification methods; that
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is, until the mid·1970’s. Several authors have pointed out essential similarities between

MRAC and STR [33].

The STR approach is appealing to many investigators since it does not specify a

particular identification/parameter estimation algorithm, nor does it specify any partic-

ular type of controller. As a result, many different combinations ofestimator and con-

troller have been studied.

A typical approach to adaptive control of srochaszic systems uses the explicit STR.

This allows the utilization of proven estimation techniques in determining the system

model parameters. The controller could be, for example, the minimum variance type.

The main theoretical problems one addresses in any type ofadaptive control scheme are

stability, convergence, rate of convergence, and performance of the adaptive system.

For the explicit STR, none of these can be addressed until some convergence results are

known for the parameter estimation technique that is being used.

The strongest results for stochastic explicit STR's are achieved when the certainry
‘

equivalence principle holds (or is assumed to hold). By definition, it holds when one can

use the parameter estimates as if they were the true parameters for designing the con-

troller. Certainty equivalence is known to hold, for example, in time-invariant linear-

quadratic-gaussian control problems [36].

More generally, certainty equivalence is a good assumption when it can be shown

that the parameter estimates converge to the true parameter values with probability one.

In stochastic systems, this is not a trivial thing to prove. Typically it is assumed that the

parameters are nearly time-invariant, since the tirne-varying stochastic case is so difficult

to analyze.

Certainty equivalence is related to the separation principle; in fact, the former is a

stronger condition than the latter. The separation principle holds if estimating the

process parameters can be done separately from determining the controller parameters.
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The controller parameters may be functions of the uncertainties in the process parameter

estimates, in which case certainty equivalence does not hold.

For any given parameter estimation technique, the validity of the certainty equiv-

alence assumption may be affected by the choice of controller type [37]. As one might

suppose, controllers obtained by enforcing the certainty equivalence principle are called

certainry equivalence conrrollers. Controllers that are functions of the estimation uncer-

tainty (i.e., in which only the separation principle is assumed) are called cauzious con-

trollers.

A major factor in the stability and convergence studies of explicit STR's is the need

for persistent excitation of the unknown plant. Most, if not all, system identification

techniques require all modes of the unknown system to be persistently excited to carry

out the identification. However, once the feedback loop is closed, the plant input (con-

troller output) is no longer under extemal control. In fact, it may tend to zero, in which

case the identification algorithm cannot detect changes in the plant parameters.
_ Various approaches have been used to overcome the persistent excitation problem.

„ For example, one adds a small white noise signal to the reference input to avoid reaching

steady-state. Many of the theoretical results for adaptive control systems presuppose

persistent excitation.

Another aspect ofadaptive systems that is under study by many investigators, and

that has yielded very few solid results, is the effect of unmodeled dynamics on stability
I

and convergence. Tl1is is important, since in real systems it is almost always the case

that the model order is lower than the order of the plant (which may in fact have infinite

order, such as in distributed systems).

The pseudo-linear identification (PLID) technique of joint state and parameter es-I
timation can be used in an adaptive control scheme for a stochastic linear MIMO sys-

tem. An adaptive control system using PLID would, of necessity, be an explicit STR.

I
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Furthermore, the controller should require state (observer) feedback; otherwise it is
pointless to use PLID since its joint state and parameter estimation is more "expensive”
than parameter estimation, alone. If the system is linear, time~invariant, and Gaussian,

then the PLID algorithm is optimal and the parameter estimates converge w.p.l to the
true parameter values. Thus, the certainty equivalence principle can be invoked.

An appropriate controller type to use in conjunction with PLID is, for example,
an optimal controller. The cost functional could be set up to minimize the control effort,
to minimize the variance of the output, or to minimize some linear combination of the
control effort and the output variance.

For the class of systems in which it is optimal, the use of PLID in an adaptive
control system represents a significant irnprovement over other methods of joint state

and parameter estimation described in the literature. Other methods involve explicitly
nonlinear forms, and hence require more difficult implementations, such as the extended
Kalman filter [36].

To obtain certainty equivalence results, it is necessary to assume that the unknown
plant is time invariant. For the tirne~varying case, the most general result for PLID
would likely only support the separation principle. However, a typical "slowly varying

system" assumption could allow enforcement ofcertainty equivalence.

Typically, a Kalman filter is robust in the presence of improper noise statistics,
provided that the noise power is ”overestimated” [38]. Of course, it is no longer the op-
timal linear filter if the noise statistics are incorrect. Some results on robustness in the
face of mismodeling and improper noise statistics and a priori distribution of the initial

_ state are available in [39] and [40], and appear to have some applicability for the PLID

algorithm.

The pole-placement strategy is well known from deterministic control theory. The

minimum variance controller strives to reduce the variance of the output error, y(k) -
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r(k), where r(k) is a reference input (usually a set point). There is a strong relationship

to MRAC in the latter scheme.

Stochastic optimal control minimizes a quadratic cost functional. lt is usually only

practicable for the linear quadratic gaussian (LQG) case; if the system is not LQG this

control approach becomes suboptimal, but may still yield good results [41].

Major problems to deal with in setting up the adaptive system are the same ones

that other investigators have faced, namely, the problems of persistent excitation, un-

modeled dynamics, and incompletely known noise statistics. Obtaining theoretical results

for the entire system is made more difficult by these problems, but is difficult even

without them due to the nonlinear stochastic nature of the system.
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10.2 Adaptive Control Simulation

The application of PLID in an adaptive control scheme is ofconsiderable practical

interest. PLID represents a distinct improvement over algorithms available in the past

for estimating the states and parameters of linear stochastic MIMO systems with noisy

input and output vectors, yet previous estimators have been successfully integrated into

adaptive control systems.

Therefore, it is appropriate to include a section detailing the results of simulations

of an adaptive control system. The type of adaptive controller that requires parameter

estimates is generally known as a self-tuning regulator. To motivate the incorporation

of PLID, the controller should also require state estimates, which means it should be a

pole-placement algorithrn, or some type of optimal controller.

In this section, simulations of an adaptive optimal self-tuning regulator are pre-

sented. The controller seeks to minimize a cost functional that includes both the _

modulus of the control effort and the variance of the output from the set point being

specified.

The system chosen for the simulation is a two-input and two·output system with

the following (ostensibly unknown) transferfunction, in pole/zero form:

—— (z — 2.79863)(z + 1.02111)(z + 0.12248) -

iMill?iÄE«3X§{§l°3Ö§§£Ü}5Ö§2{{§{§”S}$Ö$§§l}5Ä$l{i$ I
(z — 1.8l266)(z + l.23381)(z + 0.17885)

[rw] =
iU,(z)ii

The corresponding parameters are
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1
62, - -0.25 62, - 1.00 62, - 0.70 62_,

- 0.80
62,

- 0.60 62, - 0.70 62, - -1.00 62, - 1.00
622 -0.80 622 - 1.50 62_2 -0.70 62_2 -0.80

622 - -0.70 622 -0.60 622 -1.00 622 --1.00

Note that two of the four system poles are unstable, and three of the four subsys-

tems have non—rninimum-phase zeros. From the theoretical point of view, this ought to

present no problem to the PLID algorithm. However, as shovm in Section 9.3, there
are some computational practicalities that can interfere with the convergence of PLID

parameter estimates when the output becomes very large. But if a controller prevents

the output from becoming large, then it would seem that the problems associated with

large output would be avoided. That is one of the things the simulation of this section

is intended to test.

The simulation was run with a dither signal having covariance of0.1 at each input;

the input noise was 20 dB below that, having covariance of0.001. At each o_utput, unity

covariance noise was added; initially, the noise is of the same order as the states, them-

selves. The reference input signal was initially set to zero, so the system was being driven

only by the dither signal.

The system was allowed to run uncontrolled for about 120 iterations, by which time

the outputs were beginning to ”blow up." Then the PLID parameter estimates were used

to construct a controller. The controller used in the simulation is
ai

set-point controller,

which inherits much of its solution from the linear quadratic regulator solution. (This

type of controller is described in detail in VanLandingham [42].) lt requires both pa-

rameter estimates and state estimates, making PLID a suitable choice as the companion

estimator. The set point controller is intended to drive the outputs to the same levels

as the corresponding set points, which, at this point, are still zero.
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The controller gains were recomputed based on the most recent parameter esti-

mates at iterations 130, 150, 175, and 200, and every 100 iterations thereafter. The set

point was left at zero until time 650, when a series of changes was begun. The two input

set points were changed, alternately, every 50 iterations, varying within a range of -200 ·

to 200. .
The data most obviously of interest are a comparison of the input set points to the

actual outputs. These are given in Figure 32 for the first 1000 iterations, and in

Figure 33, which presents a closer look at the last 400 iterations, when the set point is

being changed from zero. In Figure 32, the instabililties in the system are quite appar-

ent, as the outputs begin to blow up around iteration 100. When the controller is

switched on at iteration 120, there is a rather dramatic effect as the outputs are brought

in line with the set points, which are both at zero until iteration 650.

Note that the inputs are not decoupled in the system, so changing one set point

tends to change the output of both subsystems. By design, the controller acts as a de-

coupler of the inputs, but it cannot react instantaneouslylto changes in the input. The

non-minimum-phase zeros are evident from inverted reactions at the output.

Some quite interesting aspects of PLID estimator performance can be observed in

this simulation example. These are revealed in the remaining figures, which present

norms of the estimate errors, the gains and the error covariances. During the period

before the controller is switched on, the problems PLID has with unstable systems that

are blowing up start to occur, just as they did in the graphs of Section 9.3. However,

after the controller is switched on, those problems disappear, and the effects of system

excitation on the PLID algorithm are displayed quite clearly.

Figure 34 and Figure 35 present norms of the state estimate error and the param-

eter estimate error, respectively, on logarithmic scale. In Figure 34, the state estimate

error begins to blow up, just as it does in Figure 21 on page 147 However, after the
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controller is turned on, the norm of the state estimate error quickly falls to, and stays

within, a region around l0° .
V

In Figure 35, the change is just as startling. When the controller is tumed on, the

norm of the parameter estimate estimate error drops almost two orders of magnitude.

The cause of this is the large control signal being applied, which provides a great deal

of excitation to the system, and simultaneously improves the signal-to-noise ratio at the

input, which had been languishing around 20 dB above the noise level. But interesting

things continue to happen.

After achieving such a good parameter estimate, between time 200 and time 650,

no improvement occurs, because the system is not being sufliciently excited. During that

period, the set point is zero, and the dither signal is still only 20 dB above the input noise

level. However, at time 650 the set point begins a series of changes, exciting the system

and improving the input signal-to-noise ratio as before. Consequently, the parameter

estimate error decreases again after time 650, in a series of improvements roughly cor-

responding to the step changes in the set point.

Figure 36 and Figure 37 present the norms of the state estimator gains and the

parameter estimator gains, respectively. In Figure 36, the state gain matrix initially

tends to increase, until the controller is switched on. Then it quickly achieves a steady-

state condition. The history of the parameter gains, shown in Figure 37, is much more

interesting. Initially, as is typical, there is a period of slow decrease, starting at a fairly

high level.

However, during the period of weak excitation following the startup of the con-

troller, the gains drop to very low levels, indicating that there is very little new informa-

tion available with which to alter the current parameter estimates. The series of spikes

in the gain levels, starting at time 650, correspond to those periods oftransition just after
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each set point change. The algorithm "wakes
up,”

gathering as much information as

possible from these periods of strong excitation,

Figure 38 and Figure 39, which present the traces of the state error covariance

submatrix and the parameter error covariance submatrix, correlate highly with the pre-

vious two tigures. In Figure 38, initial exponential increase is followed by steady~state,

once the controller is switched on. When the output levels change from zero to magni-

tudes of around 100 (starting at time 650), the state error covariance increases slightly.

In Figure 39, the strongest decreases in the norm, which by defmition is non-increasing,

are seen to occur during times of strong excitation, and correspond to decreases in the

parameter estimate error.

There are two main points in this section. First, the PLID algorithm can be used

in adaptive control loops, even in cases where the system is really "nasty," as it was here.

Second, the PLID algorithm requires persistent excitation to converge.
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11.0 Couclusious and Areas for Further Study

In spite of the inherently nonlinear nature of the simultaneous parameter and state

estimation problem for a linear time-invariant system, it turns out that a linear minimum

variance estimator can be derived for it, providing that the system is transformed to

observable-canonic form to begin with. That much was shown by Salut et.al. [5] in 1980,

with the further proviso that the system inputs and outputs must be known exactly. In

the work presented here, the latter proviso was eliminated, and a minimum variance es-

timator (PLID) generalizing the one in [5] was derived.

Unlike [5], in which no convergence result was presented, it was shown here, under

some standard gaussian assumptions, and the assumption of system time-invariance,

that the PLID parameter estimates converge a.e. to the exact parameter values.

These are strong results, but there are some inherent lirnitations due to the primary

assumptions. Presumably, the object ofemploying the PLID algorithm is toincorporate

it into an adaptive control scheme. The assumption of system time-invariance means

that it can only be used in initial selfltuning regulators, but some adaptive control purists

argue that initial self-tuning is not even adaptive control.

However, violating the assumption of system time-invariance, so that the unknown

system varies in an unknown way, means that the extended system state vector s,, is no

longer a gaussian process. Thus, the entire basis of the development of PLID is lost.

One could argue that if the system is only slowly varying, then s,, is nearly gaussian, so

the PLID algorithm is almost the minimum variance estimator.

No one has found the minimum variance estimator for the time-varying case, so it
[

seems reasonable to expect that some variant of the PLID algorithm (such as incorpo-
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rating a forgetting factor into the parameter error covariance computation) could be the

optimal linear estimator for the slowly time—varying case. Certainly this is true in the

limit, as the time variations tend to zero.

Another assumption that begs to be violated is the assumption that the system

structure is known a priori. This line of thinking leads to some very interesting possible

applications of the PLID algorithm. Can PLID be used to find a linear model for a

nonlinear system? Can PLID be useful in model-order reduction?

Consider a nonlinear finite·order system operating at a set point. The system could

be linearized by the usual Taylor series expansion about the operating point, obtaining

a linear model of the same order. lt seems reasonable to expect that the PLID algorithm

would yield the same linearization, given the order of the system at the start. lf the set

point changed, one could re~initialize the PLID algorithm to obtain the new

Iinearization. This concept certainly warrants investigation.

lf the system order is underestirnated, what is the result? Of course, it is tempting

to say that the PLID algorithm will give the lbest lower-order linear system description

to account for the measured behavior. It seems likely that a rigorous investigation of

this case would be considerably easier if the system were assumed to be operating at

some set point.
i

One problem with identifying a system operating at a set point is excitation of the

system modes. If the system really is at a set point, it may not be possible to uniquely

identify it. Therefore, a dither signal must be applied, disturbing the set point. In a

system with very low noise, this is not much of a problem, because very little dither is

required; but in a system with high noise levels, significant deviation from the set point

may be necessary to identify the system. In practice, it may be very undesirable to in-

troduce such deviation.
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Cases of linearization and/or model·order reduction involving time-invariant sys-

tems operating at a set point may prove to be easier than the converse case, in which the

order is known, but the parameters really are varying. In the former case, it is clear that

a covariance reset should accompany each change in the set point. In the latter, the

course of action is not as clear. Kemp [43] developed a method of applying a forgetting

factor only to that part of the error covariance matrix related to the parameter estimates.

Elaborate simulations ofan F-15 jet tighter with an adaptive control loop employing this

method (reported in [43]), showed it compares favorably to gain scheduling, which is the

method actually used in the tighter. Of course, gain scheduling has a very low compu-

tation time; on the other hand, it involves a relatively large computer storage of tabular

data.

The comparison in [43] raises a question concerning the implementation of the

PLID algorithm, namely, can the computation time be cut substantially by some hard-

ware implementation? This is an important question, in terms of the usability of the

algorithm in real- time applications, because hardware implementations have a distinct

speed advantage over irnplementations in software.

Many fertile areas of investigation have been opened by development of the PLID

algorithm.
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Appendix A. Basic Definitions in Statistics

This appendix presents definitions relevant to the understanding ofmartingales and

the theorems in the remaining appendices.

Defnition A.I: The sample space Q is the set or space of all possible results or out-

comes 60 of an experiment or observation.

Definition A.2: An event is a subset of the sample space Q.

Definition A.3: A random variable X(w) is a function of the sample space Q .

_ Example: For the vector random variable X 6 R" , let A be the event

· M

Clearly, A 6 Q.
I

4 Definition A.4: Suppose M5 Q. The indicator function l„ is a random variable defined

bv

l if w 6 M‘M(“’) = [0 am e ow
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Defnition A.5: A 6·field on Q is a class of subsets of Q that

l) contains Q itself

2) is closed under complementation, and

3) is closed under the formation of countable unions.

Defnition A.6: A sub·o-field is a 6-field that is a subset ofanother 6-field.

Definition A.7: Let P(‘l') denote a probability measure on a 6-field
‘l';

that is, P is a set

function satisfying

l l)0S.P(A)$lforar1ysetA6‘l’,

2) P(0)=0 , P(Q)= I, and

3) P is countably additive; i.e., if A, 6
‘l’,

and A, n A, = (D if i séj, then

OO

P[ U ,4,]: Zprn,]."=‘
k=1

Definition A.8: The event AcQ is true for almost all (a.a.) w, or almost everywhere

(a.e.), or almost surely (a.s.), or almost always (a.a.), if P { w : w ¢ A } = 0.

Definition A.9:
I
Let (Q,

‘l’,
P) denote a probability space, where Q is a space of Out-

comes w ,
‘I'

is a a-field of subsets ofQ , and P is a probability measure on
‘I’.

Defnition A.I0: The random variable X(w) is measurable with respect to the sub—6-field
gl: (or more simply, is measurable·•/1) if {w | X (co) = x} 6 rb for almost all co.
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Defnition A.1I: The real vector space of equivalence classes of linite real-valued meas-

urable functions defined on (Q,
‘l',

P) is denoted by Y (Q, W, P) , or simply by Y, if it
is obvious what underlying probability space is assumed. This vector space also contains

the Banach spaces, which are normed vector spaces that are complete with respect to the

norm metric; the Banach spaces will be denoted by YP, 1 S p S oo, where p indicates the

norm, according to

uxu, é [/Q mPd1·]"P soo.

Defnition A.I2: Let Y(•ß) denote the equivalence classes in Y containing at least one

nl:-measurable function. Denote YP(•ß)
= YP n Y(¢).

Defnition A.13: The random variable X(w) is said to be an integrable random variable

if E [ |X(w)| ] < oo , almost surely.
A

Defnition A.I4: The 6-field generated by the random variable X, denoted 6 (X) , is the

smallest 6-field with respect to which X is measurable. A 6-field can also be generated

by a measurable subset ofQ.

Defnition A.l5: A sequence of sub-6-fields u/1,c‘l' is said to be adapted to the sequence

of measurable subsets A,cQ if •/1,
= 6( A,) for all k. A sequence of random variables X,

is said to be adapted to the sequence •/1, ifX, is measurable-n/1, for all k.

Defnition A.I6: Denote by ¢, , ..., da, the increasing sequence of sub-6-fields of
‘l'

gen-

erated by the increasing sequence of sets A, = {Z, }, , A, = {Z, , , Z,}.
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Defnition A.17: A sequence {X,};;„ of real-valued random variables adapted to an in-

creasing sequence of sub-6-fields {aß, };;„ of
‘l'

is called a martingale if"

(l) E(|X,l) < oo Vk6N

and (2) X, = E[Xk+; I Wk] a.s., V k6N

In particular, if' X, é E [Z | ¤/1,], then X, is a martingale if

Xk IW;.
}éalmostsurely, for all k 2 0.

Defnition A.18: If the equality in part (2) of Definition A.l7 is replaced by
'2’,

then

the adapted sequence is called a supermartingale. If it is replaced by ’$', then the

adapted sequence is called a submartingale.

Notation: Martingales are denoted in several different ways. Some of the most common

notations are shown below. ·

(i) {X„ , •/:„ }„„A , where A is some index set,

(ii) {X„
-

W„ }„

(iii) {X„ } adapted to { •ß„ }. °
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AppEIIlÜx B. SOWIE COIIvEI'gEIICE COIICEPIS

This appendix delines three types of convergence commonly encountered in prob·

ability studies, and an additional type not often encountered, but required in the proof

of Theorem B.6. Some of the relationships among the various convergence types are

also presented, in the form of theorems and proofs. In each case, the theorem presented

is required in the proof(s) of some other theorem(s) in this work.

Defnition B.I: The sequence of random variables {AC,( co )} converges in probability to

the random variable X( w ) if and only if] for every 6 > 0,

nliräio P[a>: |X„(w) -·X(w) | > 6] =0.

Defmition B.2: The sequence ofrandom variables {„\{,( w )} converges almost everywhere

(a.e.), or with probability 1 (w.p.1), to the random variable X( to) if and only if there ex-

ists a null set N (i.e., P [ N] = 0) such that

nlirrio X„(cu) = X(a>) < oo , V cu 6 Q\N.

Definition B.3: The sequence of random variables {X,( w )} converges in EP to the

random variable X( cu) if and only if

„lQ5g¤° E I X„(wi) —X(w) Ip] = 0-
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The last type of convergence we consider is vague convergence, a type not com-

monly encountered, but required in the proof of Theorem B.6. A preliminary definition

is required, however.

Definition B.4: A measure ;i on ( IR' ,
‘l'

), with ii (IR' ) S 1 , is called a sub·probability

measure (s.p.m.).

Definition B.5: A sequence {ii, , n 2 l } of s.p.m.'s converges vaguely to an s.p.m. ;i if

and only if there exists a dense subset D of Rl such that for all a,b eD , a < b ,

u„ { (¤,b]} —· ir { (mb] }-

The rest of this section presents theorems detailing relationships among the various

types of convergence.

Theorem B.1: IfX, converges in YP to X, then X,, converges in probability to X. The

converse is true, provided that {X,} is dominated by some Ye ZP.

Proof} By Chebyshev's inequality (see Theorem E.l), with ¢(z)s [ z [P and 6 > 0,

E X —X
P[w : I X„(co) —X(co)I 2 6] . (B.l)

By hypothesis, E[| X,(w) —X(w) [P] —> 0. Hence, P [| X,(co) —X(w) [ 2 6] —» 0. S0, by

definition, X, converges in probability to X, proving the first assertion.

To prove the converse, the hypotheses are P [I X,(w) —X(w) I 2 6] —> 0, for all

6>0; and IX, [S Ya.e., where E[ YP]<oo. Note that [X, —X| S 3 YE.?'„HCI1C¢,
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E [|X„(w) —X(w)|’° ZI = VI IX„(w) —X(w)I" dP+ I IX„(w) —X(w)I" dP
{IX,. —XIS=} (IX,. -Xl>¤l

(B.2)
S J +

'I
(3 W dP

{lX„·Xl>¤}

But, by hypothesis, P [I X,,(w) —X(w) I 2 6] —> 0, for all 6 > O. Therefore, by Theorem
E.l0, the limit, as n goes to infinity, of the last integral on the right is zero. That leaves

nigyo E[I X„(w)—X(w) IP] S J (13.3)

for any 6 > 0. Letting 6 -—> 0, the limit in Eqn. B.3 is zero. Therefore, X, —» X in Z'. I

Theorem B.2: IFX, converges a.e. to X, then X], converges in probability to X.

Proof} Since X, converges a.e. to X, let N denote the null set on which it does not
. converge; define Q, = Q\N . For m 2 l and 6 > 0, defme the event

A,„=n§‘;„, {w:IX,, "XIS€}• (B.4)

For a fixed value of 6, A, is increasing with m. For each oa, 6 Q, , X.,(m,) -» X(w,) ;
hence, there exists m(w, , 6) such that rz 2 m(w, , 6) => IX,(w,) — X(w,) I $ 6 . There-
fore, w, 6A,,„o_,,; it follows that Q, c U;,, A, . Because A, is increasing,

Qoclim Am =~ Qoclim
It-•oo k=} m=k

Because A, increascs at least until it includes Q, , and P (Q, ) = l, then by the monotone

convergence property
of“

measures, P ( A, ) = 1.

I

l
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The next theorem is not quite the converse of Theorem B.2. It shows that con-

vergence in probability implies convergence a.e. along some subsequence.

Theorem B.3: 1fX, converges to X in probability, then there exists a countably inünite
sequence of integers {:1,, }, k = 0,1, such that the subsequence X,,k converges to X

a.e..

Prooj? The hypothesis can be restated as follows. For all k 2 0 ,

Therefore, for each k there is a value :1,, such that

1 1P |X„k —X|>7 $-7. (B.7)
2 2

Choosing the entire subsequence {:1,,} by that criterion, it follows that

00

P|i|X,,* -x|>%] S Sao. (1;.8)
***0 2 16-0 2

So by the first Borel—Cantelli lemma (see Theorem E.5),

Therefore,

1P|:|X„* —X|$? a.a.]=1. (B.l0)
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So |X,, - XI —+ 0 a.e., implying that X,,, —» X a.e., ¤

The next theorem considers the relation between the convergence of a random se-

quence and the convergence of its higher-order moments, for two types of convergence.

Theorem B.4: (l) lf X, converges to X a.e., then for every p > 0,

(2) lf'X, converges to X in ZP , where l sp < oo, and X6 ZP , then

EU X, Ip]
~ EU XI"]-

Prooj} The first part is just a special case of Fatou's Lemma (see Theorem E.8),

|X}”dP= 1iminf|X,,|"dP5liminf IX |"dP. (B.11)n n "'Q rz n

For the second part of the theorem, where X, converges in ZP to X, using the fact

that X, =X —(X —X,) , Minkowski's inequality (see Theorem E.4) can be used to

write Q

E"" LI X,. IP] S E"” [I XIPJ +
E‘”’ [I X,. — XIPJ (6,12)

Similarly,

E"" [I XI"] S El"' [IX,. I"] + EU" [I X„ —XI"] (B-I3) ·

Hence,
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E‘"’ U X,. n"] — E"” U X, — XV] (B M)s
E‘”’

[1 XV] 6 E"" Eu X,. V'] +
E"”

U X, — X1"]

Letting rz —» oo, second part of the theorem is proved. I

Before presenting the last theorem relating different convergence types, it is neces-

sary to defme uniform integrability and to present a theorem characterizing it.

Definition B.6: A family of random variables {X },„ , where T is an arbitary index set,

is unifonnly integrable if and only if

lim
I

|X| dP=0 uniformlyinzeT.
M-•oo 1X, I>M

Theorem B.5: The family of random variables {X} is uniformly integrable ifand only

if the following conditions are both satistied:

(l) E[ | XI] is bounded in :6T;

(2) For each 6 > 0 , there exists 6 (6) such that, for any Ac
‘}’,

P[A]<6 => dP<6 for every teT.
,4

Proof} The definition ofuniform integrability implies condition ( I). To see that uniform

integrability implies condition (2), let A<:‘l' , and denote A, = { w: | X | > M}. Hence,
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I-|X,|dP=·[ |X,|dP+‘|- |X,|dP$f|X,|dP+MP[A]. (8.15)
.4 .4n .4, .4 \.4, .4,

Now, given 6 > 0, by hypothesis there exists M = M (6 ) such that the last integral on the

right is less than 6/2 for every 1. Therefore, condition (2) follows if 6 = 6/2M , from the

definition of uniform integrability.

Conversely, suppose that conditions (1) and (2) are both true. Then by

Chebyshev’s inequality (see Theorem E. 1),

E I: I X1 BP{|X,|>M}$T$W,VI€T, (B.l6)

where B is the bound imposed by condition (1). For hypothesis (2), defining 6 = 1/M
and 6 (6) = B( l/M ), then from Equation 8.16,

‘[|X,|dP=‘I‘ IXtIdP<£?l/M (8.17)
Ar |X1I>M

In the limit, as M -> oo, the defming equation for uniform integrability is obtained from

Equation 8.17. ¤

The last theorem in this appendix presents a relation between convergence in

probability, uniform integrability, and convergence in 2P.

Theorem B.6: Suppose X 62*, and X, converges to X in probability. Then the fol-

lowing three propositions are equivalent:

(i) { | X, | } is uniformly integrable;

(ii) X, converges to X in 2* ;
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(iii) EI[|X.|] —· EEIXI]-
Prooj} (due to Chung [44])

(i) => (ii): By Theorem B.3, since X, —»X in probability, there exists a subsequence

{X,} that converges a.e. to X. Therefore, by part l of Theorem B.5 and part I of

Theorem B.4, X 6 2* It follows that [X — X] is also uniformly integrable.

Now, for each 6: > O,

'I|x,, —XIdP=’I- IX, -XIdP+’I· IX, —X|a'P
9 Ix, —x I>« Ix„ -x I5;

(B' 18)
sf IX, - X I dP + c

| X, —X I>s ‘

Since P { IX, — X I > e } —> 0 as n —» oo (convergence in probability), then by part 2 of

Theorem B.5, the last integral in Equation B.l8 also tends to zero. Because a > 0 is ar-

bitrary,

|X,,—X|dP=0 =· X,,—»Xin2l. (B.l9)
Q

(ii) => (iii): This is simply part 2 of Theorem B.4, with p= l.

(iii) => (i): Let X_, é X, and define the uniformly bounded sequence

X ifI X Is MM
=

II 7 PlX"
I M , 1rIx,,I>M (B20)

Clearly, |X,{" | —» IX:} | in probability. Since the sequence is bounded, then by part 2 of

Theorem B.l, |X,*' I —> I XL! I in 2* . Consequently, by part 2 of Theorem B.4,

E[|ÄC.“|]—•E[IX£|]·
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Now, if" iM are chosen to be points of' continuity of the distribution function of'
X__,

then the sequence of sub-probability measures P { |X„ | > M} converges vaguely to
the sub-probability measure P { |X„ | > M}. Therefbre,

f ¤X„¤ dP
IX. I>M

=E[|X„|]—E[|XÄ”|] —• E[|X.„|]—E[|X£|] (B-21)
=j |X°°| dP.

lX.., |>M

As M —» oo, the last integral goes to zero, independent of n.

Therefore, by definition, (i) is true.

The theorem is proved, because (i) =· (ii) => (iii) => (i). l
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Appendtlr C. Optional Random Variables (Stopping Times)

The topic of optional random variables, also known as stopping times, is so impor-

tant to the study of martingales that it deserves a separate appendix. The concept of a

stopping time for a random process evolved from the study of gambling strategies.

Basically, an optional r.v. (stopping time) is a function (rule) of the previous history

of a random process (game) that determines when the process is to be stopped (game is

to be ended). In a broader sense, the game is not ended; rather, the player or1ly leaves

the game at the time determined by the optional r.v. The determination is to be based

entirely on past events, so it rules out prescience and other types of foreknowledge as

input to the optional r.v.

These ideas are made more rigorous by the following definition.

Definition C.1: A function v : Q —+ = { 1, 2, } U oo is called an optional random

variable (or a stopping time ) if the set {w : v(w) = n} is u/1,,-measurable for all MEN, where

{•/1,,} is an increasing sequence of sub-o-fields.

The optional r.v. v has associated with it the 6-field lll, of subsets of Q given by

nßv ={A:Aenß°°, A n{w:v(co)=n}6¤/1„Vn6N}.

dr, is sometimes called the pre-vqield, and the events in n/1, are prior to v.

The following example is widely used to clarify the preceding defmition. It is called

a "l1itting time.” _
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Example: For every sequence {JL,} adapted to the increasing sequence of sub-6-fields

{•ß„} in an arbitrary measurable space (Q,
‘l’),

the hitting time vl of a subset
A6‘{',

defined

bv

inf{n:X„(w)6A} ifw6L_}{X„6A},
"A(w) = _”

+ oo otherwise,

is a stopping time. Note that, for each n 6 N, the set of co such that vl(w) = n is defined

by

{w:vl(w)=n} = fl {X,„ 6Ac} n {X„ 6A}
m<)l

The following lemma characterizcs optional random variables and associated 6-fields.

Theorem C.1: A mapping v : Q —> N is a stopping time if and only if {v S rz} 6 •ß,, for

all n 6 N. An event A 6 ¢_, belongs to the 6-field r/1, associated with a stopping time v
i

il'andonlyifA n {vSn}61/1,„foral1n6 N.

Prooj? The lemma follows from

{vSn}= U {v=m}, _mSn

{v=r1}={vSn}n{vSn—l}°,

and the fact that th, is an increasing sequence. ¤

It follows from Theorem C.l that mlin v,, and miax v,, of the finite or infmite se-
quence of stopping times {vl} are also stopping times, because the sets
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{w:mgnv,,(w)$n}=U {vk sm}, and {w:m]axv,,(w)$n}=Q {vk sm},
k

belong to •ß,, for all n 6 N. From this fact, it easily follows that, if v is a stopping time,

then min ( v, rz) and max ( v, n) are also stopping times.

The a~field associated with an optional r.v. is more fully described by the following

lemma and corollary.

Theorem C.2: Let v be a stopping time. A real-valued n/1_„-measureable function

f: Q —» is ¢,—measureable if and only if for all n 6 N, the restriction of f to

{co : v(w) = rz} is aß,-measureable.

Furthermore, for every positive or integrable real-valued measureable function g

defined on the probability space (Q,
‘I’,

P),

Eß.¤(w=v(w)=¤}(g) = EV,. ¤{w= v(w)=¤}(g)' '

Prooj} (from [45]) Supposef= 1,, , the indicator function of the set A 6 #1,, . Then the

first part of the lemrna follows from the definition of uh, . Extension to an arbitrary

•/1,,-measureable function is immediate, using typical methods from real analysis.

Now, suppose g is positive. By the first part of the lemma, E,n„{„,,(„,,„,(g) is a pos-

itive (11,-measureable function. Therefore,

Z],
E¢,n(g)dP=Z:‘|. gdP=v|.gdP=vI~E¢_(g)dP

E An(w:v(w)=n} Ü AfI(w:v(w)=n} A A
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because A H {w : v(w) = rz} 6 dz, for all rz 6 N. This proves the second part of the lemma

for positive functions. The proof can be extended to arbitary real·valued integrable

functions using typical methods from real analysis. ¤

Corollary C.3: For every sequence X, adapted to an increasing sequence of

sub-a~fields dz„, and for every stopping time v, the random variable X, , defined by
X,_„,

= X„(w) for all cu such that v(w) = n 6 N, is dz,-measureable.

Theorem C.4: For every pair v , v' of optional random variables, the events

{w : v(w) < v'(w)} , {co : v(w) = v’(w)} , and {w : v(w) S v’(w)} belong to dz, and to dz,.

However, it is also true that A 6 aß, implies that A H {cu : v(w) S v’(w)} 6 dz, . It follows

that ifv Sv' for al1w6Q, then 1ß,c dz,.

Prooj? [46] Both v and v' are necessarily dz,-measureable, so it is clear that all the sets

considered above belong to d__.
But, because

l

{co : v(w) < v’(w)} n {w : v(w) = rz} = {oo : v’(w) > n} n {w : v(w) = n} Elßn ,
{w = v(w) = v'(w)} H {w = v(w) = M} = {w = v’(w) = M} H {w = v(w) = M} @•!«„ „

for all n 6 N, the events {w : v(w) < v’(w)} , and {w : v(w) = v’(co)} belong to dz, .

Therefore, the union {co : v(w) S v'(w)} also belongs to dz,.

Now, by a symmetry argument, {co : v(w) = v'(w)} belongs to to dz,. Similarly,

taking the complements of {co : v(w) < v’(w)} and {co : v(w) S v'(w)} , and reversing the

roles of v and v', it is clear that the same events belong to dz,.

Thus, if A 6 d,, then

A n {w : v(w)Sv'(w)} n {co : v’(w)=n} =A n {w : v(w)Sn} n {w : v’(w)=n} Elli" ,
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for all n 6 N. Conscquently, A fl {aa : v(w) S v'(w)} , which obviously belongs to ß,,,

also belongs to aß, . ¤

Theorem C.5: Let {A, , aß,} be a martingale and oa, ß be two aß, -measureable optional

random variables (stopping times) such that a S ß S M < oo a.e.. If {X,} is uniformly

integrable, then the two random variables {X, , X, } form a martingale relative to

{ wa 9 'ßß }'

Prooß (due to Chung [47]) From Theorems C.2 and C.3, it follows that {X, , X,} is

adapted to {aß, , aß,} . Let A 6 aß, and A, = A n {co : oa(w) = i}. Then, for each k 2 i,

necessarily A, n {w:ß(co) > k} 6 aß,, because A,6 aß, , {w:ß(w)> k} 6 aß,, and

aß, c aß,. Now, by virtue of the definitions of these various sets,

X, dP+f Xk dP
Am{w=ß(<¤>2k} _ A«¤{<¤=ß(<¤)-kl Am(«»=ß<w)>k) (C

X, dP
A, n (w : mw)-za} A, n {ai : ß(w)2k+1)

By iterating the relation of Equation C.l, it follows that for eachj 2 i,

I
AQ dP=f X, dP (C.2)

A, H tw = ß(w>2¤'} Aa ¤ {w = !Sß(w>S!} {w : ß(w>21+1}

Now, the term on the left side of Equation C.2 is equivalent to fl X, dP , because
{

ß 2 oa = i on the set A,. The same reasoning allows us to change the domain of the in-

tegration in the first term on the right to the set A, 0 {w : ß(w) Sj}. Now, letting
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j—•oo, the last term on the right converges to zero, because a and ß are linite. Thus,

Equation C.2 can be rewritten as

I
X, X, dP (C.3)

A, A,

Now, by summing over i, the domain of integration becomes the set A 6 ¤/1, c tp, .

It remains to be shown that X, and X, are both integrable, but this is almost trivial

for any bounded random variable a or ß, not necessarily stopping times, because a S M

implies

M M
E<¤X„¤>=Zf m1dP=ZE<¤»m><«»

l=l {ou : a(w)=l] l=l

The same holds for ß S m. I

Theorem C.6: Let {X, , #1,} be a martingale, and let {cz,} be a sequence of stopping

times, measureable-w, , such that a,, S ot, < oe a.e. if m S n.

If for each n, there exists a constant finite M, such that a, S M, a.e.,

then {X5 , •/15} is a martingale.

. Also, for each k,

E[Xi]=E[Xk]=,lj_¤g¤°E[X„] (C-4)

Proof} That {X5 , #:5} is a martingale follows from the proof ofTheorem C.5, apply-

ing it to each pair cz, , M, .

In order to prove Equation C.4, note that
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M

X, dP
n=I {w:ak==n} (w:a,,>m}
M

=Z f x,„ d1>+ I x,* dP
n=l (wzak =n) (aa : a,, >m}

=E(X„,)—f X,„ dP+f X,·dP
{w : ak >m} (w Z ak >m)

Now, as m—>oo, the last term tends to zero because E (
|X_,|

) < oo , being a martingale;

the second to last term also tends to zero because cx, S M, < oo a.e.. Thus, the second

equality in Equation C.4 is proved.
i

To prove the first equality in Equation C.4, append the stopping time oc„ = l, with
•}1„ = 5/zcg/1,, to the beginning of the sequence {oz,}. Note that this alters none of the

foregoing proof But now it is clear that the first equality follows from Theorem C.5 and

Corollary D.4. ¤

A good example of the kind of process to which the previous theorem is addressed

is given by oz, = min ( oz , n ), where a is a fxed stopping time. Thus, the new martingale

X," is equal to the old martingale X, until the stopping time a, after which it is a constant.
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Appeudix D. Cortditional Expectatiort and Martirzgales

Defnition D.]: Given an integrable random variable X and a sub-6-field nh, the condi-

tional expectation E [X l gl:] of X relative to nl: is any one of the equivalence class of

random variables on Q satisfying the following two properties:

(1) it belongs to aß;

(2) it has the same integral as X over any set in ~/:.

The following lemma provides a characterization of conditional expectation:

Lemma D.l: Let p be a real number ir1 [1, oo], ~/: a sub-6-field of
‘i'

in the probability

space (Q,
‘l',

P), and E, the expectation conditioned on gp. Then

1) for allf6 YP, the conditional expectation E,(f) 6 YP;

2) the operator E, on YP is positive, idempotent, and a linear contraction such that
·

E:(1)= 1 ;
3) E, maps YP onto YP(¢).

Proofcan be found in Neveu [48].

Note that property three indicates conditional expectation is a projection operator.

Indeed, for YZ the orthogonal projection onto the closed vector subspace YZ(•ß) is called
V

the conditional expectation with respect to the sub-ajield tl: of
‘P.

Theorem D.2: IfX is integrable, and •/:, c ub, , then

(I) E[X| gh,]=E[X| gl:,] ifand only ifE[X| U’lz]€!!ll, and

(2) E{E[XI~ß„]I~lPi}=E[X|i!P„]=E{E[X|1lPr]|¢¤}-
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Proof} Trivially, if and only if Y6 aß, , then Y= E [ Yl aß,]. Replace Y by

E [ X | aß, ], and the first part follows.

Part (1) can now be used to prove the second equation of part (2), because

E [X | aß, ] 6 aß, c aß, . To prove the first equation of part (2), consider

E{El:XlW2]lW1}dP=j E[X|¤ß2]dP
"" (1).1)

=‘[ XdP=]·XdP=E[X|lß,] U
W1 fl W2 W1

Theorem D.3: Let {X,} be a submartingale adapted to the increasing sequence { aß,}

of sub—a-fields, and let ¢> be an increasing convex function on IR‘ . lfda (X,) is integrable

for each rz, then { ab (X, ) } is a submartingale adapted to { aß,}.

Proof} aß is increasing, and

X, 5 E [ X,,+, | aß,] a.e. - (D.2)

Therefore,

¢>(X„>s¢(E1X„+,I¢·„J>¤-¤- (D-3)

Applying Jensen’s inequality (see Theorem E.2) to the right side of Equation D.3,

(DA)

which, by the definition of a submartingale, proves the theorem. ¤

Corollary D.4: If {X,} is a submartingale adapted to the increasing sequence ( aß,} of

sub-6-fields, then so is Xi, where
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X+=[ X,,, ifX,, 20

" 0 , if X,, < 0

Prooj} Theorem D.3 applies, because the function ( )* is convex and increasing. I

Intuitively, it seems that martingales are random processes that wander around

some nominal point. From another perspective, however, these wanderings can be

viewed as aperiodic oscillations. Therefore, within the question of convergence of a

martingale is imbedded the question
of“

how the martingale oscillates in various regions

of its domain.

Given the sequence {X,,(w)} of r.v.'s, for each point w in the sample space, thei
convergence

of“
the sequence depends on the oscillations over finite segments as n —> oo.

To be more specific, the sequence will have a limit if and only if the number of oscil-

lations between any two rational numbers a and b is finite. The number of" oscillations

will of' course depend upon a, b, and co. This argument is a standard approach in

measure and integration theory. '

The astonishing thing about this argument applied to martingales, is that a rela-

tively sharp estimate can be obtained for the expected number of oscillations. The next

theorem addresses this topic, but first a definition is required. The definition that follows

is rather painstakingly detailed, but this is necessary in the theorem that follows it.

Defnirion D.2: Let a < b. The number y of upcrossings of the interval [a , b] by a

sequence of" numbers {xl , , x„} is defined as follows. Let

vl =min{j: l $j$n,.xg$a},

V2-=n°]iH{j:Vl <j$n,xl2b}.
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lf v, or v, fails to be defined because such a number j does not exist, then the number

of upcrossings y is set to zero. However, if they are defined, then further define

If any one of this sequence is undefined, then all the subsequent ones are also undefined.

Denote the last one defined by v,, where l= 0 in the earlier case where oz, is undefined.

The number ofupcrossings y is defined as I/2.

Untangling the definition, it can be seen that y simply counts the number of times

that the sequence progresses from the point at the low end of the interval [a , b] to the

point at the high end of the interval; that is, the upcrossings of the interval [a , b].

Theorem D.5: Let {X, , •/1,}*,;,, be a martingale, and — ee < a < b < eo. Let y‘{jM(w)

denote the number of upcrossings of the interval [a , b] by the sequence {X,(w) };„, .

Then .

E[ ,„, ]S E[<X„—¤>*]#E[<Xl—¤>*] S E[Ä€,°]+l|¤l|
"t«»1 b - o b — a

X ifX2 0-+ =
Q Q

Wh--·=
@0 {

0Proof-(following Chung [49]) Start by considering the case where X,(w) 2 0 a.e. for

all k = l, ,n, and a= 0. This causes X,] to be zero whenever j is an odd number,

where vj is defined in Definition D.2, and the x, in that definition are the X1(w) in the

theorem statement.

Also recall from Definition D.2 that, for each w, the sequence v,(w) is defined only

up to j = I(w) s n. But now the definition is modified so that all previously undefmed
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vl(w) are set to n; thus, vl(w) is defined for all j = l, ,n, for almost all w. Now, ap-

pending v„ E l to the start of the sequence, and noting that v„ = n a.e.,

n—l

X,. — Xi = X., —X., = Z(X.l,, ——X.l)
/=° (0.6)

j odd j even
I

Now consider the sum of the odd-number terms. There are three possibilities, j < I(w),

j = l(w), andj > l(w).

Case 1: j odd, andj+ I S I(w):

X,]+1(w) 2 b > 0=X„j(w)

Case 2: j odd, andj = l(w):

‘ X.l,,(w) = X„(w) 2 0 = X.l(w)

Case 2: j odd, andj > l(w):

X„l,,(w) = X„(w) = X.l(w)
I

. In all three cases,

[(60) (rt)b = ylolblb (D.6)
j odd j odd

_ !+1s!(w)

Note that the general form of the sequence {vl} is _
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l=v0 S V, <v2 vl = vl+l =··· =v„ =n,

which is an increasing sequence ofoptional random variables, because constants are also

optional r.v.'s. Therefore, by Lemma C.6, {X,] , e/1,}} is a martingale. Thus, for each

j 6 {0 , , n — l }, E [ L., — L] = 0. Therefore the expectation of the sum of the even

terms in Equation D.5 is zero.

So, from Equations D.5 and D.6,

EtX„ —X.1 zEtv{',;{,,,1b. am

which proves the theorem for the case when a = 0 and the sequence L, is non-negative.

° To obtain the general case, apply the case already proved to { (L — a )+ };,, , which

is a martingale by Corollary D.4. Then the number of upcrossings of the interval [a,b]

by the martingale L is equal to the number of upcrossings of the interval [0, b — a] by

the modified martingale L
— a. Clearly, then Equation D.7, after the appropriate sub-

stitutions, becomes the first inequality in the statement of the theorem. The second in-

equality follows easily, because (AQ, — a )+ s X; + | al. ¤

The upcrossing inequality given by Theorem D.5 is the basis for proving the fol-

lowing basic convergence theorem.

Theorem D.6: If {AQ, , •b,, },,,„ , is a martingale,

then {L,} converges a.e. to a fmite limit.

Prooß By defmition, 2E(L;‘)=E(|X,,|)+E(X,,) 5 2E(|L,|) < oo, for each

n 6 N. Therefore, the upcrossings inequality, Theorem D.5, can be applied. That ine-
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quality, together with the monotone convergence theorem, shows that the expected

number of upcrossings vw,] of any interval [a,b] where a < b, is almost surely finite.

Therefore, for each pair of rational numbers a < b,

{w:lim"infX„(w) < a < b <lim”sup X,(co)}

is a nuH set (Le., a set with probability zero). Therefore, the union over all such pairs

is also a null set. Therefore, the limit _lir}_iX, exists, because the union contains the set

where limnsub X, < limnsup X,. Applying Fatou’s Lemma (Theorem E.8), the limit

must be fmite ahnost everywhere.

Theorem D.7: If {X, , ¤b,,},,„ , is a martingale, then the following propositions are

equivalent:

( l) {X,} is a uniforrnly integrable sequence;

(2) X, converges in Y'; '

(3) X, converges a.e. to an integrable X, such that {X, , rb,
},_;

, is a martingale, and
i

E (X,) converges to E (X,).

(4) there exists an integrable random variable Y such that X, = E(Yl np,) for every

n 6 N.

Prooj}

(I) = (2): Assumption (l) satisfies the premise of Theorem D.6; therefore, X, —»X,

a.e. Now the prernises of Theorem B.6 are satisfied, and the condition of uniform

integrability is shown there to be equivalent to the condition that

E[|X,,|] —» E[|X|]. ThusX,converges in Y'.
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(2) =·> (3): By assumption (2), we have X, —>X_, in 3*. Thus,

E ( |X,, | ) —> E (
|X_,

| ) < oo, so Theorem D.6 applies, and we have that X,, —>X„ a.e.

Now, by the delining relation for a martingale, for all A 6 (/4,, and n > n',

I
X, dP =I X„.dP (D.8)

A A

The right side of the equation converges to f^X„ dP, by the 3*—convergence of the se-

quence {X}. The resulting equality proves that {X,, , (/1,, }„; is a martingale. Because

3* convergence implies convergence of expectations, all three conditions in (3) are

proved.

(3) ==• (1): By assumption (3), {X,, , •l4,, }„; is a martingale. Therefore,

I
X,Q°'dP=«[ X;dP, (0.9)

x; > 4 x;> 4 '

which proves that {X; },,,„ is a uniformly integrable sequence. But we can also write

I
—X§ dP =f X; dP , (D.l0)

—X,f > 41 X; > 41

so {-X },,,„ is also uniformly integrable. Therefore, X, = X + X is also uniformly

integrable.

(3) => (4): This is trivial, because we can substitute the X; in (3) for Y in (4).

(4) => (3): Assuming (4), Theorem D.2 applies; therefore, for all n' > n,

E(X„·I¢¤„)=E[(Y|~ß„·)I¢„]=E[YI~ß„]=X„ (DJI)
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So, by definition, {X, , •/1,,; Y, ab } is a martingale. It follows that {lx, l , •/1,,; lYl , nß} is

also a martingale. Therefore, for each ,1 > 0,

I
lX„|dP=I lYldP (D.l2)° (IX,. ¤>l} (IX. ¤>l)

Therefore,

l lP{w=IX„I>l}Sj E(|X„|)=jE(IYI) (D13)

This proves (3), with Y substituted for
X_„. I

There is a rather interesting corollary to Theorem D.0.7, known as Lévy’s Zero-

Or·One Law:

Corollary D.0.8: IfA 6 ¤ß_,, then 'lirn I? ( Al ~/1,, ) = 1,, a.e.
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Appendrlr E. Famous (and Useful) Theorems

This appendix presents several well-known theorems and lemmas from measure and

probability theory. In most cases, the proofs are omitted because they are readily found

in any standard text on the subject.

Theorem E.l (Chebyshev’s Inequality): If 45 is a strictly positive and increasing function

on (0, oo ), with ¢>(u) = ¢>( ——u) , and if X is a random variable such that E [ X] < oe ,

then for each u > 0,

E [ d>(X) J
P X 2 S —-——[I I MJ Mu)

Prooj?

E[d>(X)J=_[¢>(X)dP2_[ ¢>(X)dP2d>(¤)P[IXI2uJ •
¤ {IXI2¤}

Dqfnition E.I: A function ¢> on an interval is convex if

¢>[p¤¤+ (1 —p).vJ S p¢[xJ +(1 —p)¢>IlvJ

for p6[ 0,1 ], and x and y in the interval of convexity.

Theorem E.2 (Jensen’s Inequality): If ¢> is convex on an interval containing the range

of X, and X and ¢>(X) are integrable random variables, then
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3EQ00 d>(E[X])$E[d>(X)]

Proof is given, for example, by Chung [50].

Lyapunov’s inequality can be obtained from Jensen's inequality [50]; it is

<„

Theorem E.3 (Hölder’s Inequality): Suppose

—ä-+%=l, p>l, q>1.

. Th¤¤ EUXYI]SEl/p[IX|”]E"°[IX|°]-

I
Proof is given, for example, by Folland [51].

Schwarz's iuequality is obtained from Hö1der’s inequality by substituting p = q = 2.

Theorem E.4 (Minkowski’s Inequa1ity): Ifj§g 6 .59 , and 1 S p < oo, then

IIf+g II, S IIf||,, + [lg Il,-

Proof is given, for example, by Folland [52].

Theorem E.5 (The First Borel-Cantelli Lemma): For arbitrary events {EQ},
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2P(E„)<oo =• P(E„ i.0.)=0.
n=l

Proof is given, for example, by Billingsley [53].

Theorem E.6 (The Second Borel-Cantelli Lemma): If { E,,} is an independent sequence

ofevents, ZP( E„)= oo ==· P( E„ i.o.)= l.
n=l

Proof is given, for example, by Billingsley [54].

Theorem E.7 (Monotone Convergence Theorem):

If 0S_/Z, ]fa.e., then OS ff, dpfffdp.

Proof is given, for example, by Billingsley [55].

Theorem E.8 (Fatou’s Lemma):
[

If0Sj§, foralln,then fliminff, dp S limiriffj', dp.

Proof is given, for example, by Billingsley [56].

Theorem E.9 (Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem):

Iff, S g a.e., where g is integrable, and ifß, —»fa.e.,

thenj, andfare integrable, and ff, dp —»
ffdp .

Proof is given, for example, by Billingsley [57].
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The next theorem is not particularly famous; rather it is such a standard result that

it is often included in textbooks as a homework problem. lt is included here because it

is referenced from another proof within this thesis. This theorem considers a sequence

of integrals, in which an integrable function is integrated over sets from a sequence that

has zero measure in the limit.

Theorem E.l0: IfE[|X|]<oo and lir_r}P(A„)=0,

then lX|dP =0.
^„

1 Proof}

XdP| Slim} |X|dP i
7I·•00 }l·*00A„ ^„

=mli_£‘Ll°ni;1{£1°|é~|* |X|dP+'[ |X|dP]
A,, n(XSm) A„ n{X>m}

Slim 1imU‘mdP+"- |X|dP]
m·•00 l|·*0¢

An ibm} _

°° 6.1
Äh

where Ak ={w: k<|X(w)|Sk+l}

X (k+
ÄhS

k ap
k=m Äh
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But

oo>E[|X|]=j-|X|dP=Z]~|X|dP>Z~|-kdP (E.2)
Q k=0 A, k=0 A,

Hcncc,

k dP=0, (53)
k=M Ä}

which implics

(k+ 1) |X| dP‘
k=)‘l

Ä} k=l| A}

eo (E.4)
2lim Z". XdPI 2lim XdP|

il··•00
lI—•q¤

k=]I Ä} An

Thcrcforc,

X dP=0. ¤ (55)
^„
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Appendix F. Algebraic Expansion of a Term in Equation 5.2.23

i
This appendix shows the algebraic expansion of the conditional mean term on the

right side of Equation 5.2.23, En [G 1;,, nl GT] . First, note that

Wk

6.,,,- -9% @[9% 9%'[ ‘~ [, “ L';
0 0 0 0 0 (m+p)¤ ·-1:

0

P
„, (F.1)

Z- 6; ..5,+ 26;,.,;+5;
—

l=l 1'=l
•

0(m+p)nxl

*(nxn) 0nx(m+p)nH , 6 6 T = · , F.2cncc Eh nk mc) TI 0(m+p)n><n o(m+p)n¤(m+p)n
( )

P P m m

wh¤r¤ «.„„„, - E., ZZ 6; « vi rw:. +,1+ ZZ «»s.«%ir»:. ».z
l=l j=] l=] j=l

P m m P

-22 6; <,@{„>TwL+„!—22 6;<v£.>T·«„iw,{
i=l j=l l=l j=l

P m (F.3)
-2 @L<Ei§>Tw„£ +2 @;<Ei>T»„i

i=l i=l

P m

-2 ä<@£>'w„£ +2 E-:<v$>T»„£ +E:<ä>" .
j==l j=|

Now, recall from Equation 5.l.6 that
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R6 Sm) S§..<'<> '
** * T S...(/<> Q,. S§*_(k) : 0

Q. = E lm. m. } = sE_P(k) sE__(k) 2.*,.
*

- (F-4)

°°°°°°°'°'''''''H°°°°°'°°°°°°'°°°°'[ml}'''°

mmm the commns SE*,(k) é [(S§*,),...(S§*„),„] and sE*„(k) é [(S§_*„,),...(S§*„,)P].
Also note that E*,* [nk

nk.]
= E [nk

nk.
], because the density function f,,*(nk ) =f(nk ).

Denoting Ö(k) é 12,* (8), from Equation F.3,

_ P P m m

Z vé >’ ]«Q.>...
=l =l = =

P m m P

-ZZ E., [v; < vl >* ]rsL6«>1.,, — ZZ E., [vi. < vi. )* ]rs..<k>1.,,
I=_\ j=l I=l j=l

P P (F.6)
— E v;<k) (S5.)?+ Z vl.</«> ( E: >*<S£„.)f

l=l l=l
P A m A— Z (SQ.), < vivo )* + Z <Sé.„>,( vim )*+Z?j=l

j=l
’

Now note that

5,* [(60.) - 0)(6(k) — 6)*] = 5,* [ö(k) ö*(k) - 6 ö*(k) - ö(k) 6*+ 6 6*]
= ö(k) ö*(k) — 5,* (6) ö*(k) - ö(k) 5,* (6*) + 5,* (6 6*) (F.6)
= ö(k) ö*(k) - ö(k) §*(k) — ö(k) ö*(k) + 5,* (6 6*).

Hence,
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Ew (6 6T) = Ew [(ö(1«) — 0)(ö(k) - 6)'] + ö(k) ö’(k) é 1>""’ + ö(k) öT(k). (F.7)

Substituting Equation F.7 into Equation F.5,

P P I J m m I j+·„.„„, = [22 P"· "· 22
6"·”·

(66,,,
l=l j=l l=l j=l

P m I J m P i J-22 P"· "· rS£„<k>1„,, - 22 P"·"· rs„,<k>1,„,
I=l j=l i=l j=l
P P m m

+ 22 6266 r61„<k> 1’<R„>„,,
+ 22 6266 L 6266

1’(Q„>,,,
i=l j=I I=l j=l
P m m P (F'8)— 22 6266 L 6266 1’rs.I„</«>1„,, - 22 6206 L 6206 1’rs..u<>1„„,

i=l j=l i=l ]=l
p

A
m

A— 2 6266 ($.2,.,%+ 2 6266 < E1:>’<s§,„>T
_ i=l i=l

P m
6 -2j=l

j=l

Now, the expansion of En (G) (G") will be developed, in order to simplify

Equation F.8.

x 0 x TUG )
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where Q, (6*) Q2 Q,
L<G‘)’1

-

L-ämf
L- ö2<1)1’

l
A A A ^g Tölur) L--L - e=‘;<1) wm) L ¤„ L 0] Q2 f°r<_'<>1

Lö';<1)1’
In

0

Now, the j"' column of the product E,k (G*) Q2, for all j6{l, ...,(m + p + l)n}, is

P A m A n
-Z vim) e„ 1)

l=l l=l i=l

where e, is the i"' unit vector in IR'· , for all ie{l, ..., n}.

Substituting the column description of Equation F.ll into Equation F.l0,
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Eh (Gx) Q2 Eh [(Gx)T]
P P A A P m A ^= ZZ 6:06 :6:061

’uQ„‘Z1„,,
+ ZZ 6:06 [9Ä(k)]T[Q2]„,+,

l=l j=l i=l j=l

P n

I=l j=l
m P m m

+ ZZ 6:06 [6Ä(k)]T[Q2]„+«,; + 2Z 6:06 u6£061’rQ21,.„,., T TTl=l j=l i=l j=l ( ' )

+ ZZ 6:06 ·=,’rQ21„.„,.„..,
I=l j=l

n P n m

!=l j=l l=1 j=l

efi=l
j=l

Substituting the submatriccs of Q,2 (from Equation F.4) imo Equation F.l2,

Eh (Gx) Q2 Eh [(Gx)T]
x

P P
A A

P m
A A

6:06 r6:<k>1’LR.1,,, + XZ 6:06 [9Ä(k)]T[$ÄA(k)];,;
ls! j=l i=l j=l

P n

+ ZZ 6:06 ·=f<s§„.„>T
I=l j=l

'" "AT AT T
”'

'"AT AT
Ti=lj=l i=l j=l

+ ZE 6:06 ¢,’<sé„.>?
!=l j=l

P m

+ E <s§„.>,L6:<k>1’+ Z <s;,„>,rö£<k>1’ + za?.
j=l j=l

Finally, substituting Equation F.l3 into Equation F.8,
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P P m m
I j I j#1...., = EZ

1·’·
"· (R1«)1,1+ ZZ P°·°· 1211,,

1'=l j=l i=1 j=l
P m m P1 1 1 1 (F.l4)— ZZ 1·"· "·1sL11«>1„,1 — 2Z

1>"·”1 tS...<1<>1,,,
1:1 1:1 1:1 1:1

+ 121,16*1 Q2 121,1161*)*1.

Using the partitioning of the matrix P,‘1i„,, given in Equation 5.3.10, and the definition

of Q2 given in Equation F.4, Equation F.14 can be rewritten as

P P m m

*1.,.., = ZZ 1·Z?<1« +1111122).,,+ Z E 1·,‘f.‘i,_...,<1< + l|k)(Q1(Ä),,+11,+1
1:1 1:1 1:1 1:1

P m m P
(F.15)

11:1 1:1 1:1 1:1

+ E1, (Gx) Q2 Ejvk [(Gx)T]-
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